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TERRACE - -T ! ie  provincial Pen, sat~on,;:(from the federal doesn t have junsd~ction - -  and 
g0vernment ts,putting'f0~ h a .  !~)~overnm..ent) so when you hear we'lL continue to do so," he 
l~d claim of itsown'when say- ~{,',ngur¢$1i~e$6.8 billion to settle said4 ~ i-'.', '.. ' . .' " , : .. 
in8 the fed era! government has l:;::: land;claims, the province wants . RY~'.S~d the province also 
primary respOnSibility to settle~, thaL Indians won'tget a cent,": kn6wsit's wrong b,~ause it did 
native clal~, ' says a nat ive  .hei~d,:,L::.; ;. r . . " :  r ' '' ' " sign the~constitutton f 1982. 
slmkesman from the Hazeltons... -i Ryan added'that the provin- Tlia~:dqc.ument recognized the 
/!~!That'S because the provlnce cialposltion is :basedon it con. '~ es!stence: ~f;ab0riginaJ fights 
kfiows]t ~:~entua l ly  lose;its :: sfitUfi0naHy having Ownershlpl, 'bilfdid)n0tldefin~ t em,  , 
argumefit ~that native fiiie., to Of  land and resources. :. :~ Court: d .eciT sions ha~,e nforc- 
l~d and.resources doe~?t/eX. : ,"But we',ve proven that the ed  .ithel c0ncept of  aboriginal 
iSt,/:.~ said:~:: Gitksan 'i~: and : pr0V~ce/. :doesn't. have...that, "nghts ', i sa~they  do exist.but 
_W+~'Silwet~en ",s'pokesman Don ownership.: We've proven it in agaii~; not, gi.ving a definition. 
R~; las t i '~k : : "  . . . : "" :  " ' the7 courts '6verfishing and -;ToRya~,-ab0rlginalrights, 
!"Th~'p~b~&"~tH~antcom. forestry - -  the province just roughly defined as the rightto 
hunt, fish and trap, are. the. along aboriginal land claims. 
same as the ex!s!ence, of , Ryan ~Iso expected the pro- 
aboriginal title to mno ana :."~ince will be prepared, when it 
resources, releasesits position in several 
"They're intgrchangeable..To 
negotiate~" the province ' h~: tO  
recognize the existence of 
aboriginal title," he sald.i ..-., 
The slmkesman predicted fiie 
Gitksan and Wet'suwe['en B.C.  
SupremeCourt suit ag~t  the 
federal and provincial g6vern- 
ments for:t it le. to northwest 
..weeks on how [o settle land 
clnims, to negotiate aboriginal 
rights, 
r"But those are what we call 
berry picking rights. We have 
always had those as part of 
aboriginal title, but we'll have 
to wait and seewhat he pro. 
land, a decision is expected'ear- vince says," he added, portant he province be involv- , .... 
ed in land claims settlements 
ly next >~,ear';- ~ fur ther  push The idea of aboriginal title because of the issue of land a~d 
was rejected last week by resources. :":' 
Building  "i!i 
permits " . . . . . .  ~ , .~  ;.. ~, [ '!!:> 
ii 
increase 
TERRACE - -  With more than tio~/addition to the Terrace 
four months remaining until the Min i -Mal l  on Lakel~ - -  while 
,end of the year, the value of institutional renovations and 
building permits issued has additions total $500,000 to date. 
already surpasse(J the total for Out of step,, however, is the 
1989, says the city's, chief "industrial sector where there has 
building inspector, not been a single project under-, 
Bob Lafleur conf'n'~ed the taken so far this year. That con- 
six permits issued so far this tinues the trend of the past three 
month have pushed the year-to- years which has seen industrial 
date figure over the $11.5 activity steadily decline'from its 
million mark. 1987 high of $4.3 million. 
• And with preliminary draw- While agreeing the lack of 
ings already having been sub- new industrial development 
mitred for (we million-dollar- means homeowners will con. 
tinue to bear the brunt: of the: plus projects ~ a Kentucky local taxation burden, mayor 
Fried Chicken drive through on Jack Tnistra suggested that mat- 
Lakelse and an offic e building ched the "shift in mood" he,, 
at the-cornet of. Sparks and had dete~ted ~ overdie-past five/ 
Lazelle, he<predicts, ':We're years. " .... 
probably looking at another $5 "I don't think people would 
million before the year's out." tolerate within our boundaries a 
Housing starts continue to large industrial plantthat is not 
lead the construction boom. in harmony with the' environ. 
Lafleur said permits had been ment," he explained. 
issued for 45 single and two Taistra said a large segment 
multi residential units valued at of the population preferred to 
$8 million. Last year's totals see Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
were 34 starts worth $4.3 remain the industrial centres of 
million, the region if it meant Terrace re- 
Commercial projects come rained its clean air and water. 
next at $2.75 million --  that in- "And they're willing to pay the 
cl~des a permit issued this price (higher t.axes)for that, ~' 
month for a $400,000 renova- he added. 
!!is lee tom' ,a,nts ired 
;~lm~!~'roIn' : tt°h~Wtsake~f t l := l '=:s ; :g i ing  guide l~ i : ?use~rm;  for thesame 
i "i, '. i. , ,,' i 
'.:: i }i:~!,B';~/~!H~r/toni:i'.'aekx;wleaged ' a day 'r.~p~tively/ " conAedfu~dneirs. ,~aX':e~dUl,~} %°lte°rn 
He said one single licence 
covering a number of days is 
one option the branch will 
discuss with vendors. 
The cost, of the special 
licences won't be discussed. 
Hooton added, despite fears by 
some tourism-related businesses 
that it will keep away recreation 
anglers. 
"It is definitely not our intent 
to kill the tourist industry. Our 
intent is to maintain the attrac- 
tive features of the sport fishery 
that draws.the:tourists in the 
frst place,",.he said. 
"(The vendors) tell me the 
customers aren't so much upset 
about he fees as they are about 
i "Sk, 
(:!.':i/.: ~at 'buyers and sellers aren t A !~cence is required for each who can't find a store open to 
',/~:i~!~P~)f: about  the time and day of fishing meaning that yen- buy a]icenceearly in themorn- 
/'/~per~vork;.~'i~;olved in issuing dora find thmlselves filling out tng:ofih'edaythey want o fish. 
[ - ] ;  
,:deCline feared 
~; ,i ,7- 
i!i!i:':gi!ii:i 
i?iiil/ 
• the inconvenience factor," 
With averting goods Stores, Although,introduction f a Hooton added. 
sPeciaL ;/!icence for i long-term He noted that the fees are still 
,visit0rs.c:osting $50.$100 might 
help; he:warned;"Even if they less than they are to fish on 
do ehange it, it' going to hurt eastern North American rivers 
for:.a fewyi~r s t o ¢..ome," or in Europe .  , 
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.rem~er Bill VanderZalm(but: '~ . ,  :1t 
he did say the province w~ to ' ',:'":~ :;t 
settle land clnim~: ' .-:  '~'- 'L 1"7"i11 ~II 
'. At the same. time,, vmid~". ! :'ii ii.::i] 
Zalm made,no ,refe~en~it0...:.; .: ! .!.'.il 
aboriginal riglits)nith0dlii~i.an. :.;~.:q 
earfier, position pal~r,by~; the . ,  ' !~ 
pr~mler's native a ~s :m~i~l  '-, :' 
did acknowledge :that he 'e6i~. " 
stitution recosnizes abor i~ 'I 
rights; ;~ i 
The council alSO Said it's"im,: " : 
Roadwork coming 
TERRACE -- There'li be a bl¢ after that. 
passing lane built and paved on The Shames turnoff work 
the Zymacord hill just west of !sn't included in the $2.6 million 
Terrace onHwyl6 this fail, says already allocated by the 
district highways manager John ministry to build an access road 
Newhouse,' and improve an existing forestry 
The passing lane is one por- road to the ski development. 
tion of a major project which .j .......................  . . ...........  .......... !> ...q...~ 
will see 42kin of new Hwyl6 ~:':':~::::'::':::':~g ~":':":::!:~::::"::::!i':::+::::i!iiiiii!iii~iiiiiiiiif! .~.~..,..<..,.,.-:.~.~.,,:.. • ~ ~  ..~,~. ++ ..x::.:. pavement be laid west of Ter- |i~!.,.':~-:::.l~:~ii 
race. he said. .::>.,,i::'..:':!:~:.~::~::: :i i 
:.,:::~: ~:~ Included in the project is ira- ::" ............... : .... 
proving drainage on the Shames ::.:::'a::~:: 
fiat section ,of Hwyl6 and ~:~.i:.:: . . .. ~::::.~.~:~ 
bid ing =turn lanes on the :.~'.~:< '".~ ...... : ~ m  
highway where the turnoff to 
the Shames mountain ski [ ~  
developmmit is located. ~::I~...ii....>!il~., ~ !  ~~i! . M ~ I  "This is;a major project hat 
II ~ ~~>": : ' :% 'iiii~!ii!iiiii!~ii:!:~:i:i:i:!:i:!: will be spread,out over two ~~ili::::::::::::.:.iiiiiil 
fiscal YearS,:',l said Newhouse of ~ii::::::,i::'. ...
" e base hft for the ~ l  the work. Th  " ii!!i! !. .[i~!~iiiiii!iiii~ 
Zymacord'hfll will be laid this [ ~  ~ [  <'= ====================================== 
year and.the pavement of the ) ~  ~iiiiiiiiii:::!ii::::iiliiiii~i 
42kin take Pliee next year." ~ 
He ~ :th~:m~jor con- r~..',.l~i!!iti~i i i  
tracts for the Work tO be let by 
~:::q::: ~: : i :~i~ ~ ~ :.m the end of the summer and con- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ">'-" <~ .>':~:.¢~:~::4::::::!,?::~i:~i~i:i:i:' 
struction start as_soon .as possi- " - 
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• Province to soon anno 
:la nd cla ires talks polic  
~,~CE - -  The provincial responsibi l i ty for settling claims will be settled. • 
,~ent  says it wants to set :  claims. . Vender Zaim did say the pr~.  
• ~. vince rejects ' the  .ide~t ~~f . tie land claims but has yet to an, • 'L' .. . We must be at the table, aboflginal title, - 
• :kt.o.m!.:ce what lt will negoti.ate, bringing to the negotiations 
"The province Of British Col - / " .  'Releimed :several w~ks ago, 
• with, Ottawa the concerns of or- umbia, cannot, howe~/er, a c~t , ;  L ~Osere f . ,O~mendat lnn~ are that ' 
dii' iary' British Co lumbiansas  the basis for neg0tiati6n'of the prov in -~ '~' l -~n"d ' -c ]a i~ 
about how a settlement might claims the position'put forward negotiations with the federal best be achieved," said Vender" 
Znlm. ; -, ,, 
He said it will be a couple of 
weeks yet before the province 
releases its estimation of how 
by some that wemustrecognize : gov.ernment,  cont inue to 
the legal concept~of.ab6figinal, negotiate ¢odomic and social" 
title by which Indian groups  developmen t .agreements and 
claim absolute own~shipof:ali:o help": establish native Self 
laud and resources," he said.' government. 
• : .Although the premier re- N D P wou Id recogn ize ~]ee~,e~n'ot!!e:ndt~o:f:bjri~deai tof 
* 1" ' ' " ~:':" L ' aboriginal rights, roughly def in .  aboriginal title exists ~,~, • ed aS the r i~t  to fish. huntand 
• - " ..... " •' The native affairs council did 
-~ I i I~C~ -- Recognition of tins ~t' settlement," stud" Her- vince's position, that  .the acknowledgethatthe 1982con- 
aboriginal title and rights is court. . . primary responsibility t0 settle stitutlon, which B.C..signed, 
neeessary before governments Aboriginal rights are roughly land claims belongs with the recognizes the existence of  
: i. In statem~mt~m~de last week, 
~Pm'~ Bill Vender Znim did 
say any. settlement must 'be  
" fa i r ,  ba la / iced and 
affordable;" - ' 
He repeated earner provincial 
positions that  the~ federal 
government has the primary 
can negotiate land claims, says 
lqDP leader Mike Harcourt. 
In a letter to news outlets last 
week, Harcout't said such 
recognition Would not reduce 
the provincial government's 
barga in ing power  dur ing 
negotiations. 
"The precise object of  
neeotiations is to resolve the 
nature and extent of aboriginal 
title and the costs of implemen- 
$ 
defined as the ability of natives 
to fish, hunt and trap while title 
is def'med as ownership of the 
land and of its resources. 
The province rejects the idea 
of aboriginal title but its council 
on naLive a f fa i r s  does 
acknowledge the constitution 
recognizes the existence, though 
not defined, of aboriginal 
rights. " 
Harcourt agrees with the pro- 
Minister of State 
Youth 
Award of Merit 
Presented to 
Minlstm d'~lat 
Jeunense 
Mention de reconnaissance 
pr~sent~e .~ 
federal government, addlug that. 
provincial participation will 'en- 
sure other  in teres ts  are 
represented. 
" I  believe settlement of 
outstanding claims to be in the 
best interest o f  nil British Col- 
umbians, with s ign i f i cant  
economic benefits flowing to all 
regions," he said. 
The Businesses & 
Householders of Terrace 
in recc~gnition f 
outstanding participation i  the 
• Summer Employment Program 
for Canada's students 
,ou..,.o, August 
"pour sa participation active 
au Progt':imme d'emploi d'~t6 
pour It's~tudiants canadiens 
~.~. . ,~ , . , ,~ , .  15 th 
V ~  
Terrace, British Columbia 
hu,~ uu mrn~W~hmm¢¢tTam~xy 
I I ~ A m  
Cana(ll? 
b ' r IH£  WOOB.PRO 6asW'6o Kit :  
F.ACH K/TINCLUDeS: * O~mstlc R~/~em~l  Cl*uun Loop, Comba f ~  
Lube r .~nl~ *~0 rrd E*~ Od t~x *& t~ ~4m, GMM flat o .f~up 
Advl~" Rk~g Mw~qM * V~v,~4 StlN C~4x~r4 ~ $ 7S.¢Q ' , ,~,~a~ p,~,,m* 
feet a settlement." 
I 
COME TO THEB.V.FALLFAIR ~ i
Fall Fair Dance 
• ~aturday ,  August25. . , 
Bulkley Valley Exhibition 
The ShoW of the-North: 
Smithers, B,C. 
aboriginal riskts even though 
theyweren't def'med, 
That was backed by provin- 
cial native affairs minister Jack 
Weisgerber who said the pro- 
vince should acknowledge there 
are "certain abodglnal rights 
and interests and that ]these need 
to be taken "rote account, to of- 
to our office. - :  . . . . . .  
I'd like .to be a TERRACE STANDARDISKEENA MARKETPLACE Carder 
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Keith, Agar, Ha,gland, M011t0r, Eby, Kenny. 
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" : :  TERRACE 
EQUIPMENT SALES LTD 
.4441 Lakels e Ave. 635-63 
v .v,~ ,u ,~. ,~m. , Juq im~mat~nlaw¢ . v~ 
.7 
- Ouader Cheeze orWg Mae 
- -  Laile r.des 
- Regular Soft Odnk 
- Sundae . ,  
Compllmenle of McDonald's 
• In a clear record of : 
delivery and a Job well 
done you've earned a .  
FREE McHappy Meal.. 
Jazzy Parmar 
I . . , AREA , 
4847 I.~ZOIIe Ave.. Terlace, B.C. Adll,,'~h~q 
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PATIO DOOR:" - 
VER I".IC AL, B LIN DS 
=15000 
• . 8 asso~ed 
-fabrics 
& colors 
• •Includes. 
valance 
and all 
hardware 
I 
Whil e quantities last. In Stock items only. 
"A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
YOUR DECOR 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202. Munroe Street at Hwy.: 16 W. 
TERRACE 
635-2976 
IREE BLANKET 
.. Bundle up your water heater 
in a Cosy blanket.., and save money. 
~ [ " ~ [ ' ~  " MAk ing  your ,  : : new ga~ water  heuter  w i th in  the  next  y~r ,  i i, II 
I I  L~/L.~IJ't2 electric water But if you don't have gas service in " t 
~ [ ~ T  heater more your home, we'd still like your electric 
• energy-efficient . 'water heater to be as energy,efficient as:. 
weyou up to 10% on your household • possible; So, when we install the insulating ii: 
heating costs. ~. blanket, we'll,give you a coupon thatYs, '
good for a $20 rebate on a new Power ,at's why B.C,Hydro is making you . , 
¢ offer: a free insulating blanket for ~ Smm electric Water heater,i. ~: 
.leczric i'water heater, installed free :~ . :( l£for any technical reanon your. 
urge. r ;i'. ~ ! :  ' , '  electri¢.water heater cannot be fitted wilh ~ ,i 
s an offer worth$40.. ~ . ,, an insulatipg blanket, we,ll offer you the ~ .:i 
ttural gas is aeonvenient and econo~ ,. same $20 rebate, • " ". 
way to heat water. So if you.have a, ~ :, : ~ So,bundle up, Your water heater, will , ' !i 
~e into yore" h0use, your best option save.heat, you'll save on your eleclrical i: | 
'.onven to gu  thenext time you buy .a .. : bills,and we,ll all:save nergy. ::!.i ~ ,~. :,~ :, i i~if ~ 
heater. TO helpyou out. B,C.Hydro; ' To ~ge for a contractor to install, . ! ~i i l  
with your gas company, will give you the Water,heater blanket, call : . ' I 
D cUh dlscoum if you purchase, Our Contractor'"--" ~''' ~ ':" . . . . . . . . .  . , MegtlllOIrl ~ J
) IM I I l lUU I I -U '  I J J "  a.m,.~ p.m. Mon:-Fr,.' 6,7.t1,2,' :.,I 
w sa/t, ty ~alon¢. natural ea¢. t~rooane and oll.flrcd~¢rhtater,  ' ~ not q~at~./~ ihll o~r, i ! ::1 | 
, • i .; .: i,:.i.~::L~i •  ::' : , ,  •.4:•''¸  ¸*~'  . ~ . - -  . . . . .  • " ; 
{ 
! 
• • . . . . . . . .  . .  
< ~= been a Iomz Wait , ::::::::::::::::::: 
' ame.s expectS 
; = ':, 
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Upl i f t ing  exper ience  
OPENING DAY at Crystal's Palace, the community's new 
youth centre, found Tim Nelmes taking advantage of its 
weight room to tone. up his muscles. The centre also offers 
pool and foozball tables, rock videos and video games. Open 
Monday, Wednesdays and Fridays, it is is located adjacent o  
the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly on the corner of Olson and 
Eby. 
Teacher faces a hearing 
TERRACE --  A Hazelton Terrace District Teachers The teacher was charged last "The courts have already rut- 
school teacher acquitted on in- 
decent assault charges faces a 
hearing by the school board 
Aug. 21 which could result in 
his dismissal or discipline. 
The board, acting under the 
Schools Act and sections of the 
:collective agreement it has with 
its teachers, can.:~disiniss or 
!is(:ipline teache~,~T6f just  
Cause .  
That cause, indicates a letter 
from the school district to the 
Association, revolves around 
allegations of misconduct. 
The teacher had been charged 
with two counts each of inde- 
cent assault and gross indecency 
against a former male student. 
He was acquitted.on all charges 
June 6 in Smithers county 
court . . . . . .  ~= - 
The board m~iae the decision 
to hold a hearing last week after 
it reviewed the judge's reasons 
for judgement. 
July and was subsequently 
suspended without pay by the 
board. 
School district officials have 
declined to comment, saying the 
matter is a personnel affair, but 
did say the board will meet with 
ed. Why should this teacher 
have to go through this twice?" 
said Brown. 
He added that results of the 
hearing are subject to the 
grievance and arbitration pro- 
cedure teachers have with the 
the teacher Aug. 21. ~ • school district intheir collective 
Teachers"; :~"unlon"; presldentY " Roi~" ag cement, : ~ , .~= : : .... ,: 
Brown said it has asked that the The collective agreement also 
teacher be reinstated with back contains a clause prohibiting 
pay. discrimination, said Brown. 
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- -  A lowcost 
federal a/~d provincial tourism 
development loan for the 
Shames Mountain Ski Corpora- 
tion Should be arriving soon, 
says its president. 
Gerry Martin said last week 
the corporation has completed 
all it was required to do to 
receive the $502,000 loan. 
paperwork to be completed. 
"We're just waiting for them 
to get the final touches put on," 
he said. The loan was first an- 
nounced two years ago. 
It will be paid in increments 
upon receipt bills the corpora- 
tion has incurred for the ski. 
development and carries with it 
a 2.5 per cent a year interest 
rate. Gerry Martin 
One of the requirements of ministry will give its opinion on 
the Corporation was a land use a proposed shares for debt swap 
agreement with the province for with the K i t imat-St ik ine 
land on Shames Mountain. regional district. 
That was signed earlier this The corporation owes the 
summer, regional district $322,000 and 
The ski development located $94,000 in interest dating back 
approximately 22km west of to its purchase of the district's 
Terrace on Hwyl6 and then up ski lift equipment from the 
a 13.5kin access roadis schedul- now-c losed K i t sumka lum 
ed to open this winter. Mountain operation. 
The federai-provincial loan Municipal affairs ministry of- 
makes up a portion of the $2.1 ficial AI Tamblin said the pro- 
million needed to open the ski vince is considering a number of 
development, the options presented it by the 
* * * * * * regional district. 
In other Shames news, there The regional district asked 
is still no word on when the pro- the ministry for its opinion in 
vincial municipal affairs May. 
Ski manager sought 
TERRACE -- The Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation isin- 
terviewing people for the posi- 
tion of general manager of its 
facility. 
The ski development is 
scheduled to open this winter 
and the corporation wants its 
manager hired early next 
month. 
And while a manager is being 
sought, work continues on 
Shames Mountain. 
Sandblasting of lift towers 
has started so they can be 
painted Oxford blue and lift 
:foundations dug or drilled for 
;the chairlift and.T-bar. 
A Smithers firm is now ex- 
amining the former lodge on 
Kitsumkalum Mountain to best 
determine how it can be cut and 
moved to Shames. 
Applications ve been made to 
B.C. Hydro and B.C. Tel to 
have their lines raised or 
lowered the day of the move. 
The corporation this month 
began advertising season passes, 
saying that those bought before 
the end of the month won't be 
subjected to the GST scheduled 
to come in this January. 
GST regulations state the 
seven per cent levy won't have 
to paid on services to be use~ 
after the tax comes into effect a~ 
long as they are paid for by the 
end of August. 
, I L _ .  
GROUND 
BEEF 
Regular Quality 
5 lb. Chub 
Limit I with family 
purchase 2.16 kg 
b-  
.88. 
Congratulations 
Adam Teolisl 
4 year old Adam Teolis was 
the Grand Prize winner in 
the Terrace Shopping Cen- 
tre's Riverboat Days Col- 
ouring Contest. Adam won 
a Ghetto Blaster. 
I afeway Manager Edc Johanson 
presents Adam with the GRAND 
• PRIZEI 
WE HONOU  
BBQ CHICKEN 
2~/~ tO 2=A Ibs. 
Average Weight 
before cooking 
i 
I I ~r  "~1 
m ~  
COKE or 
SPRITE 
Regular, Diet, Coke ClaSSiC 
or Caffeine Free Coke or 
Canada Dry Reg. or 
Sugar Free 
6!2.88 
4.99,, 
'/SOURDOUGH 
FRENCH BREAD 
WE HOI O "  R ALL COMP 
Or DutCh Crunch ~!~~~..,q~i 
450 g loaf I I  ~ '  i l l f f  EA. 
HOT DOG 
BUNS 
OR Hamburger, Skylark 
60% WigGle wheat Sesame 
Burger, Pkg. of I 
1.29,,. 
STORE HOURS:-- 
r ~ 
I Sunday 10 ll.m., 6 p.m. 
I Mon. - Fd. O e,m.- 9 p.m. 
Saturday 9 e,m.- 6 p.m. 
I 
I Sale price effective Wed., Aug, 15 
to Sat, i Aug. i8, t 990 
KRAFT 
SALAD 
DRESSING 
Assorted varieties 
Reg. or Calorie Wise 
S00 mL BOttle 
2.88. 
CHARCOAL I 
BRIQUETTES I 
safeway, 
907 kg bag 
6.99. I 
.:;~ :, ,,. 
~i 
; r~. .  - 
7:  : ; , '  
CANTALOUP ilL 
A 
U.S. Grown, i J  U 
NO. 1 Grade ;7 Size 12's g V EA. 
Fresh west 
COHO SALMON 
Whole, Wild 
FreSh COho 
.88 /100g 
COUPONS 
I 
3.99,. 
KOOI Aid 
DRINKS 
ASSOrted Flavours 
603 g pkg 
2.69- 
Snowstar  
ICE CREAM 
Assorted Flavours 
4 L. Carton 
3.68,, 
.__ . • • ~ ~ ,, # % ~', 
DON'T 
s r/& IANk/c'A,.M,  l l / $  $ / $ nl~0ast~asy~,c~.but 
r / M I l l  ~ / t~r,,f~,=r,00 f -  
I W ~ ~ / w~ y~'. f~s~y~, 
So, Please, don't 
II I ~ I l J I l Ill PAUI i '11e i IW[ ly ,  
We b ing it at,! i  ,gether 't, 
We honour all competltor's coupons. 
-I 
i:i:i: 
-[ 
r.~ 
[I 
,I 
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case of abuse 
If anybody ever needs yet another ex- 
ample of a government horror story, 
consider the latest surrounding the 
regional district's MK Bay Marina at 
Kitimat. 
It was a fairly sensible idea when first 
conceived in the 1970s as a way to fill 
recreational needs and to encourage 
tourism. But, like its land-based and 
equally ill-fated Kitsumkalum ski hill 
twin sister, the marina soon ran into pro- 
blems. The facilities couldn't handle the 
storms around Kitimat. Nobody was 
happy with what was there. 
Back in 1988 the regional district 
decided it had to do something. It failed 
in an attempt o sell the marina and so 
applied for and received $1 million from 
the federal government for an overhaul. 
What was regarded as a gift proved to 
be too good to be true. It was apparent 
from the start, or should have been, that 
the $1 million federal lollipop wasn't 
sufficient. A series of cost escalations 
followed. Control of the project went to 
the federal Department of Public 
Works. It issued designs, more designs, 
redesigns and projections. At latest 
count, the promised final price tag is 
$2.35 million. 
The regional district put on a magic 
act to find that extra $1.3 million. It 
pulled a $707,000 rabbit from the hat by 
getting a grant from the ever flush and 
ever handy provincial lottery bank ac- 
count. But that still leaves approximately 
$600,000 in rabbits unaccounted for. 
The regional district thinks it can get 
some of that by dealing with the 
Kitimaat band in exchange for an equity 
position in the marina. It also has an un- 
suspecting standby in regional district 
• taxpayers for it can borrow what is need- 
ed. It has also asked the federal govern- 
ment for yet more money. 
All this points to the major fault of 
governments in this century - -  the 
almost casual disregard of the public 
trust. In this case, there doesn't appear 
to have been a clear and set understan- 
ding of what the final marina marina 
project would cost when the $1 million in 
federal money first arrived. 
And even though there is now what is 
promised to be a final price tag, it isn't 
known from where all the money will 
come. Unlike private businesses which 
first establish their finances before 
deciding what they can do, governments 
have the luxury of endlessly tapping the 
public purse• 
There will be a marina built in the end. 
It damn well better be worth it for the 
monetary cost is overshadowed by that 
of a system that is unaccountable and 
out of control. 
,,o 
.o ,, MALE ...  AKING A LIVINGINII:I.E 
FOREff 
If you look beyond the native 
roadblocks you'll find a carefully crafted 
effort at swaying and manipulating 
public opinion. It's just one of those 
things for freedom of expression and ac- 
tion, though sometimes cynical in its ap- 
plication, is what makes a democracy. 
. - .  
Election prospect 
presents a danger 
VICTORIA - -  There's a good 
chance Premier Vander Zalm Say that again believ.s he's finally found an /F r  .' ::~"~: '~~ issue that will get him .' om the . / ' capita! re elected, but he should be ' 
warned: that path is fraught 
. . . . .  .%:?,;~..,;.~ with*.danger. .... ,~ , , ,  , . . . . .  by Hubert Beyo? 
-: . . . . .  ~ • ' . . . . .  " -~'~'~':'-'~~:'/', , iT[icri:are indications that : ..... ' : "  ""~" " '~.:"'~ ~.'' . . . . . . . . .  . 
"~'itls the¢"rnativeL: Indians' ' Vander'"' 7, ,o.,~, ~: .... , . . . .  . . . .  ~~":  ~ ,  :,1::,. road blockades. It is also a sponsor of 
the Stein Valley Festival. When 
presented with the prospect of a 
blockade of the festival from Pemberton 
residents, Andrew was quoted rin apress 
release• 
"These people (those who would at- 
tend the Stein festival) should not have 
to face the travel uncertainties presented 
by those whose aim seems to be muzzling 
free speech," said Andrew. Naughty, 
naughty, Chief Andrew• You can't have 
it both ways. 
Zalm may be counting on to 
help him win a second term in 
office, not by voting for the 
Socreds but by providing a
central issue around which the 
government could create a bit 
of fear and uncertainty. 
Therds little doubt that 
Vander Zalm and native af- 
fairs minister Jack Weisgerber 
have beentrying their best to 
make British Columbians ner- 
vous about the potential price 
tag of settling native land 
claims. 
The figure of $6 billion, 
nearly half Of last year's entire 
budget, has been bandied 
about an awful lot. Never 
mind that the figure comes 
straight out of Weisgerber's 
hat. 
The scenario that govern- 
ment might create to get re- 
elected is simple. Put the In- 
dians in a position of appear- 
ing totally unreasonable and 
then take a firm stand on the 
~ide of law and order. It's 95 
per cent white votes against 
five percent native votes. 
I hope Vander Zalm won't 
be that cynical, but frankly, 
he's done nothing so far to 
allay fears that this is exactly 
the direction he is headed in. 
It seems Indian leaders also 
have similar suspiaons. Bill 
Wilson of the First Nations 
Congress told the premier to 
stop building a soap box on 
land claims. 
"Premier, if you want to 
deal in good faith, stop trying 
But the interpretation varies according 
to who is doing the expressing and ac- 
ting. Mt. Currie chief Fraser Andrew 
was kind enough to give us his version. 
The band had established informational 
Down hill solution 
s,oo,,, I llr  / 
many families are on welfare, enterprises, has a jargon of its 
consolation at an apres-ski par- 
ty (coffee klatsch). There, talk 
would revolve around ski runs 
(delinquent fathers) skiing con- 
ditions (paying hills) and a com- 
parison of ski waxes (lawyers). 
I f  a father failed to keep up 
his child support payments, the 
welfare mother would select a 
wax, and Wax her skis (gar- 
nishee her ex-husband's in- 
come). 
These tactics should, imprint 
the plight of welfare families on 
politicians eeking election: 
But in the absence of any "Why ai'e the lndians not 
other issue that could be ex- sensitive to the fact that they 
plotted for votes, the tempta- have a good !ife and could 
ti0n of turning the land-claims make a real contribution to 
controversy into a three-ring Canada if they made the ef-~ i.i 
election circus may prove too fort?" she asks. 
great. The good life? Really? If 
Unfortunately, thereare their lives are so good, why is 
those who advocate the tough infant mortality amoung In- 
stance and would welcome an dians so much higher than in 
end to what they call appease- the white community? Why :are 
merit of the Indians• One such the Indian communities leading 
person, Maria McNary of in teenage suicide rates?, 
Lillooet, sent me a six-page let- McNary goes on to say that 
ter by fax last week. native culture is not really a 
The rambling letter, valid notion because the tribes 
presented as a sort of differ greatly from one 
background paper,complete another. Again, a strange 
with references, pleaded for argument. Because there are 
the "political will" to deal many different native cultures, 
with the Indian problem once there's no such thing as a 
and for all. native culture. 
"It is all too obvious that McNary doesn'tseem too 
we cannot buy our way out of concerned about the facts. 
this mess. We now must have Thus, she describes James 
the guts to end it. No-one, in- Douglas, British Columbia's 
eluding our neighbours, to the first governor, as "one-quarter 
south would permit heir peg. Indian himself." 
pie to dictate to them as we Well, Douglas was born in 
are being held to ransom by British Guiana. Not that many 
our Indians," McNary said. North American Indians there. '
"No other country with in- Douglas did marry an Indian 
telligent people would enslave women though, but I don't 
themselves and certainly their think that made him a quarter 
children to a conquered peg- Indian. 
ple," she added. She.also gives a semi- : 
I 'm somewhat reluctant to encyclopedic account of what a 
ask how she would deal with reservatiort is, notwithstanding 
the problem, but I don't think the fact that Canada's Indians 
it would be a pretty sight, have reserves, not reservations: 
McNary's letter is a prime ex- The latter is a U.S. term. *'. 
ample Of the half-truths and All I 'm really trying tO say-is 
outright lies that surround the that there are a lot Of ~ , 
• land claims issue. And yes, misconceptions about the ~ 
both sides are guilty of stret- issue, and exploiting it for an 
chink the factsto suit them. election could be an invitation 
At one point in her letter, to disaster. If I were the 
McNary becomes downright, premier I 'd think twice before 
ludicrous. Read on and scratch playing with fire. The flames 
your head. could be hard to put out. 
own. Welfare recipients could 
add pizzaz to their drab ex- 
istence by adopting ski slope 
lingo, coded to their own situa- 
tion. 
The code word for Social Ser- 
vices and Housing would be 
"ski hill". Social workers 
would be "skiing instructors". 
Apartments would be "ski 
lodges". 
Dependents  would be 
tourists. That's key. Mere men- 
tion of tourism makes cabinet 
ministers straighten their ties, 
and stand ready to vote Yes in 
support of any money bill. 
Juxtapos ing the words 
"tourist" and "ski hill" would, 
have the premier and MLA's 
flexing the hinges'~0f their 
favourite ribbon-cuttingshears• 
Under the code, ,anyone new 
to "riding the chairlift', (accep- 
ting welfare) would~iVisit a ski 
hill to consult a ski instructor 
about arranging for a season's 
pass (income assistance) • in- 
cludin~ achairlift pass (monthly 
rent)• ; 
Later on, should there ben  
but unless they make themselves 
visible among us, neither society 
nor politicians will heed them.• 
We need to realize how many 
children are growing up hungry, 
in poor housing. 
To wake us up, welfare reci- 
pients have to capture media 
space the way native roadblocks 
did. Reporters will be assigned 
to welfare beats, and special 
sections of newspapers, as well 
as radio and TV airtime, will be 
set aside for welfare concerns. 
That would make welfare 
fashionable. Civic leaders 
would" proclaim a welfare 
"week". Rival communities 
would contest who has the most 
downtrodden, and awards 
-=would be given out. Perhaps 
Vogue would use welfare reel. 
pients as, background for a 
fashion layout, as they do now 
in Ethiopia or Mexico. 
But to snag the attention of 
Victoria, welfare families must 
do more than dress in uniforms 
of Daygio spandex. They have 
to mimic a tourist-oriented ac- 
tivity that's become expert in 
cadging overnment funding, breakdown of l i f t '  equipment 
I refer to $kiing.(~)ili~i:~,~,~::~ (default on  child i support 
Skiing,• l i ke '  aii~:> ~d~ive  . paymentS) a*m~ther~*~cl~':~eek .:~ 
tocreate an election out of 
this, This figure of $6 billion 
If  not, welfare familieswill for land claims, I'm sick and 
continue to slide down the bun- tired of this garbage of $6 
ny slope (live below the povery billion. That's a blantant lie, " 
line.). 'Wilson said. 
or-A'/ROStE!u~A'r' oN HAKI'E~ ~^HP..6~--] ' I~gP-  ~HA, r:S~=~ 
.. e-ro so,re, ir I.I .r  , u esl I s , J  
I IC~', ~.tie,...~ep)/I "/ , , , .~V.l= ~. po l l  
¢ &" ~• . 
q-o.-a~ . , , 
Dear  Sir: 
I wish to make a response to 
E. Johnson's letter, July 25, 
1990. Last year, around this 
time, Helen Duham wrote a let- 
ter expressing her  frustrations 
on native claims. 
Now, you have well - -  
groundedly stated your con- 
cerns. Readingyour letter, I get 
the impression you expect us all 
to drop our traditions and turn 
into apples. I 'm quite happy to 
say that that would impossible. 
:iThrough thick and thin, our 
culture' has always been and 
forever will be important to us. 
Ever since your forefathers 
stripped our forefathers of their 
culture and ordered them to 
• giv e up their "savage" and 
"heathen" practices, we have 
struggled to maintain our pride. 
In regards to working beside 
you? Do you even notice how 
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terson, land claim ,, ...... 
Flying 
forever ::[ fiasco 
many natives are graduating 
and how many .are intent on , ¢).  
gradhating? Are some of us in . . . .  
visible to you? It'd like you to 
think about it. 
And plus, what is this you say 
- -  we have chosen to live in 
your society? Weren't natives 
living in Canada first? 
I have included a little 
something from "The Stoney 
Creek Woman." 
"It is good to live well like the 
white people but we must hang 
on to  what was good inthe old 
ways. We must keep our land so ~ 
that, even in Canada, we can 
still feel that we have our own 
country•" 
- -  Mary John 
It would be nice if some peo- 
ple could get their claims 
straight wouldn't it? 
Mary Holland 
Terrace, B.C. 
THE LONGEST RUNNING native information blockade inthe northwest went up at Moricetown on 
Hwy16 near Smithers several weeks ago. Natives handed out pamphlets and asked motorists for sup- 
port. It has since been removed. 
unjustified picture 
Dear,Sir: 
This letter is in regards to the 
Indian blockade of the highway 
at Merle,town, and the notice 
being handed out to motorists 
as they are stopped. 
I would like to know who is 
responsible for the blockade 
and for  writing the .notice. The 
notice~reads from the office o f  
the Gi tksan-Wet 'suweet 'en 
hered i tary  chiefs. Which 
hereditary chiefs? I suppose it's 
for good reason that no names 
aregiven. Who would want to 
take responsiblity for such a 
poor ly  written, pathetically 
sickening piece of  garbage the 
Indians are handing out to the 
motorists as they are unwillingly 
stopped on the highway? Take 
the time to read the notice, hut 
taken deep breath before you 
do and make sure your food has 
been digested. 
The author of  the notice 
should be embarassed by the 
~iifi'ight lies he has written, by  
the unjustifiable picture he has 
painted for the benefit of the 
bleeding hearts out there. 
They do not pay sales tax, nor 
income tax. So they don't even 
support themselves through 
taxes. We have to support hem 
and ourselves. 
We pay them to attend post- 
secondary schools for up to 
eight years. This includes tui- 
tion, hooks, supplies, school 
fees, housing, food transporta- 
tion and general living expenses. 
We will do this for every one of 
them for eight years, and they 
don't even have to graduatel 
We provide special training 
and opportunities for them to 
find employment. We give them 
preference in government posi- 
tions over non-lndians. 
The notice claims that the 
goernment hauls away their 
natural resources hy truck and 
rail, leaving them with no 
economic  oppor tun i ty .  
However, it doesn't describe the 
jeopardy the resources are in, in 
the hands of  the Indians. They 
do not fish and hunt and log on- 
ly enough to sustain their own 
families. They devastate. 
The notice doesn't describe 
how the~Indiahs Speai" then 
throw back hundreds of  now in- 
jured and dying fish every day 
as they swim towards their 
spawning grounds through the 
Moricetown canyon. The notice 
doesn't say it is legal for an In- 
dian to sell fish caught on a 
reserve to a person, but it is il- 
legal for that person to buy the 
fish from the Indian• 
These reasons are only some 
that made me feel so ill after 
reading the notice handed to me 
the other day. They may not be 
documented, but they are cer- 
tainly not rnmours. M~my may 
argue that we have to consider 
the needs of the Indian society 
to retain their heritage. This 
may be a valid point, but it is 
crystal clear that most Indians 
couldn't care less about their 
cultural heritage• 
But if they could play with 
our emotions, wow, would it be 
a powerful excuse to get 
everything for nothing• And 
that is what they are doing. Life 
today is just too good for them, 
and it keeps getting better. 
My message to the Indians is 
smarten up and get into the 
twentieth century with the rest 
of  the developed world, or else 
go back to' living in teepees and 
trapping on snowshoes. You 
can't have the best of both 
worlds. Nobody can; if you try, 
you are going to cause a civil 
war. 
J .  Bolster 
Smithers, B.C. 
TRUCKERS AND LOGGERS from Kitwanga responded with a 
blockade of their own Aug. 3 on Hwy16 just west of the junction 
with Hwy37. They distributed pamphlets to motorists, saying they 
want the government o settle land claims, to be involved in the pro- 
cess and to have freedom to move on highways. 
' This,game playing must stop 
Dear Sir: 
Re: Too Many High Flyers 
(editorial, Aug. 1, 1990). 
Of course civil servants 
abuse their flying privileges. 
This is something I often en- 
countered uring my flying 
years. BtR, what about politi- 
cians? 
Not so long ago I recall'a 
Canadian Forces transport 
aircraft suffered nose gear 
damage upon land ing  
somewhere in the U.S. of A.  
And, what was the cargo? A 
collection of  freeloaders 
from Ottawa - -  senators and 
MPs of  all political persua- 
sions, including Mr. Jim 
Fulton. 
They were all on a junket 
to meet with their  
freeloading U.S. counter- 
parts ~ assorted senators 
and ~ongressmen f rom 
Washington,  D.C. You 
could hardly call that a 
"payload". 
This was misuse o f  
military transport aircraft, 
which should only be used 
for the transport of military 
personnel and/or equipment. 
This is an insult to armed 
forces aircrew, dedicated to 
put their lives on the line 
every time they take off. 
Maybe Mr. Fulton should 
ask the defence minister to 
put a stop to this practice. 
Eric Brorup, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Kuwait 
comment 
| 
Dear Sir: 
As a Terrace resident and 
Iraqi born, I want to talk 
about he invasion by Iraq of 
Kuwait, not to justify the ac- 
tion but to share informa- 
tion. 
Kuwait was a province of 
Iraq. They are the same peo- 
ple, depending upon fishing 
before the discovery of oil by 
British companies. 
I raq was cal led 
Mesopotamia, one of the 
early civilizations dating 
back to 7,000 years ago. 
After the First World War, 
the British interfered to 
create Iraq from a remnant 
of  the Ottoman empire. It 
holds oil reserves of some 
100 billion barrels. 
The Iran-Iraq war halted 
Some natives are starting to governments we chose, and that regional colleges, financed by good housing, no fridges and, exports through Syria and 
play games on us. They have makes them smell more money naive "conservative" govern- freezers, none of the white in- the Persian Gulf. Construe- 
lots of laughs, giggles and fun. and encourages them to become ments, vader's advantages and in- tion of proposed pipelines 
Natives immigrated years ago more bold and aggressive under As far as I am concerned turners, through Saudi Arabia, Jor- 
from Asia, scientists tell us, and the leadership of their whitd there is nothing to claim. The Close the shopping malls to dan and Turkey helped 
we immigrated mainly from Marxist friends who pretend to war between cowboys and In- them and rip up our paved assure the flow of oil abroad 
Europe. So what is the dif- sympathize with their cause, but dians ended some 100 years ago. roads they are using• Let them but Iraq needed a strategic 
ferenee? who are really just promoting If'they insist on getting all of go back to their jungle, which poiint to stop the Iran inca- 
Nobody owns a country, only their own leftist agenda of Canada back, we must cut them they seem to prefer. Witchdoc- sign in the future and the 
God does and He wants us to creating unrest, anarchy and in- off from any form of social tors and sweathouses will do. best point is Bobian Island, 
share it in brotherly love• Our stability• assistance. No more hospitals, Alright, give them some of  which belongs to Kuwait. 
natives were successful so far in It is the fruit of years of  red no more doctors, no more cars, the land which they claim and Iraq tried to buy the island 
their rebellion against the propaganda by teachers in our no more television, no more let them stay there forever, out to help the Gulf states from 
What s happening is diabolical ofsight. Let them stand on their | lran invasions and. secure own feet, like we all have to do. south Iraq from the Persians. 
Leaning on nobody. Treating Kuwait sold oil cheaply, 
Dear Sir: rupted by the excessive wealth ly aroused by the controlled them differently, just because which affected the price of  
The public should be made or power they already possess media on the land claims issue they  are Indians, is blatant oil in Iraq and its economy 
discrimination of Canadians which needed a lot of  effort qm~JH ~[ ' [ '~  ~~t 'N lUC 4" ' ] '~r~'~ aware - -  as many people have fallen into the grip of a that bloodshed eventually who are white, black or yeIlow. 
doubtless already are- -  that the lust, and seek to gain more of results, this will provide the We work like beavers and cont 'd  A6 
native land claims question is both  by any means they can pretext desired by those in the 
being exploited and or-  devise, center of the web to expand ants, have nothing to claim and . ,  
Dear Sir: chestrated from acentralsource The hor rors 'o f  such their call for fun registration ourPaY OUrmoneyhighgo?taxeS.weWhereall h v d°eSto A b o u t  
Spokesmen for our native by peoplewith ulterior motives ideological monstrosities as and confiscation, fend for ourselves, Indians 
people say that "first na- that have tittle to do with the Naziism and Communism that With guns exclusively in the should not be an exception. 
t ions"  own the province merits of  the claims themselves, havecasta pail of  darkness over hands of  the police and the Away with parasitism and letters 
"lock, stock and barrel". When our native peoples are most of  the 20th Century had military - -  both of  which are laziness. 
Simply put; three per cent of encouraged to believe that the their birthplace in the corporate controlled by those in the center Thank God, most Indians do The Terrace Standard 
B.C.'s population owns 100 whites are their enemies, and boardrooms and counting of the web- -  as they were under 
• not agree at all with the stupid welcomes letters to the editor 
per cent of  all the land and white people are led to believe houses of  western financial the Nazis, and still are under the behaviour of these militant on all topics. All letters must 
natural resources in B .C.  ' that our native population has centers (see "Wall Street and Communists, no effective "warriors", but they are often be signed and carry an ad- 
The rest of us - -  97 per become a threat to them, not ~ the Rise of  Hitler" and "Wall resistance from an unarmed 
cent - -a re  squatters. They only is a vicious falshood being Street and the B,,1=hovik . . . .  0 . . . . .  a h~ o,,,i~,,,,oa too embarrassed and timid to dress and local telephone 
say we have squatters' rights perpetrated, but one can see at Revolution" by An,h:,n~'Sut ~."~':~",h'~,~'~" . . . "~"  .,.,v,..~.. speak up. People that are clog- number. Addresses or phone 
• s~ ~ ~ =v g l~tg lU l i l~k  l ,  ig~* Jo~ VN'| |q.P . i e tvs . .  e l "  . . , . 
and httle else. We can rent o r  work the age-old tactic of ton . )  " chestrated the entire affair ~nugs~nO::San~nd  bris tgels t ~e~= numbers wont  be printed 
lease but never own plots of , divide and conquer. But the actual founders of At this point, nothing is io be pe • with the letter, but they are 
these welfare bums have necs r land or  forest andmineral , Asmaligroupofindividuals, " these diabolical systems, and gained - -  and much could be . . . . . . .  . e say  for confirmation 
wealth outright. ,~ ' even though, they are in control their ideological successors, are lost - -  by people attempting to nommg e~se to ao.an.d should be of the letter's authenticity 
The key word in law is , th  of the money supply and the still alive and well take the law into their own put to xorcea tabour. They The writer's name will be ! 
tle"..: Granting. title, means mass media, cannot gain con- The pubfic soulci particularly hands, through obstructing the m~ht learn wha!.work is 2 .. published. Requests for | 
tney are numn oam me ann areS over.ow.nersn.ip anO trol of  a large population unless beware of, the information pro- highways or other means. -ood name of  -!g . t y. names to be withheld may be ] 
control compmew, tJlye one they can also sow diwsion and vtded b i g other mmans, • ~. : .  . . . .  . . _ . . " y the mass  media in And 't is a deceptive tactic to - -  -1- w: "- - " • granted in extraordinary cir- I 
peep ¢ e love, t.et ce oe oand: flue to me land anti confusion among the popmace, those situations wllere passions pretend that only the natives restored If . .7. pea . cumstances.' - " ' I 
nm,  it is cenmnl  resources It cmtms and Unless we are carexul, can become v a concern abe t r r Y . . . . .  i . . . .  inflamed What has ha e u the p opt . . . . . .  : . . . .  ' Thank you letters should 
you 've  established a preee, therefor, and refuse to allow been anti,, term ~ ' -  . . . .  wn use and -reservation of our gems to cost more precmus" ho , ,h, , ; ,~4 ,,, ,h~ ,,r.~..4 ^¢ I 
• ,- ~ ~, ,,,,, ,, v i'ves W ' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " ' "  ""  dent for all others to follow, ourselves to be blinded by Communist I:lrrtadoatino ~nr fnregt.g and other natural ! . e don t want apar- ~. . . . .  -. - - I 
~:~Ri~liculous...and I find' ~ smoke and mirrors, bothwhite poratl0fi '~ : So-~net~'m~'?,¢~=~ r~sour~es--  r . . . . . . . . . . . . .  theid". :: , l nangs: secuon 0t : : tn¢  I 
• . . i~"  ,~ ,Lu ,avo  sv ,~. ,~ .~.  • " • . C laSS I l I~ lS  . :demands based on race or i and Indian alike may one day to as  the C l~ f,~,,,.nflv This is =- ,,,~a,,;,o,Z,,, ,,r There ts only one true natron . ' . I 
. . .  , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - , -  - -  ....., . . . . .  , . . . . .  - . . - -  . . . .  v . . . . . . . . . .  ~" here and it is call Canada One Letters containing libelous I 
,etnntc o r tgm uncons .  I olscover mat mey are mme ptaysacteverbutdeceptiverole racism by mose who pretend to of the chiefs said "Res ' or objectionable matter will I , crees are ¢lonable.' i i~ . I same trap together. ' While pretending smply to oppose it, since both white and thin -~' - be edited or returned ~t^  ,t., I 
i . /Yours  sincerely, ~ , These same tact ics,  w i th  report henews, tn actual fact it Indian alike are to be found on no= _!g more,m.an con centra- ... . . . . . . . . . . .  :_== ~ ~:'" '"~ I 
i~i: ~ :  ~onouritOte Variations, have oeen used is 6ften foui id [6 be enlarging both sides of  the logging and ~son camps . Jom us, n r :mor  fwracL ~.  t~aeysfferun o n [ 
. . . .  : : "  Jack Davis MLA m . . . . .  m-s in the -ast - - - ,  . . . . .  : . . .t _ ,  oe gone. . . . .  I a space avaimo~e oasis, wtth , N :: Lq'r & ~ : #~ -- . . . . . . .  ' F "" ' ' I eUly u c v 7" miU utstoning the events upon conservation I~UeS . " r' ~ I--~ . . . . .  ~' ' '~" , , , : : ,  
North VancoUver he same Ill" se ' SllUgtC, ,wt~;,~ likely £U De i ~ i~ i : ~/~:[ :always/for t P ~ - which tt p~s  to base its in. Yours sineerely, Blll'H0mburo I-.,~,~o~o^~-~St " ' [ 
l and  with. the same results; ~ f0rmaflo~ii~ :/::. :,.. HowardT, Ennis, Jr : -  ....... _ " _°  I~ . . . . . . . . .  0 . . . .  . ,~ :~ :~::s 
h :  ~ • ! ' 
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i tale of trails S.al :e . i i i 
i i ~~: i~~i : ' "  " "  ! f '  i .  , ~ ~ ! ! ' . i  " "  ".,  ;i ' " ~ i i ~ ! i i  , . " '  "ii'i . : i '  : 4 0  YO O f f  
i : m ° s t ° f t h e r ° a d s i n t h e T e r r a c e  .: All ShOwcase Jewel that, start as many projects might mean, the mayor would ~ i ' 
area. : ' possible and make it look like have to sell his house ~ause  he I 
: I l ike to think that the city something isbeing done for our just might nOt be returning to .  J except Native Jewellery & planners had got into Riverboat ax dollars. Well, I see the city the area. ~=: ~ i '; : ~ I.. 
Days int0 a big way by creating streets in worse shape than they I really think lt;s time!some: l_ _ 
• .' ty. Yes, we have the Hail,well winter the tourists were not in did somethiMg to improve the 
Overlander Trail and the the area to see just how ineffi- image of  this .city instead of l i B "  t 
Lazelle Wagon Express Way, cient our public work.~ people creating the embarrassment that 
R 
both of which a wagon could really are. , has been createdby the slowness 
, not pass. I don't want to point any of project completion by the ci- 
I can understand the anger fingers, but I see less and less ty roads and drainage depart- 
the residents of Halliwell must being done and the taxes for the ment. , . .... 1 
feel with the way their street has municipality just keep climbing. There is not much I can add ... r: - - ' '  ' ~ " ' 
been for several months, and l would like to mention, except it is the same problems i :~::;;:/:~ i = .  
fromwhat I understand more however, that the parks division that never change but seem to . . . . . . . . . . .  ; :  :;' , 
months to come. But what has maintained our parks and get lbxger, and harder to unders- 
about the merchants of the recreation facilities with little tend for anyone Hying in this ::: -~: iiii!iiii?~i:ii:=!;~; ~ /: ~ ; =  : ;  :,~:~ 
Lazelle Ave. roadway? Have effort and have done something community as far as city plann- ~ 
they been forgot, is it necessary we all can be proud of as far as ing is c o n c e r n e d . .  ~7:~,.~ , ' ~ . . . . .  i'~ 
to have one of our main roads making our little community Let's hope this doesn't keep 
paved at this time of the year, look good to the tourist, from becoming a yearly event . . . .  
tourist season? It's really too bad that the like our Riverboat Days - -  
I have never seen such a roads department can take away Welcome to Bad Street Months. ~:" ' • 
money waster as the City of from this by leaving the streets Regards, 
Terrace as far as .doing a job in such bad shape for so long. I J. Rocky, Gray "" 
and trying to get it done within have heard so many complaints Terrace, B.C. ~. " 
Imelda had goodreason ,.- 
Dear Sir: Sandecki's Through Bifocals, ticipation of her acquittal, but I i ' i 
I am not a fan of Mrs Imelda Julyl8. because she had done this Jr =~i  
i 
Marcos, nor am I writing this to If "The National made her before as a form of religious I , ~ : ,. 
judge the sincerity or insincerity trek down the aisle (of St. practice back home. m 
of her action following her ac- Patrick's Cathedral) look ef- Whether as an act of contri- " ,, 
• quittal by a U.S. court -- only fortlessly spontaneous"; and if tion, thanksgiving, adoration or . :~ 
she and her Maker can know Mrs. Marcos "can co-ordinate supplication, to pray on one's ~ l~ l  Now --  More Than 
that for sure. her movements (crawling on her knees while trekking down the l~t ' Ever - -  You can 
I would, however, like to knees) into one flawless execu- aisle from a church's entrance , . ~  ~1 adorn yourself with 
comment on the article about tion", it is, in all probability, to the altar is a very old and SImmeMng Diamonds, 
her which appeared inClaudette not because she practised in an- common religious practice in L L  Gems, Pearls, Gold & 
the Philippines particularly dur- 3 Sliver. About that headline ing the Lenten Season. 
And, though the Philippines Herds & Wick 
is a poor country, there are big ~ Goldsmith Presents Dear Sir: We, and many others, don't cathedrals too (though probably 
I would like to comment on have that option open to us. We not as big as St. Patrick's), ~ i Their Storewide 
the title of my letter to the have to stay here, Moreover, we some dating back to the time i;" Clearance Sale 
editor, Aug. 1, "Have no have made good friends and it when the Country was still a col- "" 
house, so will travel." What? would certainly be difficult to 
! must admit we have been leavethem, onyofSpain.it is not amazing~ then for Aug ust  20 thru 31 
ti'~ivelling ::. all over trying to In any case, I would ask that Mrs. ~Marcm/:ito be abie to do 
ffdd~aplaceto.live, backand "You give more carefdl'¢on . . . . . .  , ...... , ............ .-.,.,:. , .~ '" ~__ - - ________  .... , her act w,thout strain,ng her ~ lP~ 
forth to the place where we're sideratiou in headlining letters, energy and balance in a place 7-7000 stored our belongings, etc. But, The lille "someone" gave mine the length of Skeena Mall. U 
wherever did anyone find in- tended to give it a "so-who. Thank you. Open Friday t i i  9 
dlcation that we "will travel"? cares" attitude. Sincerely ours. D..m 
The main focus of my letter Joan Roy, - 
was to draw attention to the fact Terrace, B.C. Teresita Coburn 
• that Terrace has a critical ack Terrace, B.C. 
of rental accommodation. Is my 
husband expected to quit a good 
job, after struggling for years tOestab l iSh f rom senioritY?A5 T P  1 SeasonPass )u r 
Kuwait 31, YOU can ski and  to be balanced after the eight years of war ith Ir n. 
Iraq tried to send a signal ~ I C  ~ S o T  ;I~ ! to the Gulf states to not sell l _  _ 
cheap oil and to control the 
price of oil. 
Iraq had to borrow $20 
billion from Kuwait and now * Goods & ServicesTax 
they don't want to pay it 
back as part of defending 
Kuwait from an Iranian inva- 
sion. 
Iraq tried to play the big :~ :' ~:,': . . . . . .  '~ i i ~;, 
boy, the body guard of the 
Gulf because if it doesn't, 
Iran will sweep the Gulf k ia rea  1990/91 SeasGn Pass  ra tes  
states in a matter of days. . " ~, 
So lraq is really interested iLAR : "" 
in the strategic Bob,an Island 3ct, !L 
because it has a good front to 
control an Iranian invasion ~",--, ~,~..,~5!:il;,~;i~i 
southernand an Iraq.airp°rt to secure Youth (13 to 17 yrs.) $260 .... ~ '~ ' ;~i~'~'~~:,,.:;:~,~,,,~,!::~ ~; :: ,:  , ,,, :, ;!::i". ! i ~! Oa= !. .,,. ! iii:  i:~i_ 
Iraq's only solution of not Junior (e to 12 yrs.) S200 ~ S==0 
taking over the island is for Child (7 and under) . Free ~,! i ' i~! i~i i  i;ii::i~,Er~::~!~ii(! 
the Gulf states to pay Iraq ,~;",:~'~i%'~.~ 
to balance its Senior (65 and over) $200 i,~::~,~',~e~v,am,~::,:,::,, iii$~ the $go billion 
debts. ' ..... ~" ~"~~'~""' • ~ :~ The USA and Israel might Tax.free Plus 7% O.S.T. Plus 7% G.S.T. Tax-free Plus 7% O.S.T. Plus 7% G.S.T. ~ 
try to strike as they did to This year only, all But hurry - -  all applica- Far West Sporting Goods or Libya but it is less likely. If 
Iraq controls the Bobian Shames Mountain Season tions for 'Pre-GST' prices Kaien Sports Centre in 
Island it will aim again to Passes purchased before must be received or :Prince Rupert; City Centre 
other islands now held by the end of August are post-marked no later than :, ~/Haidwareor Schooley's Iran. Iraq will certainly ask .~, 
for them because Iran is still exempt of the new 7% August 31. . . . . . .  Sports in Kitirfiat;Sundance SHAMES : 
weak and the Gulf states federal Goods& Services Mastercard® and Visa®: Ski'& Sports or All Seasons ,, 
have forgotten" about the Tax. welcome. " ' ~ Sporting Goods in Terrace. MOUNTNN islands. 
I pray for peace to all na- Tax-free rates. Unlimited For complete detailsand ~,  This year, at Shames 
tions from all invasions. , skiing. It all adds up to your copy of our handy mail. Mountain, you can ski and SkiingAtlts 
Steve Ramzi exceptional value, in application form, contact beat the GST! ,~--------(;;;;2" --" ~ -gh|me,  Mountain Ski Corporation 
Terrace, B.C. 
COLD BEER and WINE STOR --E 
Now that the warm weather Is here, stock up with some of our cold refreshing beverages. Plus a great selection of quality sporl|wear. 
Monday to Friday Saturday Sunday 
lO a.m. to 11 p.m. 9 a.m. - 11 p.m. 111a.m. to i I p.m. --Open All Holidays--- , 635-6300 "~d '~e nea  (except Chris|mac) I ge.a~,o,.,,,,.,,,,,o,,h,,,.,,, i 
n me nta I  ed u ca t io n 
• make green  decis ions 
-TERRACE --. Canadians are 
going to need a lot of informa- 
tion if they .are to plan and take 
part in moves to safeguard the 
environment, says a local par- 
Ogawa was one of several 
hundred to attend a recent ses- 
sion on the federal  
government's Green Plan, an 
initiative on environmental 
~ticipant in federal, discussions issues in the 1990s. 
Oh the subject. Participants here decided the 
~:~:But i the challenge, says Pat, federal government should take 
~,.Ogawa'who is in charge of the leading role in getting infor- 
;forest resources for Skeena mation out to the public. 
vironmentai protection. 
"Thefirst step will lead to 
understanding the issues," he 
said. 
Ogawa used the forest in- 
dustry as an example of an area 
in Which decisions made 30 
years basedOn what was known 
thenand.on perceptions Of that 
time influenced what is going on 
now. 
Yet those decisions made then 
::Cellulose in the northwest, is 
: ~aking sure the information is 
cbrrect and gets out to all those 
..Who need it. - 
:)':I:"To make decisions, the in- 
-iformation, has to be available, 
factual~and unbiased, so  that 
That could involve more 
education on the environment 
in the schools to setting up toll. ~ 
free phone lines for informa- 
tion. 
0nly then, said Ogawa, can 
people begin to make decisions 
are now being criticized by 
many. =people. and groups 
because values ~ have changed 
rapidly in the last few years. 
"Back then we applied, the 
best technology we had 'tliereisalevelplaying field," he on individual, company and -Sfiid. i::i government moves for en- available. There wasn't the Highway logging money really for reforestation, 
natural regeneration/' he said. ' study derway The key now i s  using technology Combined with cur-
U rent values people attach to in- 
dustrial development to ensure 
TERRACE --  Work has started 
on a study tO reduce the visual 
impact of logging along Hwyl6. 
It will identify areas of high 
~scenic values.and either recom- 
mend ways of logging to reduce 
:impact or that the areas should 
be left alone, says forest service 
spokesman Eric Buss. 
:. The-study takes in Hwyl6 
from Houston to Prince 
Rupert, UP Hwy37 north of Kit- 
wanga nd Hwy37 between Ter- 
race and Kitimat. 
The scenic areas will be given 
a ~'alue and then compared with 
whatever cutting plans there are 
that might affect them, said 
Buss. 
"There will be open houses to 
present some of the findings 
and public meetings to address 
questions and take comments," 
he said. 
He anticipated the process 
will continue into the new year. 
In  the meantime, logging is 
taking place along Hwyl6 but 
those cutting plans, approved 
before the study was first an-**_ 
mounced, are being examined to 
r~duce visual impacts, said 
Buss. 
.... ::: Two of the more recent. 
blocks on Hwyl6 belong to 
Skeena Cellulose and are near 
Usk leading east of the city. 
) ,One, on the railway track side 
:of:the Skeena River, is part of 
the company's Skeena West log- 
ging area, said company 
a healthy environment and 
economic progress, Ogawa con- 
tinued. 
"Take slashburning for ex- 
ample. People ask now why is 
that necessary. We have to give 
those types of explanations, 
make sure that information is 
out there, so all can be involved 
in decisions," he said. 
Ogawa added that decisions 
made in this decade to protect 
the environment must also be 
tempered with the realization 
that they must be cost-effective. 
"Overall, there must be a 
.~earch for con~easus and trade 
offs and that must be based on 
everybody having the same in- 
formation," he said. 
spokesman Brent Smith. 
"It 's more visible than we 
thought it was going to be. We 
overlooked a viewpoint,", he 
said in adding it won't be get- 
ting any bigger because logging 
has moved up a valley not seen 
from the highway. 
The other block, in the shape 
of a Saddle, is on the highway 
side of the river and is a second 
pass through a previously logg- 
ed area, said Smith. 
It's 20ha in size but looks big- 
get because it nestles against 
timber left on rocky bluffs, he 
said. 
That work involved removing 
trees that had been blown 
down, exposing young trees. 
~~HELENE'S  PLAY & LEARN 
~: "I/IHI , [I I ~ :~~ /-~T~ ..~ L,cenced 
l = ~ '~ D -~-~= ay Care Centre 
I ' •3  years &school entry ' • Large indoor and outdoor I
I ..... p la~a__  - . . . . . .  I 
I oo=o,om I 
l Visor • Learning centres l 
I • ~ e r i e n c e  • Field Trips I 
I • Well equipped facility • Visitors, I 
I 4915 Galr Ave. For more Information 
I Terrace (near Uplands School) .call 638-8578 
I 
. . . . . . . . . .  . o . . .  , .  , 
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COME TO THE B.V. FALL FAIR:,,.'~ , 
-~/"C;- .- , , .. " ':; 
Draft Horse ShoW :i 
Sat., Sun., August S;~26~!I':'* .oo. I , ) ::~~ Bulkley Valley Exh,bitiOn.!*!!:~:::i,:i 
The Show o f  the  Nor th  .-~ ' :  
Smithers, B.C. 
n i l  f 
GO WITH 
NUTRI/SYSTm 
And You Get 
More Than Just A Program.. .  
Yo  " • u Get A Partner. 
What does i! take to Jose weight so|ely and effectively? and an adivily and light' exercise plan designed 
I! tokes a strong commitment from you. . ,  and a specifically for the overweight individual in the process 
partner who is just as commilled. Together, in a of losing weight. 
supporlive environment, we will: help yo u achieve your GO WITH NUTRI/SYSTEM and get a wide variely el 
weight-loss goals with our sensible and manageable RE A~__FOOD which is nutritionally-balanced and 
Nutri/System program, calorie-controlled. And it meels Ihe slric! guidelines 
. , .  , ,,, of government regulations 
GO WITH NUTRI/SYSTEM and get the wodd's ~ : ~ i ~  concerning foods sold in 
widely acclaimed weight-loss p r ~ ~ i . ~  Canada. 
will benefit over a million new :~)~. ~r 
clients this year alone : "' ":'.-!~ ' 
~ ~ ~ g \  and gel a weight-loss 
GOWITH NUTRI/ ~ ~  , : :~ '  program Ihat meets 
SYSTEM and gel a I ~ t  i' * ~ '* '~  the dietary 
to,ally personalized ~ ) ~ . ~  require menl$ of the 
program that ;':" -- ,7'; 
addresses your needs  ' ~ ~ '  . . . .  '\ " ! ';* " ~ ' :  . . . .  organizations of' 
and your goats. With a ~ " ~ ~  Norlh Amerlco.- 
dedicated, professional , ~ ~ " ~ *  , 
support team Io help you ,,.!:;:. . 
reach your opllmum ] j ~  GO WITH NUTRI/SYSTEM pnd you won't spend your 
heahh potential, time Walching your Weight... you'll be losing it. 
GO WITH NUTRI/SYSTEM and gel a So when you re ready to make the commitmenl to lose 
comprehensive program Ihat includes a care[ully weight sensibly, solely and wilh tolal confidence, 
designed meal plan, one-on-one ~ choose the righl partner and. . .  
counselling, behaviour education, ~ J ~ L [ ~ J ~ , . ~  GO WITH NUTRI/SYSTEM 
r Terrace Kinsmen 
Congratulate 
Riverboat Winner! 
~ r : "  ' ; " t{ :  -:" 
:.. ,~ ~" ~ .. ~. .: 
,. ~:: $ " "::.. ::" i 
Vesta Douglas, left, KInsmens Riverboat Raffle official draw 
person, congratulates Riverboat •Winner JOHN T. GRAY of 
Terrace as Kinsmen president Dennis 12sslmore and member 
of John's family look on. Draw was held Monday, Aug. 6. 
ii/,~ :( , •~,:: ~:~i:,/, i, ~!~ 
The Terrace K insmen Club would l i ke to  thank 
i : the following people and businesses for con- 
: trlbutlng to the success  st their second annual 
i Riverboat Raffle. " ~ ,dm. .~l  
,. -e  Apex Marine Service - -  Prince Rupert • ..... 
i Chinook Sa lu - -Ter raCe  ' , . , .  
• Woolworth Dept. Store - -  Terrace . , r ii~i 
• WoOlworth Loflo Sooth --  Terrace 
' .  The Terrace Standard ~!,. : : :  ,;~ii.,: 
• CFTK.  Terrace ' ' " i !'::. :: mm~m 
• Vesta Douglas --Official draw : : immon , 
! • And last and most Important, thanks tO the cmmunl, : 
ty for your continued support of Kinsmen CommunliySer. ,
!:vice eroleota;:,,~ : : :  ~:":!::': ,~':,':,:i:~ =". ! .  
!:!: ; Kinsmen" Serving thO c0min~lty's:greamsi need:'; :' :: 
4 l  O lO  0 
O 4) 0 0 
The Terrace Regional Transit Service 
celebrates its l Oth anniversary providing free 
' rides on August 18th.. 
On Friday, Aug. 17th, join in the celebrations 
at 12:30 pm at theSkeena Mall. Goodies will 
be available for ~e  children. On Saturday, 
Aug. 18th, join CJFW's Ran Langridge on 
board from 10:00 am - 12:00 noon. 
Discover  your  Transzt gyste~m t Be an ex  la ter  and  let  
: our  d r ivers  show you  around,  
. . . .  
0 35.  , 
/ 
5( 
*i 
I,[, 4:' ~; 
!ili  i 
/ l ~ 
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~,  , Trai ls,  camps i tes  p lanned 
Lava Park co 
TERRACE - -  A provincial 
park preserving the Tseax lava 
beds north of Terrace is close to 
becoming a reality, native 
leaders ay. 
Harry Nyce of the Nisga'a 
TribalCouncll said last week 
Nisga'a representatives .expect 
to conclude an agreement on the 
size of the Class A park this fall. 
The size depends on the 
amount of forested land th, at 
will be taken away from Skeena 
Celluiose's tree farm licence 
surrounding the lava beds. 
Negotiations on the boundary 
are underw~/y between the tribal 
council, the parks ministry, the 
forest service and Skeena 
Cellulose. 
Nyce said the park will likely 
encompass the entire extent of 
the lava flow, including Lava 
Lake, plus the valley leading to 
the volcano that spawned the 
flow. 
The lava becls formed more 
than 150 years ago when a 
volcano on the east side of the 
Kitsumkalum valley erupted, 
flowing more than 25km north 
into the Nass Valley. Nisga'a 
villages in the path of the lava 
were buried. 
Little vegetation grows on the 
resulting lava beds, which are 
about 100 kilometres north of 
Terrace, and unusual rock for- 
mations dot the moonscape. 
The Nisga'a regard the area 
as sacred and, with the parks 
ministry, will include its history 
and significance in planning 
walking tours within the park's 
• boundaries. 
"There won't be logging 
within the park,"  Nyce said, 
"but there probably will be in 
the upper valleys outside the 
boundary -  and they'll be 
transporting that wood through 
the park." 
Nyce said Nisga'a •villages in 
the Nass valley expect to enjoy 
- increased tourism revenues as a 
result of the provincial park 
designation. "We hope to he 
building some motels as a 
result." 
He said the Nisga'a will 
manage the park with the pro- 
vince and that its designation 
will not affect the tribal 
council's land claim. 
Skeena Cellulose spokesman 
Archie MacDonald said the 
company endorses the concept 
of a park for the lava beds, and 
wants to work out a reasonable 
compromise with the Nisga'a. 
"We recognize the impor. 
tance of the lava beds, and their 
protection - -  the question is 
how big is the park going to 
be," he said. "We strongly 
believe we can log around it 
without infringing on the 
park." 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
LIST OF ELECTORS 
In" preparation for the 1990 elections, the City will be com- 
piling its .List of Electors. 
If you are not already registered, and if you meet the follow- 
ing qualifications, and wish to be included on the List of Elec. 
tots, Please renister at City Hall prior to August 31, 1990" 
Qualifications: 
1. a) 19 years of age, and 
b) Canadian citizen, and 
c) Resided in Province of B.C. for six monthsand either: 
i) are the owner or tenant in occupati0n'of teal proi~ei'ty in 
the city of Terrace, or - " - :  : : 
ii) have resided in the Ciy of Terrace for three' months. 
Or - -  
2. Corporation that is the owner or tenant in occupation of 
land in the City of Terrace, provided written authorization is fib 
ed with the clerk naming as its agent to vote a person 19 
years of age who is a Canadian Citizen. 
REGISTRATION FORMS are available at the Clerk's Of- 
fice, City Hall, Monday to Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
If you have any questions, please call the Clerk's office at 
635-6311. 
TERRACE 
TOURISM ISA SHARED EXPERIENCE- BETWEEN RESIDENTS AND 
VISITORS, THE PEOPLE OF TERRACE HAVE SO MUCH TO 
SHAREI SCENERY THAT WON'T QUIT,,,VAST QUIET 
SPACES,,,AND THE WARM, FRIENDLY SPIRIT THAT VISITORS 
NEARLY COMPLETE is an agreement o protect the lava beds bet- 
ween Terrace and the Nass Valley by turning them into a provincial 
park. The Nisga'a and the province are working on p ans for walk- 
ing tours and campsites of the area, 
NoE*WeS 
BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
OUR SENIORS CLUB 
We call It the SIXTY PLUS CLUB, for seniors 60 years plus. 
The Terrace Inn wants you to enjoy all of our fine facllidas at 
special discount rates. The Terrace Inn's 60 PLUS CLUB has no 
membership fees. Just drop in to our hotel and ask for a free 60 
PLUS card at the front desk, Then enjoy all the benefits, In- 
cluding a 20% discount off food in our Dining Room and Lounge. 
LOBSTER SUPPERS 
We had a good response over the August Civic Holiday 
Weekend to the introduction of Fresh Atlantic Lobster Suppers 
in our Kermndei Dining Room. Our next Lobster feast will be held 
Labour Day Weekend on Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday 
evenings, August 31 to September 3. We feature 1V= lb. fresh 
lobster fro~ the Maritlmes" so keep these dates in mind and 
reserve a table now.The cost of a complete Lobster Supper and 
Super Salad is $29.95 
NEW MENU'S 
Our Kermodel Dining Room now features a new Breakfast, 
Lunch and Dinner menu. Drop in and enjoy a fine meal in our 
newly renovated restaurant. 
AUGIE'S LOUNGE 
A pleasant place to enjoy an evening of food, fun and drinks Is 
Augles Lounge at the new Terrace Inn. Entertainment Monday to 
Saturday from 9:00 p.m. Glen Fossum with piano styllngs Men- 
day through Thursday and Karln Ljungh on the weekends. It's 
the comfortable relaxing place to be in Terrace. 
4551 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
For Reservations, 
Call (604)635-6630 or 
Toll Free 1-800-683-81561 
Fax (604) 635-2788 
j • -  
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Miz a thing. 
. , . ~.:, . . . . .  : 
Canadian•Airlines to sit you ~ 
• • • o ' ,  • . • 
wants 
]own to a rnusical extravaganza.We'll be 
giving away tickets to a Les Mis4rables 
performance in Vancouver on September 
21,1990. The package includes airline 
seats from here to Vancouver as well. The winners also receive 
hotel accommodation from a~ De I~.~ 
Delta Hotels and Resorts. . - -  t~aemm 
Our world revolves around you. 
: L~, Ml~rabl~s conte~t roles: Com~t  b open m all re~ldrm~, 18 ~e~r~ o~ o~dcr. No purchase nec.~ary.  ^11 wlnncr~ m~t  ¢orrccd),an~wcr a ~Llll.tc~Un8 quc=tlon.0ne i~t~ t~ avalh61¢ to b¢ K v¢ n " 
away a~ the end of a four werk period, August 6 thru August ~1,1990. Full ¢onlest rules available through Canadian  ^ l r l i m s . .  ~ . 
Camdi,]n is a registered trademark of Canadian Airlines Inlcrnatkmai Ltd ' i ' ' : : . ~ i , i~ 
- - .  ! ~ ~ 
! ' KEEP COMING BACK FORI LEONA KLEIN HAS LIVED IN TER- , ~ .  i 
RACE FOR 23 YEARS, AND SHE PLANS TO STAYI BEING A ' ;', 
CENTRAL HUB OF ACTMTY MAKES TERRACE A GREAT PLACE i: !.i, F ,~ ' - - "  - - - : . ,  ,~, 
' 'TO LIVE AND WORK, AND AS THE OPERATIONS MANAGER AT  I " ~ ~ Name - -  . . . . . . . .  : . . . . .  ' ~ - - -  ~ ' " - -  ~ ~ 
TOLSEC,LEONAEN3OYSMEETINGANDTALKNGwlTHPEOPLE , ! ~ • ii[ ~ 
FRoM ALL AROUND THE AREAl B J : : I ~ IV Address• ' 
• A~. :  • _ . . - , -  ~,,'Am.. !1 I ~mml  Phone Number._ ~" ' ~" 
- - " "  , ~ _ ,' I I . . . .  | l /g - . .~ ldr \  WhichCanadlan .![ 
'}• 
TERRACE - -  Here are convic- 
tions rqsulting from recent cases 
heard iii~!i'iTerrace !,provincial 
June8 
Ann~te Krause pleaded gull-/~ days in jail. 
ty to impaired driving. Krause July 3 
was fined $350 and:is prohibited David Alan Pearce pleaded 
from driving for one year. guilty to obstructing an officer, 
Ronald Charles Evans plead- and was fined $75. 
ed guilty t0'/theft under $1,000 Michael Robert Morrison 
and wasfin~d$150, pleaded guilty to assault Mor- 
• . f ,  , 
: Claudette Maikapar pleaded nson was fined $1,200. 
guilty to Causing a disturbance Peter James Dobler pleaded 
and breach ! of *probation. She. guilty to  assault, and was fined 
was Sefit~h~ed~td three "days in" '~ $500. :. . . . . . .  
jail. Jeffery Brian Quuck pleaded 
Byron Leroy Williams plead- guilty to mischief, and was fin- 
ed guilty to.pointing a firearm, ed $100. 
Williams was given a suspended Lila Edith Wilson pleaded 
sentence and one year proba- guilty to theft under $1,000, and 
tion, and is prohibited from was fined $125. 
possessing firearms for three July 6 
years. , . Ada Agnes Mickey pleaded 
David Mark Bolton pleaded guilty to theft under $1,000, and 
guilty to theft under $I,000 and escaping custody. Mickey was 
was fined $40. sentenced tosix weeks in prison. 
June 29 Dayna Bindert pleaded guilty 
Marty Sorensen pleaded gull- to 'theft under $1,000. Binden 
W to impaired riving. Sorensen was. given a six-month condi- 
was fined $500 and given an tional discharge. 
automatic licence suspension. Peter Valentine Abou plead- 
Dolly Charlene Lepretre ed guilty to theft under $1,000, 
pleaded guilty to theft under and was sentenced toseven days 
$1,000, and:was fined $100. in jail. 
James Gerard Ryan pleaded Kimball Anthony Tait plead- 
guilty to theft under $1,000 and ed guilty to possession of a nar- 
was fined $100. cotic and was fined $50. 
Herbert Wayne Azak pleaded Garth Robin Webster pleaded 
guilty to possession of a nat- guiltyto possession of a nar- 
Hypnosis yields. 
clues to rn urder 
Provinc al CoUrt 
cotic, and was fined $200. cotic, He was •fined $150, 
Alvin Frederick 'Gosnell July 12 
pleaded guilty to being Robert Alwyn Bartlett plead- 
unlawfully at-large. He was ed guilty tO threatening aperson 
sentenced to an additional 14 and :,mischief.~ Bartlett was 
sentenced'tofive months in j~l, 
• EarlWilfred Weget pleaded 
guilty to•three counts of breach 
of'probation. He was fined a 
total b'fi$225. : •! .. r Ik ' 'I :: 
Kenneth: ! Robert-: Dotson  
pleaded:guilty<t0 mischief, and 
~vas giyen a suspended sentence 
and threemonths probation. Richard John Limacher 
Marvin Russell i~leaded guilty pleaded guilty to assault causing, 
to driving with a blood-alcohol 
level over the legal limit of..08. 
TERRACE --. Local police people we've interviewed." 
have used hypnosis to unlock Woodhouse said police also 
the 16-year-old memories of a created a composite sketch of 
local woman that could lead the driver based on the woman's 
them to the killer of Monies Ig- recollections under hypnosis. 
has. RCMP may release the com- 
The case is the longest runn- posits drawing and description 
ing unsolved murder investiga- of the vehicle later this year, he 
tion in Terrace. Ignas disap- said. 
peared from downtown on a Meanwhile they'rehoping for 
December night in 1974. The a breakthrough with the licence 
15-year-old girl's strangled plate number. 
body was found four months "It's a long shot still, but 
later in a wooded area in Thor- we're working on it," he said. 
nhill. "It's like trying to hit an 
Police have interviewed hun- airplane with a rock. But we've 
dreds of people about the kill- got to try." 
~ng, but were at a dead end until ~ 
recen~ publicity about the case 
prompted a Terrace woman to ~ ~ r i ~ "  (~J l ' I~ ~ t ~ r ~  
• come forward. 
Under hypnosis, she recalled _ ,J% 
a vehicle that may have picked The friendliest "Inn" townl 
Make our 1:4ane "Your Place" to enjoy an 
Ignas up, part of its licence evening o~t~=e ~,~ ~ re=o~ue ~cesz 
plate number and an image of ~ ~ ~ , ,  
the driver. Police believe Ignas 
tried to hitch-hike home that ~.;: . . . . .  ..:, Endless Summer 
night, and suspect someone who i , @ ~  ~ @~ Sp 
picked her up either killed her "( ecials from • . ?;'. • .'~v 
or  knows what  happened to  her .  =: , . i ~  Local Waters 
Cpl. Don Woodhouse, who is I "~ ' / ] - | i i - J~  ~ _ for the Month ~'~"  
leading the investigation, says ~ ~ ~ ! ~  0f A ~ ' - >  ~ 0 f  ugust  
police are now concentrating on ~:" " ) ~ I ~ N  ~ - - : ~ ~ ~ ~ /  
tracing the 'licence .plate to • DINE IN AIR CONDITIONED 
determine the identity of the E IN 
suspect. 
"It's really tedious," he said. ~'~'~BBUT CHEEKS ~ [ .  
"We're not even sure we're / a true local delicacy, lightly breaded, served ~ • 
we'redealing with a B.C. plate. A n d d o i n g  ll kinds of varia- / with cocktail ~u~e.~e:~sh v~jetables \ , ,~  
tions on the number she came [ CAJUN SALMON STEAK SALMON WELUNOTON up with." 
| dusted with cajun splce,~an fries with a filet of salmon In puff • ] 
Licence plate records for that \ tomat0'ginger salsa pastry with spinach ] 
year aren't on computer, he ~-~ *14 .95  *14 .95  j /  
noted, so investigators must 
search by hand. \ '~ ,~ GRILLED HALIBUT BEARNAISE . ,~ /  
But Woodhouse said police \~(L~L~'~,,~ with new potatoes and fresh ~,~lf~/  
believe the number is their best ~-~[~. . _~ vegetables ~J~/  
~ 4 . g ~  
, .~  , . , L  . . . . . .  %,  ' 
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_~.~i; I = ~ ~', ,.,,. .. .. . , .  
jail and is prohibited from driv: :". ::'" ,, ~;':~: " 
ing for one year. : ,,L 
Peter David pleaded guiltyto : .::~ I!;': :) ~: ~:::, ~~ :: ;':i: 'i~i/:i:!:i :!if:;:! ::! 
theft under $I.000 and was fin-". • :i:,. :,~,:;..~:: ,::: .: r. 
James Brett Murt'ay pleaded 
guilty to possession of a nar- :. ( 
cotic and was fined $71). ;:';~ ~: 
Thomas Roy Yeager pleaded " • . . . . . . .  
guilty t ° impaired driving. He ; 
was fined $750 and is prohibited. ; . . . .  
from driving for one year. 
bodily harm, and was fined' -1 
$400. 
COLOURING CONTEST 
BACK TO SCHOOL FUN 
FOR KIDS AGES 5-12 YEARS 
A CHANCE TO WINi 
• $25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE From All Season's 
Sporting Goods 
• 3 FREE HAIRCUTS AND MATRIX System 
Giolage Gel. 
NEW ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRODUCTS 
CONTEST RULES 
Entries must be in by September 12. Win- 
ner to be published Wednesdayi'Sept: 19in' 
the Terrace Standard. • " , . 
To be eligible to enter, contestant rnust 
come in and have a Back to School haircut 
and be willing to have their picture taken. 
Must color to the best of their ability a pic- 
ture for their age group. 
Must sign name, address and phone 
number on back of artwork. 
Artwork will be displayed at Hairwaves. 
THE NAME OF THE GAME IS 
BACK TO SCHOOL FUN. I 
lead right now. "We're quite I I 
confident that it's right," he ad- 
ded. "She remembered other For more Information and reservations call: 
details from events at that. time ~ Men. • Sun. LUNCH: Men. • Fri. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
more accurately than the Other 5 p.m. tO 11 p.m. 11:30 a.m. t0 2 p.m. Terrace B.C 635-9161 
, _  _ _ . .  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,  
I ~ ~ 0 "I L 
RE$ 
i 
I ,FUNI~..FUN .~,FUI~ 
eve~ Wednesday, 
: ~2 for 11 
bring a friend. 
%. ',i . "'II 
t 
HOLD YOUR NEXT MEETING 
WITH. POISE. 
At the Inn of the West, we do more than just 
provide a backdrop for your group, We sur- 
round you with a refreshing setting. Our staff 
works behind the scenes to choreograph 
your meeting. 
We have the space to accommodate any size 
group; and we are premiering a whole new' 
look with two brand new facilities. 
, And of course, we are located in the centre of 
town ready to serve you, with prices that 
won't b.ring the curtain down. 
WE PERFORM 
4620 Lakelee Avenue. Terrace, B.C. VSG 1R1 
Phone 638-8141 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
,,Schocd Bus . . . . . . .  _ , _ . .  
Now Just =15,495 °° 
Here's a special deal that will Snow, sleet, freezing rain - no 
get top marks from all moms and problem for the four wheel drive 
dads. Your Subam dealer has Loya!e. Your Subaru "school bus"will 
sharpened, his pencil and marked deliver performance, conomy and 
down prices on the kids...safely! 
North America's ~ Come in for a test drive and 
best selling ~ see how the Loyale 
station wagon, B ] ~ i - ~ l ~ ~ - ' , ~ l  ~ passes with 
the Loyale. -~. - :~__. - fl3nng colours. 
SUBARU ® ~er ts~at 
. . . . . . . . .  parlicipating SubanJ.  : If you thhlk about it, you'll drive one, . . . s . - -  
, , .  • . . 1 ,1990 
THORNHILL SUBARU . . . .  
~:.:  3040 Hwy. 16 East Terrace ' .  (!i 
635.7286 , ~:~ ~"  
m.n ntu,:tu41 - . . ,. 
I I I I 
..• , 
II I I I 
l: 
I 
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Meat Dept. 
IMAYFAI 
IBACON 
Bulk Foods 
Asst. 
E~ 
DRINK 
CRYSTAL  
C 
)g  
Grocery Dept. 
B,C, 
SUGAR 
10 ko 
Bakery Dept. 
PUMPKIN 
PIES ,i 
8 inch ~ EA. 
Meat Dept. 
Family Pack 
CHICKE 
BREAS 
v * v v  , -~  
CLIP & SAVE COUPON 
Coupon valid Aug. 15-18 
$ 0"o 
I I . - '  
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Price 
TROPICAL PLANTS ,l 
Umit. One item per coupon i 
Not to exceed reg. retail price of item I I 
L . ~ j  
M ONEY SAVER COU PONS 
• Mo, n ey<.~aver ~ou~on.s,. • ~ ~P~:~,.~9+.ney.Saver, Coupp~:  ~-~-~-; ~ .q!~qo.O. ,upons .  .,.<, :...::.<Money Save rCoup,.,ons~.,... ,~. 
arkay ~,.<oSUNFLOWER___OIL :,i~l .~<<ooo,.RAISIN BRAN ..~ P Marga~ne ~, . ;, ~ PEANUT BUTTER 
t~t0" l  ~ - -  - -  - , ,  K.~'rs.A.D __ ,  _ ~, ~iT  "d~ " ~s.oo. .o.c.u~c. . , , - , , , , ,  
~LE ~ ~,M ~ ": • " K " 0;"  U M ~  7 .  - I . .  i ~ L IM IT :2  n/u ,  
• ,- , , . - , . , . . , , - . , . . , . . , . .c. . .~, . ~ -~._-, . . . . . , . , . , , . , , , . .o,, , . ,~ r.'. c.., .:~ ;:;~:I, ,-,-.,,.,,...,.,,,.,..=.co,.,,.,,. .~ ~ . , . , .  . , .  . ,,.,, . o,,. , , , . . , ,  . , . ,~  , . , .  . ,  
. . -  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  • " ~ "  ~ , ~;:~; ': !,:<:'::- ~: ' i . ;~  L" "Y ~ ~ ~.~_ ~ ~.,~:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~  " ;  
• • , , . .  ~::. ':~ .::' :.4";'.~ ,,_"-:;~::.,~.::,.. ,?~".;.U,,.:. ::;,:-','-i: . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fabric So f tener  i~ Choco late  Ch ips  ~:~ MAYONNAISE  ': "' '~ .- "OU~-"ES"~,S-~,.T~0.,R._. , _ . . . . . . . . . . . .  : -: QUAKER . . . . . . .  CEREAL ,,:~ 
' - 1 .9 .8  - - - - -  
ASSORTED VARIETIES ~;; GRAHAM OR HONEY NUT ' ~ ~ R I I  .~-~ -. .  , .0 'S ,O .~TA, .GAR0. . 'S  ~ ' ' " ' l ' /  
::; 0 .AM E '" 3 .0 -~"  ' ' :  
.AC<,0E v i: ~ " "~ W & = ( I  ~- 
wl i hollt ~lg ol~n I i t t  ~ i t  Iillutlll DfKl, Council ¥1bll ~ i l l  ~ i l l  ilOld Ill rlql,',ll~ il l 14~ Cou!0on Vllld I -- ~ l ~  Illll Nlld 14 il0111 p pll~l, ~ vll l~ ' 
imlil i l l i l t l i ly ,  Au9 ulll 11, ln0  vlllil liMu*4111, AUlllllt I1  I l l l0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  > . . . .  ~ ' ~ ; ~ ' = ~ ' "  ' , , i " : . , _  . : . . "  " , 
: :::' ":'? MoneySaver Coupons i Money saver CoUP~pnsi::i 
P " .'-"7:'-." - - - -  " - - ' - - ' - ' : - - "~- -  . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  Alcan F0il  Wra ;: Min i  Pudd ings  ; E 
,..= .. o,_,o _. t0t ;1 .  ~" MOMENTS - ASST'D VARIETIES ~ i  ~ ~ .o nz r l  O-- 
LIMIT: 2 l / V ' 
wnlhoul Coo I IPI i~  1 f i l l  i ,  ~ I  ¥11~ I n f l  am ~ I ~ I I 1~¥+ h iq  ~; 
t ro l l  ~111 i l l  l i~  i l  ~ I I 1 i~ .  ~ l~ * l  fl I , ' , ~ ~ I f i l l  I ~ 1 1 1 1 .  I 
. . . . .  S . . . . . . . .  llalgli. , II, 11g0 o' Ufil' llllilltlY, Aulil l l  ' I~ 1"  ~ i Itl  l l l~  Ill ll~l . . . . . .  ~1~011 ' l l l l l  ''i'" | ~  ~ ~i41V~*~/DqlAu~l I ~4~1~ uiiM l l l t l i"  COUPO~ Vlik~ 
; -  _ - . _  
M0nevSaveiCOuooff~':- - - - . : - -  " . . . .  ' ' '  ' ' '  ~BC ,=;  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i " ~ . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  % ' ' '  " "~ ' ; ' ' '  . . . . . .  ~ "" i 4~' . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  > . . . . . . . . .  ly saver coupons ; . ~10ni y=SaverCouponsTi~i {: ;< ;:+~.;~:,!MoneySavdiCouponS ' . : ' .~ .  z , . .  '~ ' :  . . . .  " "~" "~" / "~:~!~' ' "  "<":; - "~.  =- :~;~" '~,~, , , - ,  . ,~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  :-' . . . . .  ". - -~- -~ ' : -  <: ... . .  . . . . . .  , , :~ .  .... ,~ , . . - , : .  I .  ~,.~,.,,,.-.~,,-~,~, . . . .  : . . . . .  , . . . , /  ,~  . . . . .  ;,.<.,: : .  
Kal Kan Cat Food :!. WHITE  V INEGAR .; :' RIC - - ' ,: ~ O Cry ' ~ E A RONI  ~i range stals ,;, ASSORTED 
VARIETIES ~# ~ "~l t  l .," WINSTON HOUSE : ' ' A '  m ~l~ '  ~ i + ; / ,  ~: AssO.~D ~,  . , _  ',: ~'. WES~E..F..,~ _ 
; !7,~ .VARIETIES ~ I~  ~ ' ;  ~ FLAVOUREDDRINK ~l~ l l  ~ l~ i  / .  ~7o at i ~ I , .  
GRAM i ~ I ,IF ~" 
CO.T f r i l l  ! ' : .... . : ,  PKGSIZE ;' ' :, .: | GRAM i l  i l l  I F  
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, . cOME TO THE B.V. FALL FAIR: i 
:i':! ':: Loggers' Show : i:: :'iii 
-i": : : i~$aturday ,  AUgust 25 /::: ,!i i(: :ii 
! . , ,~~ Bulkley Valley ExhibitiOn.' !.i!iii 
ThmeitShhOrW ofthe North ~..:! 
i !i 
' 1 . )  
Sky high  TRAVEL  
~ . _ m x ~ / ~ ~ ~ :  ." ..---.-~: ~_ ,.~= 
using a large crane. The store is ~ s  can go made at any travel agent In the ell • " 
expected to open next month. A 9 DAY TOUR TO JAPAN FOR $1,499.00 CAD FROM e4 Cylinder 
Reinforced concrete wall sec- VANCOUVER IS WHAT 18 BEING OFFERED FROM • Power steering ' ( 
lions for the store were pre-cast JAPAN AIRLINES •Power  brakes 
in the Okanagan according to This is to mark the 23rd anniversary of Japan Aldines' *A.M. ra~io If: ,! 
design specifications prepared scheduled services to Vancouver, which began on 
specifically for the project. In- September 11, 1968. This is their way of saying Adgatol only ..... I 
sulation will be placed in the (Thank You) Tour prices includes: Hotel accommodation 
each square of each wall sec - (Twin  basis), breakfast dally, transfers, services of an ex. =5695o 
lion, Doors and windows are in- perienced escort throughout, airport and hotel porterage, 
eluded in the specifications for return airfare on Japan Airlines, train tickets to and from also 
the wall sections, reducing the and sightseeing in Kamakura. 
amountofworkthatneedstobe The tour will leave Vancouver on September 10 to Ask One of Our Sales Cons 
done at the construction site. September 18, 1990, 
CATCHTHE SPIRIT AT MCEWar 
Grave l  ~~~Z ~ 635:6i81 
contract . . . .  s, . , . , ,  i, 
TFJU~CE - -A $855,6133 con- 
tract o place gravel on 92km of 
road to and in the Nass Valley . 
has been given to Vic ' rF roese  • . i 
Trucking..Ltd.,  lea ea ! The money for loading, haul. 
ing, placing and compacting . .~..j~i ~, , I , 
gravel is part of the $1.6 million ~ ~  
the highways ministry is spen- " .,~.: ~ ~ ~  * With a '  " ' 
ding this year on hnprovements. ~~w~¢,  ~:\~ : . complete  : i :~,  , ' 
It became responsible for the ~ ~  ~ ~q~,~.~ 
section, this spring. The section ~.- ~ ~ S-- -C- - - '  O- I~ P.IP~ tinn f 
~ 4d 
begins where they pavement /~ .~.~"  \~0 ,~ ~ i ,~  Gro(~ery:'arldl}~: 
ends near Rosewood, extending 
north to and then along the / ~ , ~ ~ : ~ /  Convenience Items 
Nus Va~ey.  / ~ ~ ~ ' L  at Competitive Pricesl 
ti NINTENDO, l SEGAI  r' 
RENTALS 
~ :Fresh Sandwiches & Submarlnbe:~" 
~ ~ j . ~ ; ~ _ j ; # - ' "  " . " i . . !  ' , . ~ ~  . " 
Pdces . "  . .  ..... > / "~ '~]~'~,~. ,  ~i! I 
our Fishing Rod and '~- TOLSEC CANADA INC. recently donated an alarm 
~,="~ I i ~ system to the Terrace Tennis Club for their equipment ~~,I Reel storagehouse at the tennis courts. ~:~:  
THE HOTTEST PRICES IN TOWN! ...... .~. _ ~/~ ~: ' Pictured above representing the Terrace Tennis Club ~!i!!: 
" . . . . . .  -'.~-:-~'. ~-  .~, '~ is Richard Krlegl. toumament director and CaW!::~i!!~i , ~o ,,. wny not :,~.. -,:.- :,~;~ ,:, .~. ~ ~ 
take  skid f i sh ing?"~%~,~,~*!  ~.t~ ~ Chameski, technician from Tolsec. :~ ~, i~;: :,
,,, ~ , #.."~TT.-~ r ' - "  ' : " 
I ToLsEc  CA INC, il AGAR RED &:,WHITE ~"r ~"~oOgkgar  A.m= J ' " : - - "  . . . _ _____~, , , , ' '  , NADA 
' ' I Smithers, B.C. |i L!ii:i: 
TERRACE. -- Ronald birthday of bus seryice in Ter- • ' i."~,;i:i 
McDonald has returned -- all race and Thornhill with a'lun-: " " ' , :  ~- 
20 feet of him~ , chtime ceremony at Skeena [ ...... '
The  ]~feD6nald's restaurant!~ MallAug. 17 and a radio broad. : i [ *~"  
character had been fli3ating over, cast from a bus the next day..i '; ~ ii. :>~<~: :' :~ 
the.local:stbre°all dayAug.4 but ~ '. The service, provided unde~  : r " " : ~ 
was taken by persons unknown contract by Farwest Bus Lines, .: .' ' "r~:'j" 
later that evening after it had is also the first in the province ;.:-: 
: been'deflated, to use natural gas. 
But Ronald was safely return., That occurred when a van ar. 
ed ~eairly Aug. 8 .with no ap. rived this summer modified to 
parent,damage, said'restaurant . hold two wheelchairs and a lift 
spokesman Karen Focker. in addition to having 20 seats. 
"He was neatly 'wrapped up It was then converted to use 
and ;looked; just ,fine;,' said natt]ral gas by Farwest. 
Focker. i~.ii/, ' :  ": i';i ~ ,i~., . . . ,  , .  j 
She"~sus~s l  Ronaid w~S B.C. Tel and Dominion 
I ~lJ taken asi~aprank and was to Directory are warning have been inflated someplace customers to carefully check in. else but that those who took voices for phone directory 
tg t~r  ~ F him couldn,t complete the plan. advertising. ~ , 
• * * * t ,  Large numbers~ of businesses 
Local lawyer DonBrown has are receiving phoney invoices 
been nmned to a three-year term which in reality are. merely 
as a director on the board of the solicitations for money, they 
Prince Rupert Port Corpora- say. 
tion. The solicitations are often ] 
,.Thefederal crown corpora, mistaken .,.for invoices for i 
tion::pwns and operates coal, Yellow Pages advertising and. 
grain~ii:.and lumbe~:'.exp0rting are paid i~rror,they say. :' :. " 
facilities in the coastal city. ,- The mosi. recent soHcitatiofis,' 
!i~iit!s~.flle first time ia person come'from'~a company in On:  
outside ~of the PrinCe" Rupert tari0. - ' "- ~ 
area has been put on the board t . . .  W ~ .t- 
and reflects the region in which Still with phones, Lakelse 
the corporation draws thegoods Lake B.C. Tel customers are I ~ ~ F ~  i 
which go through its facilities, getting a new digital switch in- • 
says corporation chairman Don stalled on their exchange this 
Seidel. week. 
Brown receives a monthly The $519,000 switch-brings 
honorarium and also expenses that exchange up to the level of '  
and a daily stipend when on service as others in the nor- NO. 140- -474t  Lskelse Ave.. Terrace. B.C. 635-6121 
board business, thwest. No. 2- 2823 O~rkSt.Thom,i,. C 635"4841 , , , , , ,  It means customers can use 
• B.C. Transit marks the 10th services not now available to 529MounlainViewScl..Kitimat. a .c .  632-4825 
them. NO. 309-  £*td Ave., West, Prince Rupert. B.C. 624-2221 
i 
I 
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Run any classified word at : 
in the Terrace Standard at a cost 
NSERTIONS 
. . . . . . . . . . .  " c ' :=  !~, ,"  - \  
* Maximum 20 words 
• Additional words 5¢ each " 
Deadline for Wednesday 
- -  Noon Saturday 
0 
m 
n 
m 
(20~ Deposit only) 
- ~;,:?.: , i  • 
i 
: ' ' L ,  " 
• Ad will run for 3 consecutiveissues,,-  i:~:i INo  abbreviations 
• No Cancellations 
• No Refunds 
• Available to all classifications 
• o ,  ;. 
PEPSI 
While Quantifies Lest 
• ~ . , . ,e  Ads must • be prepaid 
~ ~ , J, ii!~.-i-i;;=i;.:,'Applies to private party ads only 
' ' :i.i..ii. ;1;.:~;i~•/,-e' W  gladly accept VISA and MasterCard • 
i 
U 
" -  •• ,  ; ' r ; :  • "•  . 
- , .  y , : -~ . i / ,  ,,~ 
This Special Won't Last Long! 
" " " ' " , '  ' " "  : : '  " " "  : ~"  ' " ' , "~  , i , ' i l .  . ' '~ . I 
:I 
, I 
• _ , • L• ,  : ; '•. 
~ ~iiii ~i!~ 
ill:i: :~/ii~,~,ii~!'ii:~ ~ : i~ i¸!464 
I i I i i II I 
7 Lazelle Avenue ..... 
" "~7,:h'[~TT:'T ? ,~ ' , "  
i 
/ 
: !•  {L  ¸ ~ 
M h 
Riverboat 
.... . ,  i ; ? f :  
A last look 
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AUGUST S;•-- SEPTEMBER celebration '90, marking 20 Wednmdav 40 Sun ,a=.~*~--- J I I t .a  I A miml~ Wed~'nitevtdeos&sroup, Al l  ¢iublinTerrace Wh. . :  . . . . . . .  
• J U l l i~l l  , i l i um . • |1 I | |  I I |  L~| |  
. , .1990. - -  Kltimat artists years of  service, w,th a 10:30 am to  S.~o ,-, , .  I WP ldUk i  ~ vnll commence agnin on Sept. come and have ~f tee  wi,h - .  The  Ter raee  Standard  
l eAtur  " ' ' ' - -e . - -  , . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ce the mmt recent work homecomins  weekend I f  th rouoh t ^  +h . . .~ . ,  ' .  I 12/90. Counselhns is still W, .w, , , , , . ,k .h . . . . . . . . . . .  , . _ __  of fe rs  What ' s  U n m. , ,  I * O v t ,  l l i~  ~ i IU  ' O[  ; w V~Sd t~ |IIiJJ~JvV it7 W~I~J I I |C  F m 
oy 1o~1 an/sts, Landscapes, you reaformerstude~torstaf f  Seutember F0rmn,~- i , * r^~,  J . I | I P~ available Benita Chapddnine you  Loemt ,~ l  nt  w . . . . . .  nnh l io  Im.v l s~m I* , .  
por~aits , .~wi ld l l fe ,_Nat lye,  member plan to visit the tio'n repr¢llns.;-sch'~l'~t'our"'i'. [,,, I i f r "  A&Dcounsellor , "  i~e~erCe-'C~tre"4s4"'2""~'~-~ re~cl'e~s and" tho~vm~ ", 
u_u~3 av.sxrac[ ann s .o~. al ~ Kamloopsuampusandjointhe weddinp,: family PO~tS  0~ evm.v Wednesday at 7"30 n m ~ -- . . .~ ' .~ '* . **  . . . .  .., Ave, Thursday, l '30p,m. Info, mnn i fv  aroani .of ln~,~'~'.~ 
commentary " are amens me tun. ACtivities will include a larae m'nun~toi~irl ' . .-*iL~2~i~ ~ - - ' : -  -- . .~; r ' "  UU- t~Ut 'UP4tSA~ * conta~ Phvlli~ /~la.Jr~tl~ nr  . . . . .  , i  v-  a . . . . . . .  m m  
subject reoclered in water col ' :BarB .Q~ dance,  ¢lepartmant H~-r~t i~-~r~. . "  ~ ,~vp~une.  7 a_t me lerrace .~.omen.s ANONYMOUS, is a 12 step.  FelLx n, lg~T . . . . . . . . .  thearea .  
• , . : , '  enlertninm~lt. It s a family af- >i ~. ~.  ~t.  ~ ; ' 7 : , .  . , " " " i ~ for  thc~se who wish to improve CCB/TERRACE . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  " ' "  
L 
AUGUSTIS ,  1990--  At10:30 ' sEPTEMBER4,  1990- -  The p~' .  4804~?p~m.!o l !  :00 . . . .  Terrace hold t.heir mcet].ngs on help, Videos and educational ~olors ~wllnero~,a~dor.e~r..~ ~" -dmiool , ' , -  "ge l  
• ~ . . . . .  " ' ' • ' : ' t: me secona aria lounn wm.  e l  , - -  - - , . . ,  -----, ..-~,, . . . . . . .  . a,m,.or . .~ p,m. The Ten'ace next  Oaneral mmins  of  the TEAM PLAYH IL~l~qtinn ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  matedal are part of the format, ed drivers to t tnm~h,~o ; .  ,r . . . .  , ^ . . . .  ~ .a . . _  , . O ake 
t'uvuc Lwrary presents Willy ; Ladles Auxiliary to the Reval , rh . .= . ,mk. , - j . . i - _~. - -~-~- -~ ~,: me monm. Anyo.n© u.~tc[c~t~ "Meetln=s are S p .m.  - 9 o..a . , .~,,.a .^ , .  "7~-;.";;;_'..:'.; . , . .~ .  u . .  pauuuc-  I 
, , . . . . .  - . .  . -  . - - .  -m ,,~., -u,~cenoe tram. in' more information avout the . . . . .  ,.,..,~, lt#w|ll ~q~l~ wo[JU[U ' Wonkns  Cake Caperl Come Canadlan l~.81on~Br 13, will Inn nroaram rn . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  p,m,Tuesdays at the Skeena reall . . . . .  - , , : - , . : ,  =t . .  . . . .  / Ion  dead l ines ,  we  ask  | 
.an.,a.. ~neoct  a c~lke worthy o f  ! start at 8' p.m. Zone Corn- w~d ii'ket'op~iy.-~o'me wn° ' x m.ettcsor m~mss p,ease can Health Unit Education room, tact "Fe~'~e:~2S~'o~'°~h~s flint all items be submlb I 
WUlyWO.nlcasunoeolateFac-,  ~ mimder Lowen will be mak; Wed evadns~rSurH. , ,~  u~ ~ uauato J~.~3~,  For more information phone 638-0412 ~* ' ted  by noon '  on /he  J 
-v ,  rlcase resmer mlu lvance :  COlne~out~io themeou ann  tlcl . . . . . .  " " ~ . ,,~":~ ~; : 6~o,ela; ,  t'~ewcomers very: . . . .  . n l  , ~ :, .,, . , n8 l~lOn. FoI~, mote 4nf0r~iv ,  ..... ~ ~:, " cl0sh~ the .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,VOLUNTEERS NEBDRD for , . . . .  • * *,. , for the s l ion .o t  your eholce, .... meethm. . ....... ~: . . . . . . . . . . . .  t ioncal163S,~$~ .,'-~ * "~': pr..o~rmn will be  . S welcome,. ' ' "ChUd u ' - , ,~  r.,,.,~.,, , .  fo l low ing  weeks  ~ .  : . . .  
< -~ - . . . .  ~ o U s fo r  me s ~ -  . .~=. -  b ~ i ~  I l l l -  " * , • 
AUGI24 ,~, I I l I~90- -  . . . .  HBRITAGB PARK Is now THe OVI~"i;J~T~u~,0~',:': r 'me~: Women's group, mens !'KITIMAT'i &:TERRACE * '. t :  ~ • ' ' " .  tvn~wr i t tenor i '~ ,4 , -=a  I ; ; ' : :1  
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L r 
Dur ing  a drive the other even- 
.ing with Dorothy and, Earl, 
Dorothy and l:went fora walk 
through the old cemetary 
reading ravestones. 
While there, we noticed abird 
house on a fence post. It turns 
out it is one of 12 Mary Alice monthd0in8 a French immer- 
Short had built by Len Hovanes sign course at the Institute de 
and students at Lakelse High.. Francals in Cap Rouge near 
• MaryAlice put the boxesup Quebec  City. In September 
in March in hopes they would Wyn will be starting at Haselton 
be used by the mountain • Secondary as aFrench teacher. 
bluebird. Although this bird is  Very involved in music in the 
still found in the Smithers and 
Hazelton area, very few are seen 
around here these days. It is 
what is known as a cavity 
nester, nesting in dead trees 
and,  in par t i cu la r ,  old 
woodpecker nests. 
A l though no Mountain 
Bluebirds made use of the 
boxes, Mary Alice says one box 
fledged seven chestnut-backed 
! 
Dear Sir: 
It is with great admiration 
and much appreciation that I
acknowledge the organizers 
of the 1965 grad reunion. A 
standing ovation to Norm 
and Linda Frank, Jim Stain- 
ton ,  Bonnie Larson, 
Shurlene Butler, Ann Ansen, 
Sharon Kohl and to those 
I've inadvertently left out. 
The attendance was ex- 
cellent although some of "us 
out of  towners"  were 
somewhat disappointed in 
the "non attendants" living 
locally. How wonderful it 
would have been to see you 
again, too. 
The 1965 reunion allowed 
us to stroll down memory 
lane hand in hand with our 
fo rmer  fr iends and 
classmates. 
Words can't express our 
feelings as we renewed our 
old friendships and perhaps 
gained some new com- 
raderi,'e. ~ 1 
l~wish to wholeheartedly 
thank  each and everyone 
who attended this truly 
memorable event. I would be 
so pleased to see you all 
again or at the very least to 
hear a few words from you 
from time to time. 
"'Old friends are like old 
songs - -  forever in our hearts 
and minds." 
Yours truly, 
Judie (Petryshyn) Holm 
Box 1903 
-~ Westlock Alberta 
TOG 2LO 
• : : '~!~-*i ~. i: ~ : ' :  ~ 
)irds ', 
::': NEXTRACES ARE 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY 
• ~ Aupst 19 - Kiddies " - '~  i~1][1 
chickadees while four sets of ~ .  Regdar Races 2:00 p.m. • 
tree swallows made use of 
others. However, she's till hop- ~ 
ing to see mountain bluebirds , ,  ,.- YOU AT THE: RACE nestinB in the boxes nett year. Them" SE S 
Wyn Nutley has spent a ~ - ~ ~: ' "~"~"  
sprnee tea-it madebybo,, heritage buildings offering r (  HAPPY 40th BIRTHDAY 
ing some.p, ee twi  forhalf som=h efferent. On the I/ - WATER LILY BAY RESORT / 
f=h hoo., .d hom. .d - -  . :  - - -  I 
the .Dayn.and Desfii~t_perform. demonstrating her skills 
past, he can play nine or 10 in- eo ~ ~.ow around the camp. the spinning wheel while inside !~.~J .  QUIET FAMILYCAMPGROUND ' ' i~  I 
nre at Manning Park. where Floyd Frank p layed old -'~: ~: 
~: J~, '~ ' I i~  MARINA, BOAT GAS, ICE, : : : ,  I s t rnments . *****  they were both workingas favour i tes  on a 1896 . /~~.~ ~OOAT&CANOERENTALS, ] 
On Monday, Aug. 61 took in naturalists. They are now work- .phonograph. 
the Woodsy Whimsy puppet ing on a new show which will be Hard . . . .  |=-~ '~X~-~ *YrOmnOUNDACCOMMODATP" ~ I 
. . . . . .  . co resin was the \ .~ .~(~ ~ COVERED RVSTORAGE...  I show at the Terrace art gallery aoout he ttermooe bear and his Lineman's Cab . . . . . . .  
forest fd ,-so " ' m wzm ]u aroma whichsaw Dawn and Des Ger- . . . . .  , of . . . .  
mynentertalnmorethan5Okids ~****  fresh buns baked by Barb . /~  ~ , .~- '~ SUII O0/n9 strong after 40 ~ | 
":v . . . . . . . .  ' LeRoss Both Barb and hue- I -~_~ O)) I  Michael, Meilnda, and M0nl~ on be I and parents, n~ ~mc ~uays once again - - "-'. ~- . . . . . .  , .  
featured MusicinthePart " . . . . .  sans t'zerre were dressed in ]..~=,_'~V~3~'; Lake, 10 rain. south of Terrace. : *~ i 
about the woods, the creatures r~enr~e ~'urg and me event on a disnlay of black ,~wd, , , "  Phone 798 
- -  "our friends in the forest" again proved to be a great sue- _ . ,-. • w -.~ 
J - -  living there and how we cess. snooting. Also in pioneer.style ' gear was Brian Penman who 
should not destroy the forest. With today's Community manned the Trapper's Cabin, : ..... 
The audience also learn.,y~. Band appearing on the bill, I I~ i  ~e~c,a~.  ~c 'm~ ~: V' 
about all the different trees and Mamie Kerby brought along a The Fred Hampton cabin of- ~ amm ~ v~m ~ ,  u ~ ¢, ~', 
their uses. For example, how photo of the local band from fered Mark deHoog's display of ~"  
the Indians used cedar bark to 1914-  the end Of the riverboat bees, Mmlene Stokkeland and • ~ ~  
make fishing nets and buckets era here. Bandmaster at the herfamous, prize-winningmuf. ~A ~'~,-t~et ~ ~"  : 
and the tree itself for canoes time was T.F. Just with Sam f'ms were to be found at the THE EM. ~YMENTi  ~, 
and totems. Each puppet was Kirkaldy, Lind.say Morrison, Miners' cabin and the Adair's . I"RE FOR ST. ENT$ :"' ' 
also made of a different type of Jack Spritz, Ernie Large, Carl rabbits proved a big hit with the take 
wood. Lindblon and LM. Keuney pro- kids. wou{d~[tO this opportur~ tO thank eml~oye~i 
~ )ated in this year's H~'e A Student program.: " 
After the  performance, riding the music, All in all, the good turnout T Ih your C~Ol~Wation, many students were able to" 
everyone had the opportunity o There was lots more to see at and weather made for a great ~ r '~ ¢~; 
sample some freshly made the park with each of the day. ,~,~,o,,,=~o ~ money~,^ ,t,tO=v,~,,,,,~retum to school,as well as to aC<lUlm 
Zaporzan will be missed 
Contributed Petryshyn from drowning when 
Approximately 200 people she fell intii a creek on the fami- 
gathered at the Sacred Heart ly's acreage. 
Catholic church July 25 for the Or the six-shot .22 calibre 
funeral of Vic Zaporzan. revolver he built. Although it 
Born in Bonnyville, Alta. worked airight, Stewurtreealled 
Oct. 10, 1937, Vic moved to it was none too accurate. "We 
Terrace with his father, shot the feathers off a grouse 
Michael, following the death in one time and it still flew away," 
1942 of mother Tilly. he said. 
School completed, he began a There were tales too of Vic 
more than 20 year stint working skiing behind a Model A,  the 
with Beaver Logging. Vic then trapeze he helped erect on Tar- 
bought his own equipment and race Mountain and of Vic and 
contract logged for a number of Earl Larson using split shakes 
local forestry operations, .... and railroad spikes to qomtruct: 
In 1964 he met and married the ladder for the •monster 
Pat Bohan. The couple had treehouse the pair built. 
three children --  Susan, Terry All said Vic was the only man 
and Christine. they knew who had never made 
A keen outdoorsman, Vic VJc Zaperzan an enemy -- "He didn't have a 
spent many weekends hunting mean bone in his body," they 
and fishing. That love of the ing the 10 years he devoted to agreed. 
outdoors also meant if you the sport, one of his midget The many friends Vic made ~ ! " 
travelled with him you soon teams made it to theAir Canada during his years in the com- Pork  
learned to slow down and ap- Cup (Canadian Championship). munity will always remember ~" 
predate the natural surroun- At the funeral, Dennis Booth, the fine example offered by this Report 
dings. Ron Stewart and John Jackson quiet, good-natured man. 
Vic also volunteered much of had many a story to tell about It's not near as important by James Roop 
his spare time to coach, manage Vic, 'his achievements and his how manyyears a fellow has/iv- = ~  
and provide transpo/tation for exploits. Like the time he saved ed as how many other folks Lekelse lake Provincial Pad es you an( your family to 
local minor hockey teams. Dur- his four-year old niece Judy have been glad he did. the Second Annual "Family Day" celebrations on Saturday, 
August 18. 
WINNERS! 
Over 340 people attended last years activities, maldno it 
one of the top ten Special Events in B.C. Parks. "rhls year 
we're anticipating even more visitors. 
The Second Annual "Family Day" runs from 11:00 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. AJl events take place at the Furlong Bay Picnic 
Shelter. 
From 11:00 to 12:30, there will be a "Sand Critter Corn. 
petition" Bring your own buckets, shovels and creative sand 
critter Ideas to the Furlong Bay Beach. Prizes will be awarded 
tothe biggest, the most bizarre and the most recognizable 
critter. 
From 12:30 to 1:30, there will be a free wiener oast at the 
Furlong Bay Picnk: Shelter. Hot dogs and pop will be provid. 
ed and Jerry the Moose will be there to meet the Iddel 
Rnally; from 1:30 to 2:30 there will be a sing a long and 
stow telling for children of all ages at the Furlong Bay 
Playground. 
Other visitor programs this week at Lakelee Lake Provlnclsl 
Park Include a special aside show on Mt. Edziza Provinclsl 
Park, whk:h hosts huge volcanos and bizarre volcank: rock 
formations. Meet on Baturday, A:ugust 18 at the Furlong Bay 
Plonk: Shelter. 
For more InformaUon on "Family Day"and other visitor pro- 
grams, please phone B,C. Parks at 798-2277. All programs 
are free, and run from Thursday to Monday until Septernber 
3. 
~ Lakelee Lake Provincial 
Park Visitor Programs 
August 16-22, 1990 
Thur ld l l y ,  Augu l116  
?¢..I'~M p ~ - = i~ltMl~ ~t Uelt at Wm Entrance to Twin Sl:XUce Trail 
: ' - htu r~eayl~lef~eltef . . . .  
rzby, Augu¢ 18 , . 
11.qM M¢ • I:10 IM¢ - FMiV  MY 
11.'OS.12:N '- M M -  11:t(I.1:11 -- ~ I i  : 
T:N-I:Mpal. IILEUZe. AgkbShOW ;.. . .,,: . . . . . .  ~,. 
7', I~IHI IMB. -- ¢mi~ ~ T Meet at Fu~ Bay R¢~ SimS. 
~ra Prize Winner 
LOIS NEWMAN of Terrace 
picks up her Summer Ham. 
mock fi;om Shoppers Drug 
Mart Merchandlse Manager. 
Darren Pllla. 
1st Prize Winner I 
CHARLIE COOTES of Tar- I 
race picks up his Bar-B-Q I 
from co-op Hardware I 
Manager, Laveme Anglelski. I 
[] I Mmcby, August 20 J 
:.*.:. * The Terrace Utandard would . . . . . . .  and i I ..-, _ _  ~ •  ~e0m.  m~ ~t,twmr~va~ataTiSmmTnm, | i - . .  . . . .  like to con'gratulete!iGh~ieC0otes,.RegBeokJey Lois Newman, the.* ~ i I " t !~Pa ' : "mvWT:a~'~avm' -hz '~ I f 
• : i  • : mree wlnnem oT me l errace trivia Contest~thst~appeared;in tne July 29th edition of the Skeena L • i : :: ~ : ~:*~ :i~i ~ I 
:::; | i Marketplace. Special thanks to everyone who :entered and especially to  Terrace Co-op, Canada HI: All Pr rime ' ~ .... I P '~  " ' '  :' . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  * . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' og Are Fr(mlll 
Ge, "g 
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their play; I like it becanse the 
river runs through it. 
Other people like the spot 
too: for some campers it was a 
quick layover, for others it was 
a free parking place for months; 
for those who like to recreate 
atop dirt bikes and ATV's, 
Tonga was a great place to 
noisily churn up the landscape. 
In recent years, Tonga has 
become the focus of some con- 
cern for its owners the Kitselas 
Band and  for the R.C.M.P. 
• because it has become a 
dragstrip for stolen vehicles, 
some of which were wrecked 
and burned on the site. 
The" main road leading onto 
f is +g Wt o n ga 
On.the fourth of August my the Copper  River Flats " ~ 
two oldest girls, Allison and (everybody else's name for 
:Jennifer, and I went fishing in Tonga) had been blocked. I 
Tonga and got stoned, turned south onto the dike and 
T°nga is the girls' name f°r parked" After I'd pulled °n mY • ~g i 'o r ' - ' i~  f ~  / "  
the windswept flats below the leaky waders and assembled my 
Copper River Bridge. The gir ls  •rod, wewalked along thedike. I ~ ~ , ~ a i ~ :  I /~  
like the spot as a backdrop for noticed D.B. still loved R:S. 
IQ 
of fall on his foot and drove home 
The run has ~en called Chan- 
nel Three ever since. 
For my exertions, Channel 
Three gave up a dolly varden 
and a newly arrived steelhead. 
While I was fishing, a" red  
pickup crossing the bridge, 
slowed down, sped up again, 
then returned --  travelling west 
this time - -  and repeated the 
performance some five minutes 
later. 
The sun was behind the 
mountains. I gathered up the 
now shivering girls, and 
together we retraced our route 
along the dike and under the 
missing three toes. 
Flyfishing is not normally 
done while clinging precariously 
to dike walls by the aluminum 
cleated soles of one's wading 
overshoes, but it can be done 
with the aid of, a two-fisted 
flyrod and, besides, this was not 
a normal place: this was the run 
where Mike Whelpley, running 
upstream on his trusty jet sled 
Mlleed, found a television set 
floating downstream. Having 
no room for an RCA Victor, 
Mike neatly set the set ashore 
where a puzzled Barry Allen 
and I found it the next morning. 
and that Grad '89 had been add. 
ed  to the collection 
heiroglyphs adorning the 
bridge. 
We ducked under the span, 
and I bumped my head on a 
• crossmember, took off my hat, 
and rubbed my head vigorously. 
My sentiments exactly, I 
thought as I looked up at a 
four-letter word sprayed in red 
paint on the girder above. 
The girls scrambled off the 
end of the dike and began 
frolicking in a backchannel as I 
picked my way gingerly down 
the shot rock thinking of the 
Judge from Georgia who had 
one of the giant granite chunks 
PORTS NE 
bridge. When we arrived at the 
truck both the windshield and 
the back window were smashed. 
"Who would have done such 
a thing?" I asked after getting 
over the shock of seeing such 
violence done to my poor '83 
Datsun. 
"Look  on the positive side, 
Dad, they didn't steal the 
tapedeck," said Allison, trying 
to make her grizzled old pa feel 
better. We brushed the glass 
from the seats and drove 
through town. Bits of back win- 
dow tinkled to the road with 
each bump. 
"Where were you parked?" 
asked the constable. 
"On the up-stream side of the 
Copper River Bridge," I 
replied, 
"Indians," she said. 
' I  doubt it," I said. "I  don't 
think I was on their land. 
Besides, that's missing the point 
isn't it7 Even if I was parked on 
private land, the :  owne'i'".i:!i! i.
should're called the policenot . i  :: 
smashed my car tO bits." • ~' 
"They don't call us,". h,~ :.:-: ii~ 
said. cryptically then added : '  ~i';' 
"Wha ' ' . . . . .  t were you doing down ;. , 
there?" !/ ""_ ::~!:i 
"rushing.". "+' • +:  
"Are you licensed?" she shot i 
' back, making me wonder ~if I 
public relations is a+requi~e +'
course in the Police Acad~ ~:;/~ " 
these days. +: 
We left a short ime later with 
a f'de number for I.C.B.C.. It 
was Saturday night. A police 
cruiser +was pulled over, light :t 
flashing, tO deal with a problem 
at the Innof  No Rest. A wed- 
ding reception was. underway 
and tipsy men in tuxedos were 
roaming the streets. It was a full 
moon, and I felt like an inmate 
in a mental institution waiting 
for the red light at the end of the 
hall toturn green so I could 
make a bid for freedom, [ 
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SpORTSCOPE- 
Terrace 
Inn first 
TERRACE -- The Riverboat 
Days men's slowpitch tour- 
nament saw the Terrace Inn 
edge rival SKB Molsons to 
win the tourney's chantpion- 
ship game. 
It was the team's skilled 
defence and sacrifice plays 
that made the difference in 
the final games where they 
beat SKI] 6-5 and 7-6, says 
player Ritchie Mallett. 
With their second local 
tournament win of the year, 
The Terrace Inn walked 
away with $1600 in prize 
money. The Molsons col- 
lected $1000, third place win- 
ner Mr. G's from Prince 
George picked up $600 and 
consolation round winner All 
Season's Expose went home 
with $600. 
Century 
race 
The 100 mile Skeena River 
bicycle race from Prince 
Rupert to Terrace will be 
held Aug. 19. 
Taking five to six hours 
for a recreational rider to 
completi:, the fourth annual 
"century race" starts at the 
McDonalds in Prince Rupert 
and ends at the Far West bus 
depot in Terrace, says 
organizer Chiron Kantakis. 
Race start time is I0 a.m. 
for recreational riders and 11 
p.m. for racers. Registration 
forms are available at Sun- 
dance Ski & Sports. 
Helmets are mandatory, 
and all bicycles will be in- 
spected. 
Run, swim 
• n' cycle 
August 19 is the date for 
the fourth annual Round 
Lake mini.triathalon. 
• The race, which can be  
-completed 'as a team or in- 
dividually, has the conven- 
tional running and bicycling 
legs,, but the swimming leg 
Fighting gravity and fear 
TERRACE ROCKCLIMBER Murray Minchin, here hanging on by his toes and fingers, was one of more 
than 20 northwest climbers who gathered at the Onion Lake Crags for the Fight Gravity rocklimbers 
gathering. The climbers, some who had never climbed before, spent the weekend exchanging climb- 
Ing techniques, meeting new climbing partners and fighting gravity. 
School a success 
amount of ice time offered --  
two and a half hours per day. 
The coaches, "basically 
volunteers that are paid a little 
money,"  will be teaching the 
studentS; :who are between five 
and 16 years old, basic hockey 
skills. 
~,The emphasis will be,on lear- 
alaS while playing: "There are 
TERRACE - -  More than 200 
hockey players from all over 
B.C. will be attending the local 
minor hockey league's schoo l  
this month. 
In its third season, the school 
is coached by by Nat iona l  
Hqckey League players Jeff 
Sharpies and Wade Flaherty 
can be done with any type of among others. 
elsystem thO~r /uakeDmeJ ;n~ay ~ no set lectures,,, says De Jong. 
• -,~-d-~the judging i: :"The kids just w~mt to play 
has a twist: the :person- or =+ ,.,, ho,m,, and 'he word~'f I hockey and  learn to play 
. . . .  -"  ur . . . . . . . . .  ' ' " ' hock"  " ' 
846-59 : ' ' " ' '~ "' ..... is due to: ~ ..... :i, . lth:"applications 
7~ • .  , / , :+ i . scnoet  s •success•  •me: .~, ; :ava l lab le  ~ro~-=-= ' * - - - "  • 
TERRACE - -  He was hanging 
on with only his fingers and 
toes, legs shaking, spreadeagied 
on a vertical cliff 40 feet off the 
ground. 
And he was there voluntarily 
- -  one of more than 20 nor- 
thwest rockl imbers who 
gathered at the Onion Lake 
Crags last long weekend for the 
first annual Fight Gravity 
• rocklimber's gathering. 
Camped at the base of the 
crags, more than 20 novice and 
experienced climbers from 
Prince George to Kitimat spent 
the weekend climbing, compar- 
ing techniques and meeting new 
climbing partners. 
Organizer Murray Minchin 
plans to hold a gathering in a 
different northwest city every 
year which would expose people 
to different areas. 
There is a written guide to 
climbs in the area, but 
Minchin says its very vague. 
Part of the weekend's pur- 
pose was to get potential climb- 
ing partners together. The 
climbers there said its difficult 
to find people to climb with in 
the northwest, and most ad- 
vanced climbs require two or 
more people. 
The weekend was a success on • 
that part as many of the 
climbers were organizing future 
climbs together and exchanging 
addresses and phone numbers. 
Minchin says the Terrace area 
has amazing potential for clim- 
bing adding that the rock here is 
as good as that in Squamish, 
near Vancouver, which is rated 
among the world's top seven 
climbing areas. 
Fie says more routes in the 
northwest are being developed 
all the time - -  many taking as 
long as five years to work out. 
The climbers at the gathering 
were doing some bouldering, 
which is where you don't get 
more that five feet off the 
ground, and longer climbs 
where the climber is secured by 
a rope hooked onto a harness. 
The rope is fed through 
hooks (called protection) which 
the climber place into cracks in 
the cliff wail. The rope is an- 
chored by  someone at the bot- 
tom who feeds the climber ope 
as they ascend - -  holding on if 
they fall. 
As scary as it all sounds it is 
really quite a safe sport says 
Minchin - -  "unless you screw 
up."  
"lt is rare that people get 
hurt," he says although one 
climber sprained his ankle dur- 
ing the weekend. 
" I f  you fall you'll only drop 
as far as to where the rope is 
hooked in." 
Climbers often cut themselves 
on the rock while climbing and 
don't realize it until they've 
come down, says Minlchin who 
had a fresh cut on his knee he 
didn't remember doing. 
But it can be scary, says Ter- 
race climber David Myers."It 
has occurred to me that I could 
die, but you don't dwell on 
that," he says. "it 's a huge 
adrenalin rush." 
"It is a calculated risk; a 
game, how far do you go before 
putt ing protect ion in. 
Sometimes you put your protec. 
tion in, and you climb past it 
and you think 'was that last one 
I put in safe.' " 
Likening climbing to gym- 
nasties, Myers feels it is also a 
creative thing; "figuring out the 
problems, moving this way or 
that way." 
The personal challenge is the 
biggest part of it for Myers 
though. "It 's not like a team 
sport; you're competing against 
yourself." 
GYMNAST Elizabeth Thompson was one of many Terrace 
youngsters taking part in the Terrace Peaks Summer Gym- 
nastics Camp. Part of the preschool program, Thompson 
spent the week learning how to do rolls, use the balance 
beam and jump on the trampoline. Regula .,, 
~ . ~  gymnastics classes start in September. 
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Spacious L-Shaped Living/Dining Area ~ , 
h 
~ ~ i . ~  ~ '  , ~ ~ '~ 
13x19 Main Floor Family Room 
Better than 
Pruden & Currie (1976) 
Ltd. is pleased to offer this 
exclusive new listing on 
Mountain Vista Drive. This 
10-year old 3-level split of- 
fers 1,750 sq. ft. of family 
living area. 
Just off the spacious en- 
tranceway is a lYxl9' main~ 
floor family room with a 
heat-a.lator fireplace. Up 4 
stairs to a formal liv- 
ing/diningarea nd modern 
kitchen with a nook area. A 
wide hallway lb~ds to the 3 
bedrooms and 4-piece bath 
on this level. 
The basemedt consists of a. 
finished rec room, guest 
bedroom, 3-piece bath and 
lots of  storage area. A dou- 
ble attached garage, paved 
I 
(A- 
drive, fenced .yard and at; 
tractive landscaping add to 
the enjoyment you will 
derive from this home. 
Don't miss the oppor- 
tunity of viewing one of the 
finest homes on today's 
market. Call Dick Evans 
for an appointment to view. 
Asking $122,900. EX- 
CLUSIVE. 
~" ~"  --" ' , " ~ . . . . . . . .  i i  ~" . ..... " ............ ~-.:!!..: ~ . . . . . .  
PRCED AT $73,000 HOR9ESHDE COMFORT SEMI-RANCH SPREAD 
and Fime horseshon Inca,on for this 1809 sq. Elegant affluence home. M,'s. Clean care. SECLUDED ELEGANCE COUNTRY PERFECTION 
ft. 4 bedroom home. Family reon~, office, lovely Cheer/fireplace, 4 BR/4 poe and 3 lx:e baths. .akl-back yet bresthtak]no. 1V~ storey perfectly Mellow yet unrivaled. Lo 0 2 storey on 2.04 Co~n W ThOrrlhill raised ranch bonOalow. Wood, 
spacious kitchen and nctoaGenal dining room, PLUS "winterized "carpeting "washer/dryer in- s~tnd on 5 ac~es. Rreplaon glow, 3 BIVIVe amros. Vaulted oniHngs , decorator upgrades, mount~nSkillfully stedviews, on 9.5030xeoaCreS,metalJUStshop,Oon cor~ls,°wner' 
baths. ALSO .large ~es .carpeUng .Gas heat w~aparound eck, 3 BNI 4 poe baths. ALSO dding dng, hip r~f bath and much more. 
Large 61x208 ft. lot, fenced and attractively cluded ' "kitchen appliances included "country I~tchen "quiet str'eet "partially r~nish. "new carpeting 'garden "fargo Irees. 
lands¢aped.Wondedul home with super renuva. "workshop. "$82,500" (900051) Rm Redden ed basemenL Good vaJue at the P~e. Pried at "$64,000" (900122)'please call Joyce Findlay "$199,500" (900071) Veme Ferguson 
liens, JaCkle Collier to view. MLS 638.1915 MLS 635.3389 MLS $105,000 (g00064) B~nda MLS 635.2697 
PRIVACY APLENTY ON 4.~49"ACRES . . . .  SPLEHOIO ELi"gANCE [ R PUTS COMFORT FIRSI ~ : PARK AREA CHARM 
Co~enialganchhon~.qone~shregl~ewa~nlth:, V.'~W, .a~!o~I:~!.n~'eaL .C~l~_ar2sto~e~•Chemy esklenco:withspecieleair, Br4M-now, wond, D~l~ht ~ the comfort of th~s engaging Keith 
• Q~iet street, great family area, bee lined sheet, ~itepiece, la~e view deck. 3 BR/3 baths. PLUS eat,in kitchen, 4 6~/t .4 poe., 1.3 poe baths, Esbtes bungalow, G~eat family axe& electric 
2.carga,'age, gasheat, l~getrees. Verjpdvate "passive solar, Oualily consb'uct~ Ior the 5nlshedbasernent.PLUS°deck.recroom.gas heat, city ut~l~tms. Cosy starter h~me, h'n. 
location, "$80,000" 900149) please call di~rfminatJng buyer, '$128,900' (900151) heat "carpeting. Take over immediately, mediately sva~latde. $48 900 (900126) Gord 
(900115)VemeFeruuson635.33895105,000 J Hamlltm~38.9537 MLS u 
• 
• . . . . .  ~ ~ '~ 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson Ron Redden Jackle Collier "'Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
M[.~nn,nu, [ 635"3369 638"1721 , 636"1915 635"2677 635"9537 635"2697 
i i ~ 
::I ~ : 
STARTER HOME 
Nicely renovated 24x55 mobile 
hnme with concrete basement. 
Located on Irg lot in a quiet sutxlivl- 
sign. New roof and siding in 1986. 
N.G. heat. Asking $59,500. Call 
Mike. MLS 
RENTAL INVESTMENT 
3 bnn home with a 2 bedroom base-' 
ment suite• Separate hydro meters' 
& 2 hot water tanks. New carpets & 
vinyl flooring upstairs, Asking 
$69,900. Call Mike. MLS. 
DON'T WAITI 
3 brm split level home in Caledonia 
PRUDEN. & CURRIE (1976) LTD, 
JUST LISTED 
Sulxlivislon. Top condition home 
with many excellent features. N.G. 
heat, fireplace, kitchen eating area, 
carport, patio, fenced yard. Asking 
$112,000. EXCLUSIVE Call John 
Evans. 
BEST IS BESTI 
"This Irg family home in Thor. 
nheights III has too much to mention' 
in this small space, so call John' 
Evans if lhese appeal to you,.. Over 
2,000 sq. ft., skylights, ensuiteo 
main floor faro rm,. garage. 
$121,500. MLS 
gne owner custom built home in the 
Itorsashoe. A unique, adult oriented 
home on pdvate 85x132 lot. This 
home is in excellent condition and 
was extensively renovated & 
upgraded. Don't miss out on this 
onel Priced to sell at $88,900. Call 
Dick Evans, MLS 
: AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Relocation Co. has tenon contnd of 
Sale & ~reduced i t~e pdce to" 
$06,900 on this 1,000 sq. ft. home 
in .the Horseshoe. Vacant & ready 
for occupancy, Call D~k. MLS 
, STARTING OUT? 
Consider this 3 brm home on 
60x394 lot. N.G,, bsmt storage, 
super garden, good condition, near 
schools. Worth calling Gordie 
Sheridan for more Information. Ask. 
ing $64,900. MI.;S 
FAHTASTIC SPLIT LEVEL 
Superb split level home on Labelfe. 
3 brms, finished bamt, ensuite, n,g.,. 
mint condition inside. • Asking 
$119,900. MLS Contact Gordie 
Sheridan for appo[ntments, 
LOCATION IS TOPS 
" - .-]  BENCH HOME 
LOTSIII J View this 3 brm home today. L; rge 
3 lots in the Keith Estates. Each one ' landscaped lot. Sgae(L~ip pdrti dly 
is  132x257. Lots of room to build covered suJ~;~,]z~b~t'tub. :uil 
your dream house and stiff have. bamt with 1~%~n~, 2.pc bath & 
workshop, Call John Evans Ngw, privacy. Asking $17,900 each, call $76,500MLS, 
Mike. MLS 
~ ' ODIETSTREET i If a,pdvata suedeck overlooking 
Close to Uplands School. 4 Ixlrm bl: ] your.own stream appeals, consider 
level with n.g, heat, mountain & this 4 brm home on Lambly. N.G•.. 
papal City view from living, dining' ~rec rg~rn, flreplase, dpOredlno. It's 
& kitchen. Carport, fro suedeck & bloger than it looks, Call Gordle 
I I greenhouse. Asking i$84,900, Call J, . • I DiCk E.vans,MLS } '  
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD. :  
• " - -  i 
i ! "  !;~ 
John Curd6 . "Dlck Evans 
635.9598 636.7060 
Sheridan for your appointment, MLS 
$94,500. 
.. ,,:: i ¸ ¸  • 
Dave Reynolds ! . John Evans ' 
ass ;ar ia  : ! i  see .sen , 
Joy Dover 
. . . . . .  Ui l . /070 
CUTE AND COZY 
Starter home with full basement. 
Situated on lovely largo lot which 
has prolific fruit trees and garden 
area. Only $56,500. MLS Call Joy. 
z/4 ACRE LOT 
on south side, All.services 
available. On paved street close to 
play pink. $16 900.: Offers. Call 
Joy, MLS : 
NEW 
In Caledonia' Subdlvlalorl. Largo 
bright rec room, 4th bdnn and addi.. 
tlonal bath make this home great for 
the growing family; $105,000. Call 
Joy to view, MLS: . 
Oordle Sheridan 
1114111 ' 
INVESTMENT PROPERTY 
Zoned Central Commercial. Over 
4,000 sq. ft. The main floor 
presently rented to video outlet. 
Upstairs has 2 3.odrm suites. For 
more details, carl Dave. Asking 
$149,900. MLS 
llEHTAL INCOME 
INVESTMENT 
Consisting of numerous rental 
suites, 17.pad mobile homo park &. 
large owners suite, All this situated 
on approx, 6,5 ac. in town, For 
more details, call Dave. Asking 
$325,000. EXCLUSIVE.' 
TAXI BUUlESS 
The only taxi stand In Terrace. Con. 
slsts of land. building, vehicles & all 
assets. Showi.ng an excellent 
return. List of assets & finauclal 
statements avaJlal~. Call Dave at 
635.6142 or 635-3126.  EX.' 
CLUSIVE, , . ,  
COZY HOME 
Listed at $71,506. Call Erika to 
.view this nicely finished home with 
yellow cedar trim, 4.pc bath just up. 
dated and new 2.pa bath down. All 
this situated on Vz acre lot. Enjoy 
the large private sundeck, The 
spacious foyer invites your guests' 
indoors. MLS 
' VIEW THE SPLEHDOR' 
of a newly constructed modem 
home. Easy care cabinets make the 
kitchen bright & spacious. Entertain 
your fdends In the edJolnlng.family, 
room or in tl~. formal dining room 
uomes complete with a beautiful 
mountain view, Listed at 
$145,006, Call Edka, Pelletler for 
full details, MLS 
L4650 LAKELSE /wE" 635"61 121 
, I i 
Edka Pelletler <e Richardson 
• l lH171 i3~,81dO " 
)~.,r I: :' 
~.,,,, - j • 
~o-Storey With ..: ...:. :.. " 
~(zsemen£ ~nL . ry  : "' ' " " ' " . ' : .  , ;7 .  .. ' :~ , ; :~  , " : * , : ,~-~; ' : . '  
~. . ' , , - .  . . .  ;,~ > ,L . : ' .p i !  . 
his muiti-featuzed two-s tOZ~ry  ClOsetSo and ther 
a, was designed with..todavs tential i, for(iat:i;i:l 
:tire family in ni ind.i  -Tlze th£ee.morelon=th~ 
m)bhzcd formal living:, and ~The.: wrap-arOund 
n ing  rooms prov ide  p lenty ,  p rov ide  generous  - space  fo ]  
space for even the largest outdoor entertaining. 
Lthering. The cheerful atmos-  Width: 47'-0" 
rare of these rooms is  enhan-  
~d greatly by  the vaulted 
dling which  extends into 
e kitchen/nook area .  There 
e t luree la rge  bedrooms 
~sta i rs . . .a I ] '  w i th  good-s i zed  
WesDlan 
"~ BATFt 0 t.~ "~ 
Bath - -4,. " " " ~<.~,~x~lM,z 
__.~.=.v-~-.,,.~,, ,:::~ • . . 
MASTER SUITE o, = ,~ ~- } ~R 2 
15-2x12-0 I.. r; . . . . r "  11"~:~,r'Ir, 
4e22x3657 ~ i !j 
I% i~t> 
L IV INGF~CM ~ " 7  I , I~K  
LLI , I I  ,,.-:~';'~-,L;2-1 ~ K To!~JT  
I_I] . . ] ] " -  DINING"  I0 -6x  . 
t,-~,,~ ~-~~ 
a i n ~ i  I 
" . . . . . .  " ': "" ' I  " Future E~- R~h-iri;.W Future Br 
B~th :,..,I 
I ,~ == 
Future Study ~:: -.~; [ ....,, 
r CptK:~r~'~! F-~' Doors :; l,,r"~, 
F, L RCCM ,, 
I!I> ~oYE. 
Depth: 45'-0" 
Main  F lora: :  M43 'sq .  f t .  
Basement  F]oox': 
1212 so. f t .  
(not including arageJ 
L~;  " 
":'~')/i~ 
i 
up" 
- -1  
DOUBLE GARAGE 
21-4 x 21.4 
. . . : l  . . . . . .  " ' "  k 
Basement  Floor 
louse PlansAvailable Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
320~' ~lunroe, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6273 
l lN  O ' l 'n  J ,. 
n u  alWaf a . I  I I~U 
~ " -  w , I ,  v - -  ~ ~"~ ... S INCE 1 955  
TRANSPORT A T ION 
-~SYSTEMS LTD.=_ . 
. :; -~i.:~.~!~  !:.:~,. 
. ! :")DESIGN NO.  WP.292 
S 
~l~ West, home I Wespl&n 
MEMBER 
r 
LEPAGE- -_~ - - -  
Associate Broker NetwOrk 
INDE 
GRAHAM AVE. FARM ~ ~  i ' : ' i !  . i ,~;~r~=~,~~~ 
One of the largest farms with.in city ~ ; ,- 
limits. Very attractive older hom~, ~ ~  
over 19 acres which border on the ~ ~  Skeena river and numerous out- 
buildings including 40'x100' barn 
with concrete floor. Vendor may 
take a home as part trade, Asking 
$148 000 MLS. 
HIGHWAY INDUSTRIAL 
ACREAGE 
Great location for commercial or irr. 
dustdal development. Access fro m 
~lver Drive or Hiohway 16 East, 
located south of Inland Kenwcrth 
Vendor open to sale of suMivlde~i 
acres. JUST STEPS TO 
HE 50'S EVERYTHING 
sement home on Located in the 4700 blk. Park 
Iconcrete dngwalL Natural gasheat; Avenue close to downtown and ser- 
13 ~druems, small detached shop, vices, 1026 sq, ft,, 2 bedrooms on 
Ipaved driveway, sundeck in the main 2 down, 2 baths, landscaped 
Ibock, rear lane access and central 78x121 ft. lot, finished basement. 
Iborseshue location, Listed at Asking $75,000 MLS 
l$51,000 MLS 
STYLISH MEDITERRANEAN 
Spacious family home in Ideal oca- 
tion on Skq]lund Avenue, 3 plus 2 
bedrooms, 2V2 baths, family room 
off kitchen plus roc room down. 
Double.sided livingroom fireplace, 
recent carpeting and re.decorating 
are added features to enjoy. 
$97,500 MLS 
Ralph Gedliqskl " Rusty Ljungh 
638-49t0 636-6764 
ADD THIS TO YOUR LIST 
3 bedrooms up.one down..rompus, 
family and storage plus a cool 
roem..two fi~eplaces..laedscaped, 
fenced, patio covered, barbecue 
builtin, fruit trees, double width 
brick driveway, garage, workshop, 
TASTEFULLY DECORATED 
Attractive 3 bedrm., well.cared for 
basement home, fireplace, patio 
doors to patio: nat, gas heat, o~lk 
kitchen cablnets;:~: rerpodelled 
bathroom, and finished basement 
with rec room and 3rd. bedroom, 
Nicely developed lot, circular paved 
driveway, greenhouse and shed. 
Price $75,900. MLS 
Sylvia Griffin Bert LJunoh 
.538.0484 635.5784 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday; August 1 
" , r ,  
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
FAX: 838-1172 
PLENTY OF ROOM! 
With over 1600 sq. ft. on the main 
floor, there's space to spare in this 
well kept 3 bedroom home. The 
basement features a 2 bedroom 
suite with separate meter and en- 
trance. Nat. Gas heat up - FJec 
heat down. 83.5x120 lot, Reduced 
to $82,500 MLS 
HAVE YOUR DREAM 
HOBBY FARM 
A beautiful location, bounded by the 
Skeena River to the east, and a 
spectacular mountain view to the 
west, 150 acres, Highway 16 east 
near Cadarvale. Approx. 40 acres 
cleared, 2 houses needing some fin. 
shin G, gravity fed water system and 
potential for sub-division into 3 
parcels. MLS Price $99,500 
KALUM LAKE DR. 
- ACREAGE 
Located just past Dutch valley,• 
16.07 acres, fronting on Kalum 
Lake Drive. Timbered with road ac- 
cess into the property. Signs COUNTRY DELIGHT 
Charming two storey, 2 bedrooms / posted. Asking $39.900. MLS 
up,3rd on main floor, 2 full baths,:I 3717 KRUMM ROAD. 
electric heat, ~2'.'x6':. construction, Home" nee~s~dpgP'adl~g a~d~some 
twin seal windows, patio doors to repairs. Nice large property with Cedar deck, situated on 2.7 acres, 
set up for horses including 30x30 solid built home, Electflc heat, 5 
bedrooms, 2 washrooms, full base- 
shop. Asking $105,000 EX- ment with suite. Asking $79,500 
CLUSIVE, ' MLS 
- i  a i - 
Joe Barbesa Carol McCowan Christel Gedgnskl" 
636.5804 798-2285 831kBZg7 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
• % 
; 
i I . i  
i 
• HI BOY 
" VAN 
" FLAT DECK • 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE 
= DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT:: ! '
• SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE 
i • LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE :: 
]i' CHARTERS ..... d r ~ " 
: * SCHEDULED SERVICE ON ~. :: 
HIGHWAY, 37 N, .... :, ;::: 
• DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL::: ' :  
VANCOUVER:: ~ : "~::~~:~'::-~ 
lii::: • DALLY FREIGHT SERe :i:: 
il ;;'~ ,: ~i STEWART: 
: ~"~': :~ T IMAT. . .  :': CE: 
ii! 632.2544 635-2728 
iil.. :: 2 ,2 -  3rd Street or 635-7 i02  
K i t imat  3111~ Blackburn 
~r ~" ~  . . . .  ' ' Terrace 
=[Jl i i i i [ i  i i 
/l II 
HOME & ACREAGE 
Charming older 5 bedroom, 1V, 
storey home. Located in town on 
approx. 5 aqres. Many recent 
renovations. Large shop for' the 
trucker,' plus numerous out 
i~ulldlngs. The property is cleared 
and fenced and well sot up for 
!ivestack. 'For more information or 
tour personal . appt. to view call 
:: RURAL ACREAGES 
lust north of Terrace we have for 
~ale 2 acreages, One of them is 16 
dos acres in size and the second is 
each. MLS 
)bile with a large addition in ex-' 
I t  condition comes with a 
20' Shop,, 11'x11' glass 
nhouse and several out 
Ings. Situated on ,27 acres, 
y landscaped and fenced, Call 
toce today, $32,000 MLS 
i 
' Stan Parker 
• 635-4031 
J 
50'S BUNGALOW 
• 1534 sq. it. -4 bedrooms 
• 75'x225' lot -1 fireplace 
• I wondstove 
Asking $59,000 MLS 
SUPER STARTER 
-720 sq, ft. .3 bedrooms 
.full basement .72x148 lot ' 
Asking $59,000 MLS " 
ON THE BENCH 
Located on quiet street on the  
Bench, Is this 1188 sq, ft. lull base. 
ment home, Four bedrooms. Two' 
baths Spacious kitchen with 
breakfast area. Double carport with 
sundeck, Very well malntianed. 
Well worth viewing at $85,900. 
MLS 
I 
Jim Dully 
636-8688 
Laude Forbes 
638.6382 
BEAUTY OF A HOME 
A must to see if you're thinking of 
Kitwanga. This home comes with a 
separate swimming pool house. 
Also available is a 2 bay 34'x70' 
NEAT AS A PiN 
on 4.47 acres and only walking 
distance from schools, MLS 
GREAT FOR SIZE & PRICE 
Over 1400 sq, ft, plus full basement 
home, 4 bedrooms, 4 appliances, 2, 
eating areas, 20'x39' shop, private 
setting. Very well maintained inside 
and out, AsklOO $59,000. MLS Call 
Laude. : - 
This veiy well maintaJned uplex 
comes with 2 bedrooms in each 
unit, fddge, stove washer & dryer 
in each unit iand sits on a large 
84x200 ft. let, A must to see for the 
investor, shaunce Krulsselbdnk.' 
Listed Exclusive at $74,000, 
I 
Gordon Olson 
638-1945 
NICE STARTER HOME 
For only $55,000 you get a large 
lot, greenhouse, several out. 
buildings, garden and fruit trees, a 3 
bedroom home in good shape with 
stove, fridge, and dishwasher, 
Check it out today, Shaunce MLS 
WIFE PLEASE 
If your wife is tired of all those stairs 
this could be your new home. Newly 
¢onatructnd 1650 sq. ft, rancher 
located on comer lot in' the 
Horseshoe, Features family room oil i 
the kitchen which has an island and i 
cozy nook, ensuite in the master b
bedroom and a large private 
sundeck. Call for your appintmentte 
view, Pdced at $127,900 MLS 
~- 3 BEDROOM HOME I 
On .over 1 acre. Renovations just i
completed, Potential for 7 lots, 
Located in quiet area of Keith 
Estates on corner of Haugland and, 
Braun, Call Laude. Asking $42,500 
Hans Stach 
635-5739 
IN THE HORSESHOE 
• 2232 sq. it. .4 units 
-2 fireplaces .2 storage shed 
Asking $122T000 MLS 
MOBILE ON LARGE LOT 
Don't overlook this 12'x68' mobile 
on ,39 acres, Great condition and~ 
fenced lot. 4 appliances are Includ. 
ed. 12'x25' deck plus 7'X9' front 
entry, Immediate occupancy, Listed 
at $29,900. Call Laurie, 
STEWART RESIDENTIAL 
LOTS 
Four lots on comer of Eighth and' 
Victoria. Three lots at 30'x100', 
One lot at 40'x100' close to down 
town, Asking $11,000!or all four. 
Call Ted for more information, MLS 
if You want:to be out drown and 
have an Idea toward InveStment 
check this out, 5 plus. acres, 
highway exposure mostly cleared 
with a large home ands  guest 
house. This propedy could have 
potential as an RV park, Call Gordie 
Olson for more Infopnalon. Asking 
$89,900 MLS - '  
Shaunce Krulsselbdnk 
635-5382 
Ted Garner 
638-5619 
t 
• n• 
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[ CALL' 
:, [ 638-SAVE 
:ACTION AI 
:  BUY  SELL v* RENT v"TRADE 
r .,/ 
U 
ACTION AD RATES 
6 3 8- SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SAT-URDA-YS- 
' .:::..,' i: Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: Whon a stat holiday Mils on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline la Thumdey at 
5 p.m. for ell display end clnaslfled ads . . . . . .  
TERRACE 8TANDARO, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1sa 
Ag claasffied and'clasaifled display ads must be prel0~d by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning In eds please have you Vtea or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 wenls (~t Insertion) $3.45 IdUS 5, for addlUonal words. "(AddlUocal insertions) 
$2,30 ~ 4 ~ for addlfional words. *$6,95 1or 6 wseks (eel excecdlng 20 words, non- 
c ~  
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28, Card of Thanks 
7 .  For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
•e 
30. Obituaries 
31. Auction Sales 
32. Legal Notices 
33. Travel 
IRm/d  Tlrm 
Tho Tenaco S~ndant rosefv~ ezo rloM to classUy ads" 
undw appr0pdm headlr~ and to ~ rotes g~ndme and to, 
~mnlee pNe Ioal~. 
The Tm Slanda~d rmm~'~ 1he rlgM to rmdse, ed~ 
,cm4m'y orntect any s ~  and to, nmln Imy mr4we~ 
d~ tO the Nmvs 6~ Reply Sw~ce, and to ml~r/the 
custm~ t~e a~m pald ~' the adva~sment a d box nmtal. 
Oox replkls on "Held" Insl~u¢gms not plcked up wtlNo 10 
dep of ~p~y of zn zo'm~mm ~ ~ ~ rams 
Imtn~-'Ims m r~dv~. Thoem ~wer~g Box 
Numbm  roq~emd not o send ~01mb el docum~ to 
avid Io~. 
M cUdms of mTml M advar~s4im~mts must be receivM by 
the ix~is~ wltNn 30 days ~ ~ ~t  publka~. 
n Is ogn~d by ~ adverUw roUsU~O space ~t  the 
HalJ~ of Um Tmaco Stardanl in tho event ol failure to 
I~M~ m zdvmlsm~ or In the event dan ~ apl~rl~ 
In the advmlum~t zsi~llshed slud be Iv~ted to Ihe 
a~ pldd by the'adv~ fe~ oldy om Ir¢errect h ts~ 
rect o~ emitted Uem may, and ~t  thorn ah~ be no llabelty In"~ 
~ ally IlVlN1t Orl4tW n~ 61o a~loont pald f~' s4~h adverUsklO. , 
,_ 
1. Real Estate 
TRAILER COURT -- TERRACE. 18 pads. Con- 
hal location. Owner will consider home In 
bade as part payment. Call 1-656-9564 BO12 
3 BEDROOM home in hospital area. Asking 
price $51,000 please phone 638.2063 6p12 
KITWANGA 4/5 bedroom bungalow. Vinyl 
skiing. R.S.F. Established boarding kennel. 
Large 2 storey garage, rectcellar, greenhouse, 
1Vz acres fully landscaped. $59,000 849- 
5427 6p12 
LOT 15. Spring Creek ddve sulxlivlslon. % 
acre view lot. Asking $29,500, 635.2384 
6p12 
• 3 BUILDING LOTS 7/8 acres each across from 
Elementary & Senior Secondary School in Kit. 
wanga Valley. Phone 849-5732. 6pl 2 
LAND FOR SALE -- 11.5 acres with 3 road 
accesses available. Approx. 3 miles north of 
Terrace city limits. Price $27,000. (Terms 
available) 635-4600. 6pl 2 
75x118 LEVEL BUILDING LOT on Walnut 
Street. Excellent water and services available, 
$16,900. Boat the GST, 635-2148. 6pl 2 
2 BAY WORKSHOP 30'x50' in town. Convert 
to apartments phone 635.5205 6pl 3 
APPROX. 80 ACRES. River front property Up. 
posits former Kwinitsa station suitable for 
fishing or hunting lodge. Open for offers 
635-5205 6;)13 
40 UNDEVELOPED ACRES, partially cleared. 
Located In the Willow Creek area, Highway 37 
North. $50,000 firm. J Taylor, lskut B.C. VOJ 
1KO 6p13 
AFFORDABLE,4 bedroom hmle in horseshoe, 
Finished base'ment: 11~/4% mortgage 
635-9446 6pl 3 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Large utility room, 
natm'aJ gas heat & water, clean & spacious, 
1200 sq. I1. Asking $51,000 635-7612 6p13 
4 BEDROOM house with basement, large shop, 
fruit trees, swimming pool, greenhouse, on Vz 
acre (fenced) in town. Phone 635.7585. 
$85,000 6pl 4 
i For Sale bY owner I 1100 Isq. ~ house 
close to school andltown. 3 plus 1 
bedroom, reo room and finished 
basement, n,g, heat. 
$84,800, Ph, 638-8254 
2710 Kenney St. 
Brand new 3 bedroom home, natural 
gas heat an water. 2 furl betha plus 
ensulte, gas fireplace. European 
style cabinets, carport, vinyl window 
aldMg. 
Priced to cell at $69,900 
Call 038,4084 for apl~dntment Iw 
view 
RevenUe Property 
.FOr Sale 
A ocmblrmtion of 1, 2 & 3 
bedroom houslng end trailer 
pads in Thornhm on 2 dcree 
Aoklng $210,000 
Phone03 S3::::: 
1. Real Estate 
BEAT THE GST. Take over payments 
$2751month. 2 acre lots (Jsckpine Rats) Ven- 
dor finance at 12.875%. Phone 1-278-8957 
(Econo Mortgage Co.) 0pl 4 
DEEDED BABINE LAKESHDRE. 2 bedroom, 
split level home. Plus 2 room cabin. Out 
buildings, dock, garden. Contact J. Hoopfur 
Box 275, Bums Lake B.C. 4p32 
1040 SO. FT. 3 BEDROOM HOUSE on 113 
acres, close to golf co~rse. Fruit bees, large 
garden, $49,500. Call 635-2852. 6p14 
FOR SALE. 1 acre, comer lot In New Remo, 
Terrace. $50,000. Call Lynnetfa in Surrey, 
, B.C. 1-581-2386 6p15 
FOR SALE: Executive view home: offering the 
discriminating purchaser a prestigious Inca- 
tlon boasting a fantastic panoramic view of 
the city and surrounding mountains. For Infor- 
mafion on this unique property enquire at 
4619 Hiflcrest Ave. Terrace. 6pl 5 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL LOT for sale in good loca- 
tion, on Grelg Avenue. All services avallabte. 
$32,500 o.b.o. Call 635.2148 6pl 5 
MOVING - One of the best houses on the 
bench, on 70x140 lot. Furniture and ap- 
pliances negotiable. Asking $135,000. Call: 
635.7972 6p16 i 
FOR SALE 2 storey home on 240 fenced 
acres. 5 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, full base- 
ment. Wired garage, bern and other buildings. 
Drilled well 20 gal/mln. 696-3296 4pl S 
HORSESHOE HOME. Must be seen. Assumable 
mortgage at 11%%. Call 635-9446 2pl 6 
FOR SALE. One building lot on Labelle Ave. 
close to schools in Horseshoe area. We will 
build to sulL Phone 635.7411 6p17 
TWO BEDROOM HOME on Thomhill Street 
within one block of 0ol1 course. Large land- 
scaped lot approx. 0.42 acres. Phone 
635.6797 6p17 
3 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME with large addition 
located on its own fenced landscaped lot. 
Features include: den, playroom, expando liv- 
ing room, 2 woodstoves, central air- 
conditioning, wood shed, Green house, sun 
deck, garden and garden shed. Nicely 
decorated with flower gardens and fruit trees. 
C.M.H.C. approved. Vendor willing to take 
vehicle as down payment. Asking $37,900. 
Phone 638-8621 or 635.9221 3p17 
FOR SALE OR TRADE. 3 bedroom, 2 storey 
house on 30 acres, minutes from Fort St. 
James. Flowing creek, large fenced playyard, 
horse ham, corrals, garden area, workshop. 
1100 sq, ft. Appliances included. Wood or 
electric heat. On bus route. Assumable tour• 
tgage. Call Cyndy 996.8204 
4p17 
12V~ ACRES WITH A BEAUTIFUL VIEW on 
Bornlfe Mtn. Rued at Kleanza. Comes with 
14x70 Mobile home with 12x36 addition, 
32x80 three bay shop, 28x56 lean-to shed 
and 250' fenced area. Fresh spdr~ water, and 
electricity is all underground and acceusabls 
to all above. 635-7235 or 635-2655. Ask for 
Janice. 2pl 7 
NEW HOUSE for safe on 1 acre lot, House was 
structured 3 ym ago and never been finished. 
Has hydro, water, septic tank, approx. 1,000 
sq. ft, New Remo great for a handyman. Ask- 
ing $30,000.635-5406 2p17 
FOR SALE 
Pine Park 
Rental Units 
14x70 mobile homes, 2 and 
3 bedroom, stove, .frldoe, 
gas heat. Phone: 
638-1313 
2. U dleHomes---- 
12x60 Paramount Ambassador. Snowroof. 
Two finished additions. Covered wood 
storage. Approved wocd stove, Dishwasher 
and drapes. Call before 10 p.n~, 636'2302 
• ' 61)12 
3. FOr Rent , : 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES feetuflag 
1150.1300 sq. fL plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate ys~l, caJport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31ftn 
MOBILE HOME PADS FOR RENT. One for a 
double wide mablle. Call 1.656.9564. 
7 8c12, 
FOR RENT. 2 bedroom duplex Suits. Frldge 
and stove, w/w saq)ets th town. No pets. 
Please call 635-5464 ' : 6p13 
FURNISHED ROOM including T,V., laundry and 
kitchen facilities, Avail. immediately. Ideal for 
a working singls person. Non smoker, Vlowiug 
635.6154 Spl 5 
OFFICE OR STORE space for rent, lease or 
lease purchase, Air coudiUon, ground floor 
1966 sq. ft. lOcated at 4639 Lazelle Ave, 
635-2643 or 1-656.0365 6p15 
ROOM FOR RENT In town. Call 635-7176 2p16 
BASEMENT BACHELOR SUITE available ira- 
mediately. Horseshoe area. $400 per rag. in- 
dudes utilities. 636-1283 I p17 
FOR RENT Lakelse Lake.Front wo bedroom 
.1200 sq. ft. house with basement, near OR's, 
satellite dish, stove, fddge, etc., lease one 
year or more, $7201mo, phone 632-4381 
also: Workshop at above site, concrete block, 
1000 sq. ft. 110.& 240 volt power,:oll 
heatJag, $2501mo, will rent separately, phone 
632-4381 21)17 
WANTED - A reliable working person to 
shar'e clean 3 bedroom house with same. (2 
blocks to Skeena Mall.) Rent negollable. Call 
.035-7579 between 5 & 7 p.m. 2p17 
FOR RENT Sept. 1190. One bedroom Basement 
apt. Across from Caledonia. Furnished $435. 
ruth. Includes utilities and cable. Adjacent 
• shared laundry room. One working person 
preferred. Quiet nel9hbourhncd. 635.9484 
3p17 
FOR RENT one bedroom basement sulfa. 
Suitable for Seniors. 635.7116 2p17 
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT suite for rent. 
Fddge & stove. Asking $400 ruth. $100 
damage deposit 635-4697 1 p17 
FOR RENT fully tumished 1 bedroom suite 
near hospital. All utilities included in rent. 
$400 per month. Avail. immedlatly 638.8084 
lp17 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
COImER OF KALUM & $C011' 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8CHO01,,S 
1 room $380,2ro~h '$450 & 3 room 
~$520. Frldge, stove.heat aod.hot water 
included. Carpet thronghoot. Laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re. 
,quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
I PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
If available 
4, Wanted to Rent 
WANTEDI Proffeclonal couple with two 
children needs to rent 3.4 bedroom house. 
635-4818 message. As we are comping until 
we find a new home. 6p13 
I 1990 i 
TOYOTA CAMRY | 
LE v8 l 
Fully Loaded II 
was ~ 
.0w 
Stk No. 2289 
5. For Misc. 
J.~-'350-L0-"~ER. NeW engine, new backs, 
etc. $1400,00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-door auto - good cued, 
$1500, 14 ft. Td-hull speed boat. 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanegan Camper 
-hyd. Jacks, $2000, New Kuboda rite plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Alien Box 161 
Granlsld. Ph. 697.2474. 19ftn 
BCO $75, 10 spd bike $45, nlghttable $5, 
desk dresser $25, home.spa $45, queen size 
bed $50, chesterfield & chair $195, sanyo 
remote answer machine $75, Techrdc stereo 
system $2500, Phone 639.8474 after 6 p.m, 
6p13 
DEEP 6 DIVING often complete diving 
package Inelades wet suit, tank, regulator, 
B.C.D., gauges, mask, snorkeL, fins, knife, 
etc, Only $1795. Complete. Call 996.7734 
evenings. 4p15 
1972 PONTIAC Venture, 1976 Toyota, 1975 
"Datsun pickup, 1980 Datsun car. Also 
household shelves and bed, Call 635.4898 
' 5. For Sab Misc. ' 8;cain:forSale . . . . . . . . .  
I DIAMOND CLUSTER RING, In excellent cued. ' 1979 TOYOTA Condla. 2docr;etsndanl. New 
Call to vlew at 635.8549. Ask Ior Klm. 6;)14 fires, new cl~h,stereo. Good cood. asking 
$1700 o.b,o; call 636-1994 6p13 
z ."' . . . . .  ' " '  ' " - - i  1982 SLVER & GRAY Ford Lynx. 4 door hat. 
chi~k. Autamatic ban~llaslon [ ~ ]  Th, eo=~ or s,,~.,o, T, .,,,=~ | $3800. E.C. 635.6407: / . 6p13 
' SCHOOL I 1087 O00GECOLT. Excellent cocdlfton.-L'~ 
DISTRICT NO. 88I mlfasgel.696.3402 4p14 
i (TERRACE) I ~ ~ "  s '~ '~ 
will be holding a I englns, fully loaded with ~ly 57,000 ed01nel 
SALE OF USED  .As,ng$18.9oo. ,835.4988 6p15 
"CAR OF THE YEAR" 1990 Mazda Mfate. 
FURNITURE 1-695.6698 " , 4p15 
AND EQUIPMENT 1988 CHEV CAVALIER , -  Auto, am fm 
cassette. 54,000 Km. ASsumable GMAC 
at  Skeena Junior Secondary base. $9,750 Phone 638.2046 6p15: 
gymnasium 1978 GRAI~D SATARAI station wagon, fully 
,3411 Munroe Street Isaded $800. o.b.O. 638-2046 6p15 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. on 1985 BUICK LESABRE. Collectors Edition. Air 
Wed, August 22. powsr  suoro=. Led. As ng 
' " , $8,200. 638.0427 6p15 
ooUBLEBEDwlthmattrese~xspdng$100,, 1987 NISSAN kingcab 4x4 SE, V6 5 spd, 
Chandelier $50, Dining room set with 6 Power options pb, pw, pdl, pm, cruise, tilt, 
chairs, $900, twin laundry tubs $25, call sunroof, [umpscat, bush bar hitch, am/fm 
635-2351 6p15 cassette. New fires, shocks, brakes. $14,000 
LEROX 615 mommy walter typewriter, Talkte 1.845.7672 4p16 
308, 3 line tdtilum telephone system, micro 1981 CUTLASS L.S. Black with red Interior. 
soft works version 2 (scaled) software. Will No rusL P/s, pro, Cruise control. Nicer $4,200 
take offers. Phone 847-5227 9 a.m.. 5 p.m. o.b.o: 635.6197 6p16 
4p15 1967 SPORTS RALLY, 2 door, 5 speed, 
3 ALL STEEL storage buildings. New, never Chevette. Low mileage, only 43000 Kin. Ex- 
erected. 40x30 was $9,000 sell for $5,600, eellent cood. Am/Fm stereo cassette. $4,500 
40x60 was $15,000 now $6,600, 40x120 ~ o.b.o.Call635-54OS.after8 p.m. 6p17 
worth $25,000 now $15,000. Heavy snow FOR SALE. 1981 Honda Accord. New Brake.. 
loads, Canadian price. 303-757-3107 New muffler. $3000. o.b.o Phone 035.2546 
3p15 days or 635-7602 evenings. 3p17 
$9.95 BUYS SIGNED BOOK "From Trail to MUST SELL 88 PontJas Grand Pdx SE. P/s, 
Rail". Surveys and Gold 1862-1904 from P[o, air coudlfionlng, low miles auto, cruise, 
Audrey L'Heureux, Box 1502, Vanderhoof, P/wlndowsanddonrs.Cal1638.2012 6p17 
B.C. VOJ 3AO 4p15 
MUST SELL 88 Chev. Cavalier 5 speed. P/s, 
NEWS WORLD FANS. If you would like to Pro, sunroof, low miles, excellent cond. Ask- 
receive CBC News Wodd on cable, phone lsg$10,000o.b.o638-2012 6p17 
624-5784 6p16 
'87 FIREBIRD 5 spd, VS. E.C. Burgundy wl 
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES. CKC racing trim. T-roof. Loads of extras. No winter 
RegistraUon, shots. Excellent with children use. Asking $13,800.635.9484 6p17 
and ureas work dog. Powerful 85-110 Ibs. 
Black wolf and wolf grey. Phone Sun.-Fd 1981 DODGE OMNI, Auto. Spacious hat- 
849.5811 6p16 chback, sunroof. No rust $1,350 o.b.o. 
635-6464 6p17 READ THE 10 RAINDROP BOOK series by 
Phylls Bowman for history of area. Many plc. 1977 DODGE MONICO Station wagon. E.C. PIs, 
turns, much informaSon. Avialable at Book A/c, roof rack, hitch. Asking $2,200 
stores. 3p16 635-3216 2p17 
TANGY COMPUTER with harddve floppy and 1976 AUSTIN MINI, 4 speed. Very little rust. 
printer. Includes whole menu with word pro- Runs okay, looks 9oo(I. Needs lithe work. Not 
cesaing. Tutor and 9ames. $1,750. o.b.o, ddven for 2 yrs. $500 o.b.o. 632-7908 2p17 
635-6197 0p18 1988 GRAND VOYAGER, VS, auto,. 7 
COMMERCIAL DISPLAY Coolers and Freezers passeager, cruise, bailer hitch, many extras. 
for sale. Updght and chest types. Vegetable E.C. $17,000. Will take trade to $5,000 
cdsper. Priced to sell. View at Water Lily Bay 635-3073 6p17 
Resort. 798-2267 4p17 1983 SUBARU 2 door hetchback. 100,000 
10" CRAFTSMAN RADIAL arm saw. $300 original kilometers. Excellent running cued]. 
695.6419. 4p35 lion. Asking $3,500 phone 638.1812 6p17. 
QUEEN SIZE sofa .hlda.a.bed...Chocolate.. 1~87 Z-24 CHEV CAVAL ER 5~sp(l~V.6 Bue L 
brown;~GSnd condition $400 call. 638.8960 5~000 km. ~.~.'Cond. '$10 900 o..b.o. Phone- 
2p17 638.0771 . 6p17 
FOR SALE Mason and Risch piano. G.C. 1986 DODGE CHRYSLER" LANCER (LeBaron 
$1500. Kingslze waterbed, c/w captains G.T.S.) 5 DR., auto trans. Low mileage. Like 
drawers and headboard $500 o.b.o, new condition. $6,995. 635-7842 6p17 
638-8254 6p17 
ONE MAYTAG WASHER and dryer, Maytag 
dishwasher, $150. Youth skates (sizes 2-10) 
635-5617 lp17 
12x17' WALK-IN Commercial freezer with 3 
hp 240 volt compressor unit. $5,000 
635-7235 after 6:00 p.m. ' 6p17 
14' GALVANIZED metal roofing. Used $1. 
Linear foot new $1.55 Linear foot. 635-7235 
after 6:00 p.m. 6p17 
utilities. Like new. $150. Phone 798-2551 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1988 F350 crew cab 4x4, 351 auto, new 
radials, 21,000 miles, as new condition. 
$17,300. Call 635.9121. 6pl 2 
1981 SILVERAOO PICKUP, tully loaded. Also 
1973 Winnebago, good cood. To view 4931 
Meonek. Call 635.5258 6p13 
5 TON VAN 5"uak - only 58,000 miles.New 
tires; excellent condition. $6,500 o.b.o. 
1.692-7060 evenings. 4p14 
1987 F250 4x4. Fuel injected, 6 cylinder. 
Running beards. 2 tone paint. G.C. still under 
extended warranty. $12,000 635-4350 even. 
6. Wanted Misc.  ngs 6p14 
LOOKING FOR silver or gray mounted wolf. 1987DODGE DAKOTA, Excellent cued. VS, 
Must be ln good condlUon 635.4438 6p17 long box, 67,000 kin, 2x4, canopy Iocluded, 
amAm cassette. Leave message 947-9167. 
8. Cars for Sale Mustsell 6p14 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Odve, tilt, 1980 GMC SUBURBAN, 91 000 Km propane 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, Int. wipers, hallugen fuel, 350 cubic Inch engine, o/d bans, 
headlights, rear window defrusL Cleanl $15,000. o.b.o. Also 1979 Nomad travel 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638.6654 even. bailer 23 It,, sleeps 6, 4 cubic font, 3-wey 
legs. tin fddge, bathroom with tub, 4 burner stove with 
oven, pressurized water system, automatic 
1973 OLOS classic SS. Swivel bucket seats furnace, $7000, o.b.o. Will sell as package 
ps, pb, V8 350 rocket engine. Next to new for $20,000 638.1344 after 6 p.m. 4p15 
tires all around. Good for parts, $350. o.b.o 
call 638.8695 or 635.5128 after 5. ftn 1986 FORD.RANGER PU. 5 speed, overdlfve. 
Good running cond. with canapy. $4,900. Call 
1986 TOYOTA CEUCA GT Llftback, white and 847-9481 4p15 
Mack, $1,000 stereo, bre, winter tires, ex- 
cellent condition, $10,000 OOO, CaJI 849. 1986 CHEVY DEISEL PIU. $12,500 
5808 6p12 635.7235 after 6:00 p.m, 6p17 
8. Cars forSale 
No lReasonable Offer 
: Ref  : 
On All UsedCars 
' & Trucks i 
OM - 
88 CHEV CAVALIER CPE. Z24 
5 spd. B UB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . i .$13 ,99§  
88 $15 4x4 
Canopy 5 spd...,:.:.....:.,:::$12,995 
86 PONT: SUNBIRD SW 
Auto Red.., ..... ; .......... :.;.$6,995 
85 CHEV DIESEL PU '~ 
Auto Beige ...................... $8,995 
85 CHEV CELEBRITY SW 
Stereo Auto White...: ...... :$2,29§ 
C VAUER SW --  
Auto Blue ..... ;, ................ $4,495 
81 CORVETTE 
T.Bar. Auto. New Paint..S13,995 
80 SUBURBAN 
Air Cond. Cruise. Auto ... 
90 FORD F250 CUST. 4x4 
5 spd. White ................ 318,995 
90 F150 4x4 XLT 
Loaded Auto ................. S20,995 
89 FORD ESCORT GT 
Air 5 spd Red ................ $10,995 
88 FORD F250 CUST. 4x4 
.5 spd. Blue ................... S14,995 
85 FORD TEMPO GL 
4 dr. Cass. 5 spd. Red ...... $5,995 
85 FORD ESCORT SW 
Cass. Red ....................... $5,595 
84 MERC TOPAZ 
Air Cond. Cruise .............. $5,995 
CHRYSLER 
NEW P~YMOUTH HORIZON 
4 dr. LE (air) Grey .......... $21,999 
89 DODGE SHADOW 
4 dr. Auto Air. Silver ...... $11,995 
89 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER-- 
Auto. Black ...... , ............ $21,995 
89 DODGE 2000 GTX 
Auto. White .................. $16,995 
89 CHRYSLER DYNASTY 
A/C Auto. Red. XL ......... $17,995 
89 PLYMOUNT SUNDANCE 
4 dr. ~C XL Auto. Red ..$11,995 
88 PLY.MOUTH VOYAGER 
7 Pass. 5 spd. Br0wn.....$14,995 
87 DODGE DAKOTA LE PU I 
Auto Canopy. Blue ........... $8,995 I 
87 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 
5 dr. HIB ........................ :$5,495 
77 DODGE W200 4x4 
Club Cab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sa,99  
TOYOTA 
87 TOYOTA PU DIESEL 4x4 
5 spd. Silver. ................ $13,99| 
87 TOYOTA PU DIESEL 4x4 
5 Bpd. Silver ................. $13,995 
87 TOYOTA PU DIESEL 4x4 
Canopy, Charco.,..;..,....614,500 
86 TOYOTA TERCEL 
4 dr. I-I/B 5 slxl. Blue ........ $6,99§ 
84 TOYOTA 4x4 PU 
Canopy 5 spd: Yel!ow ....,.$7,995 l 
I 
MISC 
89 MAZDA B2600 4x4 PU 
Canopy 5 spd. Black ..... $14,99§ 
6p15 1988 FDRDMUsTANGLX Hatchback,4cyl,, 1981 GMO VI ton PAl. 4x4, s~l, canopy. 
$4,500 o.b.o. 635-6464 6p17 89 VOLKS JET'rA . . . . .  5 spd, 21,000 km, am/fm cassette, summer ,, 
W ~ O . C D g [ ] i ~  and winter tires, very good cond. Asking 1984 OCOGE POWER RAM. 4x4 diesel, good 4 dr. Air. 5 s~.  Black ...... $5,49§ ] 
$9800.635.3011 8p13 Coodition. $3,500 call 635,7794 6p17 ! 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS . . . . . . . . . . .  - 86 NISSAN 200 SX i 
I I :  ~ . - -  -e  ] Loadod5spd;Groy ....... :,,$9,99B' I ! 4832 LAZELLE  AVENUE 
Hairs g Shop For Sale II - I Natural Gas Fireplaces, Dishwashers, Fddoe, Stove, Drapes, tylin - - -  ~ ' : ' - "  
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Person= Patios, ~ ~ - -  " : - r  - / -  ,. |,'1 2 dr. GLC H/B I : 
Ceramic Tiled.Bathrooms & Ensultes I 5 sod. Yellow.:......;.:._~-.Gl.n96 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & MacDonaldo ntown Location, d for 20 
large Kitchenet beautifully appointed. ~ , i ~ , ~ , ~ ~  i 
***•******  ' : Owner wlllin to 8tayOn and work : '  TZR~~wYSLm J Resident Manager.an d Security Entrance ' a;t;:!:  I 
lindamownr Parldno ,,.:.: ~"  :.: i ~: !' ~ !i::i :i " ' ' ;i:!"i., " . ' :~ ;  Terrace.,B.~ D l,B.o5c~i I -  " " ii 
L 
• I 
b'. ~, 
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11. Recreational 
VeMcies 
LUXURY MOTORHOME For renL Travel In 
comfort, shower, oven, fumane, A/C, water, 
sleeps Six. Re.seRe now. Daily, weekly, mort. 
thly. 638-1468. 61)12 
1976 PROPANE F250, new radials with 1979 
Security 9~/e ft. camper with bathroom, Ex. 
cellent condition. Cheap to run, $8,000. 
O.B.O., 835-9121. .  6p12 
6 FT. OKANAGAN CAMPER. Hydraulic Jacks, 
3 way fddge, stove and furnace, Hew 
cushions and curtains. Asking $3000 o.b.O. 
635.3011 61).13 
1979 DODGE MAXIVAN, fully loaded. ~w 
tires. Excellent running condition. Call 
635.7550. Asidng $4000 o,b.o, 6p13 
CLASS A 25'. Executive motor home. New 
3-woy fddpa, 440 dodge power. Runs on pro.. 
pane. Sleeps 6, roof air conditioner, power 
plant. New radials, 1-697-2398 4p15 
1985 BIG FOOT Spidt Wing, 17 foot, 1895 
Ibs, sleeps 5, carpeted, hot and cold 
bathroom/shower. Four burner stovelovan, 
3-way fddoe. Immaculate condition $10,000 
firm. 567-3959 anytime. 4p16 
MOTCRHOME 1980 Crass C - 23 ft., kil com- 
panion. Fully loaded, Including air on roof, 
dash. 440 Dadge motor 32,000 miles 
$18,900 635.6790 6pl 6 
12 FT. CKANOGAN TRAVEL TRAILER. Stove, 
sink, Icebox, watefpomp" and fumane. Clean. 
Reasonable. Call 638-8425 lp16 
PRICE REDUCED. 1981 24' Trsvelalre 
motorhome. New 350 motor, Chav bedy, awn- 
ing, full bath. E.C. $22,500 638-1236 after 
5:00 p.m. 8p17 
1987 HONDA GOLDWING 1,000cc Motorcyble 
clw Vettederdng, Ksaueer bags and trunk, 
Kanwond stereo. New Bike cover and bailer 
hitch $3,000 899.6460 16pl 7 
1973 CHAMPION MOTOR HOME. 25 foot class 
A 1V= ton chassis. 4000 watt power plant 
sleeps 7. $15 000 Phone 699-6460 15p17 
1984 24' CITATION 5th Wheel. Fddge, stove, 
oven; double sink, queen size bed; Shawer & 
tub, toilet. E.C. $18,500 evenings, or 
weekends 038-1280 6pl 7 
FOR RENT, RECREATIONAL VEHICLE. 11 font 
camper and 4x4 regular cab pickup for rent. 
Rate of $500 per week with 500 kilometers 
per week free. I deal for sportsman ueel Call 
Steve at 635.5338 3p17 
12. Motore cbs 
1987 350 A.T.V. Yamaha Wanior. Loading 
ramp, racks Included, Electric start and 
reverse $3,800. o.b.o. Phone 638.0771 6p17 
14. Boots & Madne. 
19 FT CALIFORNIA Fil~lase boat, 183 
Cbev. engine Inboard with trailer, etc. Phone 
835.3995 everdnOs, 635-6770 bus hours. 
6p12 
1972 18Vz" STARCHAFT with stand up lop 
and osddy cabin. 65 hp outboard, power him. 
C/w kicker, depth sounder, down rigger, 
trailer. $4800.1-692.3200 eve. 4p14 
ZODIAC MARK II 12'6" Comes with 35 hp. 
Johnson, romete control steering, ears, Jet 
pomp, etc. Excellent running cond. $2,700. 
847.9461 41)15 
24 FT BEINELL 166 IN). Mecury, Inboard/out 
board. W.E.L. Tandem Troller. Depth sounder, 
fish finder, C,B. radio, plus many ex'eras, Ask- 
ing $15,000 o,b,o. 695-6604 4p15 
17Ve FT, MALIBU BOAT with bailer. 1984 
V.Max Snow mobile; 1.695-6698 4p15 
30' AFT CARVER BOAT, Fully loaded with 
electronic gear. Twin Cummins engine, 4BT M 
1.695.6698 4816 
34' BRUCE ROBERTS STEEL SLOOP. Foam In. 
sulated; SS Rigging, alum. masL Wagner 
hydraulid8, destroyer wheel. Real tsek in. 
tedor, Volvo diesel, Dickinson Penlite 35 Ib 
C(~ Sea kindly and dry. Good sailer, 3 sails. 
Equlped 1or cruising. June 1990 Survey. 
798.2267: ' 4p17 
16. Machlnen/ 
1987 KENWORTH W900 Cummins 444, 8 spd 
bans, S.S, H.O c/w 1987 Peerless jeep. 1985 
L,D.E. pole trailer. E.C. $90,000 835.4737 
6p17 
1978 KENWORTH W9OO truck and 1977 
Oredex Td.a,~o Ing trailer. Both one owner. 
Good c~diffon must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. Phone 699-6460 15p17 
1979 MFSO BACKHOE. Excellent condition. 
$25,000 Call 635.9727 6pl 7 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. $2 off the field. Call 
635.2963 6pl 3 
N,H. 985 Combine, Always shedded. Very 
good condition. Call 567.4896 4pl 5 
• 1978 CHICKASAW 4 horse stOck trailer. Elec- 
btc Brakes, 6'6" high. 1.695.6426 4pl 5 
HAY FOR SALE. Will deliver $3.25 per bale. 
Call 846-5584 6p16 
JOHN DEERE 6601 combine. Pull types, good 
• condition. Call 567.4896 4p16 
QUALITY HAY; thousands of bales; green & 
dry crop fertilized. No reasonable offer refus- 
ed, Pllone: 845.7867 4pl 7 
17. Sare_J_o Sales 
LARGE PAINTING OF KALUM LAKE donated in 
error to B.C. Senior Games Society Garage 
Sale June 2, 1990. Buyer please telephone 
635-5085 or Happy Gang Centre 635.9090 
. . . .  6_p14 
GARAGE SALE. Saturday August 18th, Sun- 
day August 19, 9 a.m. UI 2 p.m. 5324 McCon. 
nell Ave. Across from college, lp17 
GARAGE SALE. Everything must OUr 
Household items, furniture, tools, 
wosber/dry~r, deep freeze, canning jars, etc. 
Aug 15 -- ongoing. 3221 Kenny. 635.5478 
1p17 
18. Business Services 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
* Major Appliance Repair 
* Electrical Widng 
IVAN & MITCH 
• I - - - - -CALL- - , - - . -  ] 
' 1638,7299J 
19, Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified, Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST 1 Red baby basket with watch inside, in 
the parking lot of Lakelse Lake picnic site. 
Reward offerred. 638.0375 2p16 
LOST one sleding silver bracelet with a gold 
cross. (14K) between Oil's and Terrace, Has 
sentimental value. Call 635.9282 if found. 
2pl 6 
LOST wlndsurter ART boom, July 30 between 
Kleanza Creek and Terrace. Reward offered 
638.8304 2p16 
LOST 1 pair of cNIdren's brown Nintendo 
prescription glasses. Lest along Sparks street. 
Call 635.4919 2pl 7 
LOST 1 Kidder blue waterskl in Lakalse Lake 
on June 29190. Reward for return. Call 
639.9851 2pl 7 
20. Pots & Livestock 
2 PINTO MARES for sale 633.2668, Or leave 
message at 635.4175 6pl 5 
BEAUTIFUL KITTENS, ready tooo. Small ifter, 
don't delay. 1.692.3722. Call anytime. Let It 
dng, 4pl 7 
2 - 2 YR OLD quarter horses. ReauOful 
heads, necks, bodies and legs, Lovely dispusi. 
Uons. Will take trades, boats, trailers, W.h.y. 
1.692-3722 4p17 
BEAUTIFUL GOLDEN CAHRADOR retreivers, 
CKC registered, ewclaws removed. All shots 
and tatoeed, |300. Ready mid August. Phone 
747.2038 after 5 p.m. Ouesnel. 4p35 
LOST MALE ORANGE CAT near Parkside 
School. Answers to Spike. Reward offered 
638.8893 3pl 7 
16. Macldnery TO GIVE AWAY two pups, Shepherd and Lab 
cross, Phone in morning or after 8:00 p.m. In 
;1977 KENWCRTH LW. rJw 1988 Peedoss thaevaning635-21.06 2p17 
Jeep,.Klng pin slide. 1988 artlc 20 plus I i 
trailer, i l l  B.C. certifies. 1968 Hayes H.O, c/w ALL  BREED I 
10.12yd, gravelbox.1976Artlcfugflggtng- I DOG GROOMING '1 certifiable, 1965 Patdck Loader, 1965 Pildck 
Forklift Cootts No. 2 saw mill rJw 2 power Reasonable Hates, 10 Yea?Experience I 
units, edoor, ~msaws, 2blowers and mlac JANE .I:UeNF.n 6386-8018 I 
parts; For side or bade. t .692.3067 4p14 
blade and winch, CJJ Jeep with snow plow, • - 
air compressor, JD2010 tractor with 9300 
beckhoe.Phane697.2474 4p!4 21._Help Wanted 
869D GRAPPLE SKIUCER purchased new WANTEO: mature reliable, non.smoking per. 
~oS~.. t' O,8/,,Fu!I..I.~.,. Halorl fire supPression, =.ton to babysit occasional evenings & 
-~pem wlncn au~5." ;ires, :crone, sp~.. Weekends. Also full time sifter pending return 
II I I ~ / '  : 'SCHOOL 'D ' ISTR ICT '  NO.  58  (Ter race)  IW l I I I   211KENNE  STREET,' 
I ~ ~  TERRACE,•B'C, V8G 3E9 . ' *  ' , 
~ J i  (604) 635-4931-.  , ' . / ,  . 1 
. . ~ f , :  FAXISO4Ib35-426Y .' ,.' • " . ' 
?'i'. - - 
190, grass fer- 
In the Terrace 
~week ofeaoh 
{ 
TION AD 
 'BUY  SELL  RENT t TRADE " " I " " 
21. Help Wonted 
HAZEl.TON B.C. REQUIRES professional figure 
skating coach for canskata nd CFSA. $1,000 
month retainer. Contact Jackle Roe, Box 336, 
New Hazelton B,C; VOJ 2RO 604.642-6122 
" ' 4p14 
ONE QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSER needed. Duds 
Coiffures caJ1638.1704, 6pl 4 
SINGLE PARENT requires five-in nanny for 17 
month old boy. Apply at Box 50 c/o Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelfe Ave. Terrace, B,C, 
6p16 
RAPIDLY EXPANDING tire company has an Im- 
mediate opening for an assistant manager for 
Terrane based store. Applicants hould have 
managerial expedence, in 'the tire industry. 
Please send resume to 5130 A Hwy 16 West, 
Terrace, or phone 635.4344. Ask fur Russ. 
- .  2c16 
MATURE WOMEN requ!red as live.in 
housekeeper/nanny. Duties are care of two 
boys ages 4 yrs & 2 yrs. Cocking, light house 
keeping. Private Ouarters. Room & board in. 
ctuded. References required. Pay negotiable. 
Starting Oct. 1190 Call 638.6322 Day, 
635-7484 after 6 p.m. Ask for Norm. 3p17 
SINGLE PARENT of two school age children 
has Irregular work schedule and requires live 
in housekeeper. Good job for NWCC student. 
Phone 635-7366 2pl 7 
DO YOU ENJOY TRAVELLING & meeting peo- 
ple? You can now do this and make good 
money at the same time with electroiux. Go 
on vacation to the Okanagan & still make 
abovs average wages. Please contact Scott at 
4719 Lakelse Ave. lpl  7 
IMMEDIATE OPENING for full time fully Iicenc- 
ed journeymen mechanic, for local auto shop. 
Hourly wage plus bonus, plus full benefit 
package. Apply with resume to box No. 5471 
clo Terrace Standard 4647 Lazelle, Terrace 
B.C. VSG 1 $8 8pl 7 
THOMPSEN RESIDENTIAL Community Ser- 
vices Is currently accepting applications for 
On.Call Community Support workers and full 
time night Support workers. On-Call starting 
wage is $8.50, full time starting wage is 
$8.75 Applicants must possess a valid B.C. 
Driver's license, to have worked with han- 
dicapped adults would be an asset, however, 
not a requirement. Please forward resume to 
Box 126, Terrace, 8£. V8G 4A2 2pl 7 
IF YOU DON'T LIKE WHAT you're doing try 
something else without leaving your present 
job. For appointment phune 635.3484 lc17 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS for HI 
empfoymeof every Wednesday. Forsn ap. 
pllcation and Interview please apply in person 
to Personnel Dept. 1 ¢17 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adve~, 
risers that the human dghts cede In British 
Columbia forbids publication of any adverffse- 
merit in cunnocUon with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of ~. 
origin, or requires an Job applicant to furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancesW, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also an 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
22. Careers 
i 
DENTAL 
ASSISTANT 
wanted (part time or full time). 
Are you an enthusiastic, ex. 
pedenced dental assistant with a 
caring manner? Are you depen. 
dable and organized? 
If so, please send resume to 
6ox 350, clo Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1S8. 
SIGHT & 
SOUND 
has two full time and two part 
time positions available in our 
Skeena Mall store. One full time 
and one part time position are in 
the photo lab. One full time posi- 
tion Is in our tape and disc dept. 
and one part time position is on 
the front counter• 
Experience would be helpful, 
but we will train if necessary. 
Rease drop off your resume at 
our store or mail to: I 4711B Kelth Avenue Position Now Available Terrace, B.C. VSG 1K5 
for a quaJifled 
HAIR DRESSER 
at the House of Shannon 
Ph°ne 63811127 ask far Ledle CAREERS 
'RES DENT CARIBO0 PRESS, h rapidly I expanding, progressive com- 
MANAGER 
Required for a medium size apart- 
ment building In Terrace. Ex- 
perience an asset; will train suc- 
cessful candidate, 
Rease send resumes to: 
Majestic Management 
(1981) Ltd, 
No. 200 • 1515-2 Ave. 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 3B8 
22. Careers 
munity newspaper company 
with offices from Vemon to 
Terrace, Is looking to expand 
their sales force. If you are 
energetic, hard working and 
self motivated and would be 
interested in a career in 
advertising sales, please 
send your resume to Box 
D-6, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1S8. 
YOUTH AND CHILDCARE 
COUNSELLORS 
A youth and chlldcare counsellor position is available with 
Terrace & District Community Services Society. The suc- 
cessful applicant will participate in the delivery of counselling 
services to ohlldran and their families. Rexlble hours nre re- 
quired withthe ability to work Independently. 
QuallflonllonI: Completion of the Human Services Worker 
Program or extensive related experience. 
B.C. Drivers License and the use of an appropriately in. 
sured vehicle. 
Submit to RCMP criminal record check. 
WageI: $9.00 to $10.50 per hour 
CloMng Date: Aug. 25, 1990. 
Fur further Information contact Bee Richard at 635-7087. 
Please submit your resume with references to: 
Bee Richard 
Terrace & District community Services 8oclety 
No. 1 - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 
AUXILIARY JOB POSTING 
The Choices Program is seeking energetic persons to work 
with people with mental handicaps. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
- -  Grade 12 education 
- -Experience In worklng with the mentally handicapped 
would be an asset. 
- -  Valid first aid certificate or willing to obtain, 
- -  Class 4 Driver's License or willing to obtain. 
"-  Mature; `  flexible, able to work as part of a team. 
- -  g r i t  the Job training Is provided, as well as Job related 
courses and Workshops, 
. ': I fyouare  Interested In learnlng more about working wlth 
thenlental~handicapped, you can contact: 
= Luanne Jeffrey 
.. . . .  Tenane & District Community Services $Oalety 
I . . . .  NO, 2 -  3215 Eby Street 
~L Y~"~ ~" ~ ,, Terrace B.C. V8G 2X@ ~ 
Phone:S36-?803 ~ :'~i~,~: ~" 
.- Drop in io PiOkupan application or drop 'Off YO~ meunle 
I~  Rate of ,1~ ,u,,of April 1, 1990: -~ : ,  
'1 Ch ren s  mms $8.82 per hour ' : 
: LA I , I I I~  $8.44 per hour ,  : i,]i' '] : 
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-: B EHA ViOR 
i i,lil - CiO, U NSELL OR ."~'.:~i:. i ,  g perience preferable. 
Apply  in person or call 
Shauna or Deanna at 638-1800 
I 
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4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 638-1800 
MANAGEMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Find New horizons with Nutrl/System, a leader in the weight 
loss industry. An opportunity to join a team where ability to 
handle challenge and responsibility is recognized. Energetic, 
vivacious and self-motivated individuals have a REAL oppor- 
tunity to advance rapidly in a dynamic fast pececl environ- 
ment. 
For conslderstion, please call Deanna at 638-1800 between 
10 a.m. - 7 p.m. deadline for applications is Aug. 18, 1990. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHING 
Schoo l  Distr ict No. 88 (Terrace)  
Applications are invited from certified teachers to substitute 
teach on a day to day basis, 
As well persons with specialty training or skills in any of the 
subject areas taught at the schools but who do not meet 
teaching certification standards are invited to apply. 
Substitutes are needed for schools in Terrace, Thornhill, 
Kitwanga, Hazelton and Stewart. 
All applications should be submitted to; . . 
Harold E. Cox . . . . . . . .  ~-~ ::." ~ ,~ 
Director of Instruction 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Tel .  635-4931 
ACTIVITY CO-ORDINATOR 
DEPARTMENT: Activities 
Employment Status: 6 F.T.E. (3 days per week) 
Work Area ON/AT/IN: Terraceview Lodge 
SUMMARY OF JOB DESCRIPTION: Under the direction of the Director of 
Resident Care, is responsible for the administration, development, im- 
plementation, supervision and evaluation of an Activity Program. The 
programs must be designed to promote the physical, social, mental and 
spldtual well-being of all the Residents, based on a assessment of their 
individual needs and interests. 
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS: University Degree/College Diploma from 
an accredited Occupational or Recreational Program. Equivalent com- 
bination of education and experience may be considered. Experience in 
directing an Activity recreational program with a focus on geriatric 
clients• Experience in leadership and personnel management is 
desired. Experience in clinical gerontology Is desired. 
SALARY RANGE: Hourly: As per the Collective Agreement (B.C.G.E.U.) 
HOURS OF WORK : 8:30- 4:00 (Flexible). 
DURATION OF JOB: Permanent Part-Time 
DAYS OFF: Fixed. 
COMMENCEMENT DATE: August 27, 1990 (tentative) 
Applications will be accepted until: August 22, 1990 - 4:30 p.m. 
Submit application to: D. Mitchell, Director of Resident Care, Ter. 
racevlew Lodge 4103 Sparks Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5G9 
DATE POSTED: August 8, 1990 
TIME POSTED: 1630 Hours. 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
The largest Import dealer in the Northwest requires 
an exper ienced Sales Representative. 
Applicant must be neat in appearance,  reliable, 
must have a minimum grade twelve education and 
be able to deal effectively with the public. 
We offer a good benefits package and an excel lent 
earnings potential. 
Resume required. For an appointment contact. . .  
THORNHILL MOTORS 
LTD. 
3040 Hwy 16 East 
7=.  635 7286 =.NO ,o4, 
| i i i i  TI 
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23, Work Wanted 
TIRED OF HiGH ACCOUNTING COSTS? Ex. 
pedencod and qualified for your bookkeeping 
needs. Reasonable rates, Call Liana at 
635-4344 or 635.9592 6p14 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER available for 
work. 635-3103. 6pl 4 
JOURNEYMAN carpenter will do JInlshlng, 
renovaUen, install cabinets, patios, etc. Carl 
after 6 p.m. 635-6277 6p15 
WILL BABYSIT in my home Moo.. Sat. 
Located in horseshoe area. Call Michello at 
638-1027 6p15 
BOOKKEEPER Iooklno for work. Over 25 yrs 
experience with 2 yrs, computer. Leave 
message at 635-9423 6pl 5 
MATURE LADY willing to babysit in your 
home. Non-smoker. Reliable, References. (In 
town) 638-0609 2pl 7 
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available f9 general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human fife issues such as abar. 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Carl 635.5427 or 638.0382. 5tfnc 
BITS AND SPURS HORSE SHOW, Houston, 
Aug. 4, 5, and 6. LiOht horse, draft horse, 
Gymkhana. Camping-Dance. Entriescan call 
1-845-2534. and ask for Colleen. Bits a Rama 
Box 1265 Houston B.C. VoJ-1ZO 3p15 
25. Business 
Oppedunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE - Two restaurants In Fort 
St. dames. 0ne with lake view, licenced din- 
ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 906.7510. tie 
KITWANGA - Established boarding kennel 
business on 11/= acres. 4/5 bedro0m house, 
double garage, r0otcellar, greenhouse, fully 
landscaped. $59,000 849-5427 6p12 
FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY in a rapidly grow- 
ing tourist area. Located on Hwy. 37, 80 
miles south of Dease Lake. We offer a busy 
convenience store, showers, and laundry, 
summer cabins, a double bedroom unit with 
kitchenette. 20 unit campsite -- some with 
full hook-ups, along with a 4 bedroom home. 
Clw workshop, All of this on 10 viewing acres 
with room for expansion. Contact J. Taylor, 
Willow Ridge Resort, Iskut, B,C. VoJ 1K07p13 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE. Downtown Tar. 
race, good location, set up for thee operators, 
asking pdce $25,000, 635-7961. 6pl 4 
TWO WELL ESTABLISHED businesses under 
one roof• Welding machine repair shop and 
electronic shop for sale, Sedous enquiries on- 
ly 632-5537 6pl 5 
WONDER, EDUCATIONAL, Toys, Books, and 
Games for all ages. Sold through Home Demo 
and Catelogue sales, Now is the time to start 
your own business. You could earn your 
starter kit for free. Contact Carol for a 
cateloeue and more information at 563-8195, 
1063 Limestone Cres, Prince George V2M 
4Z2 2pl 7 
FOR SALE complete muffler franchise in. 
cludes pipe-bender, pre.bent and straight pipe, 
fittings. Domestic, impod and performance 
mufflers. Factory support. Great add.on or 
stand-alone opportunity 567-2602 ' 4pl 7 
28. Cards of Thanks 
MRS PM ZAPORZAN, Susan. Terry, Christine 
and F_lsle Petryshyn would like to thank Dr. 
Mania, Dr. Strangway, and the nurses and staff 
at Mills Memedal Hospital for their kindness. 
patience and support during Vic's illness. We 
also wish to expess our deep appreciation and 
thanks to our many thoughtful and caring 
friends and relations who sent flowers and 
gave their generous upport. Special thanks to 
Father Rayner Detta Smith, Pastor Arnold 
Miller, Ethel Jackson. Kath Christy, Elain 
Johnson, Dianla McKay and the women of the 
Catholic Church lpl 7 
26. Personals 
WANTEOH 75 overweight people, to lose 
10-75 Ibs this summer. Easy, fun, 100% 
natural. Toll free 1.978.3027 8pl 4 
MODERN Metaphysics -- Readings available 
by appointment, phone Laurel at 635-7776 
Happy 30t 
Birthday 
D.D. 
50th 
Wedding Anniversary 
for 
Ruth & Kip Gravelle 
OPEN HOUSE 
Saturday, Aug. 25 
Elks Hall - 7 p.m.-? 
ALL FRIENDS ARE WELCOME 
30. Obituaries 
DOLORIES McCARRON passed away Aug, 1, 
~990 at Mills Memorial Hospital. Services 
held Aug, 4, 199011:00 a.m. at Knox United 
Church. lp17 
32. Legal, NoHces 
I'm~n¢e if
Olmsh Calandda 
MlnlsW of 
Crown Lands 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSTION 
OFCROWN LAND 
Take notice that K'Shlan Conslmcnon Ud, of Tar. 
race, B,C,, occubeuo~ intend= to make 
l~¢Stlon tothe l~nb~ of Crown Land8 m0icnal of- 
fice/n *Srn~he~ for m *'Fore Bhore I.ee4e of iami 
• aenare~y Ctueted Alice Ann (~,  B,C.) end 
more ~oeclflcMy deecd~l be4ow: 
, CommenCing M n poet planted 890 I~  
W~ and 900 ~ 8~dh of ll~ N~thElst CeP 
no' of Lol48, CIMl~r OIMdc4 thence 690 MMrel - 
244P: lben~o Aim9 eho~ Bast and North to P.O, 
and oontolnln9 8.62 ha more or le,,s. 
The purpolo fer which the 18rid i~ requ~ed 18" Fore 
Shoe Boom~'L~n. 
Any comments concerning this eppllcaticn may be 
made to ~ Bamk~r I .~  Officer, Ministry of Crown 
Lands, Bag 6000, Smlther~, B.O, VOJ 2NO 
Telephone 047-7334, File No, 0404737 
AGENT: Noel J. Mmtsl (employee) 
awed August 7, 1990 
Pmdnce of' 
Ddtlsh Columbia 
, Ministry of 
Crown Lands 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSTION 
OF CROWN LAND 
Take nctine that K'Shkm Construction Ud, of Tar. 
race, B,C,, occul~dkx~ Logelng intends to make p- 
pUcWicn to the MblIsby of Crown Leeds reglonsJ of- 
fice in *~111them for •**Porcel of land generally 
e~tuated Near KItoault (Nice Arm, B.O,) and more 
s~mlncany de~rlb~ below: 
Part of Lof-ee cus~ L~U ~tr~. C~rnonelno 
It • P441 plant(KI 830 Motes We•t and 200 Melee 
8oWh of the Northeast Corner of LM-Oe, Chiller 
Lard District 1~ 2(10 Metros East; thence 510 
Merino 8outh; thence: 300 Mates We•l; thence 
380 MOblS Nmlh to Wtoro of Alice Arm thence 
Nmlh stoOD 8here to P.C, I~d ¢ontslnlng 14.3 ha 
mo~o er leu." 
The purpose for which the land IS requited Is DP/ 
Lad sort and dump 
Any comments concerning u~Is opplk~,aticn may be 
made to the Senk~" Land80ficer, MklIsby of Crown 
Lands, Be9 6000, ~mltbe~, B.C. VOJ 2NO 
Telephone 847-7334, RIo No, e4o4738 
AGENT: Noel J, Marts (employee) 
l~ted August 7, 1990 
Rrevlnco f 
Ddgsh Cofumbla ' 
Ministry of 
Crown Lands 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSTION 
OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that K'ShI~ Constructinn Ud, of Ter- 
race, B,C., occu~lJon Logging intsnds to make l> 
~llcaticn to the Minisby of Crown Lands reglonal of- 
fice for 8 **Fore Shore Lease of fend generally 
e~tuated N~O Ann (Knsaun. B.C.) and more 
specifically described below: Comm•nclng •1 • 
post planted At the tkxthWost corner of Lot-aS, 
Canelar Land Dlltdct; thanc• 300 MMrO1-241 ~, 
thence South Bostedy and North Esstedy AIon 9 
Shore of Alic• Arm to P.C. and ©notalnlng 1.84 ha 
mot'• or l o l l  
The ~rpose for which the land IS required IS, Log 
Boom Sto,'~e. 
Any comments concerning th~ ep~llcaUon may be 
made to the Senior Lan~s OScar, MJnIsltY of Crown 
Lands, Bag 5ooO, Smithere, B,C. VOJ 2NO 
Telephone 847-7034, File No. 0404738 
AGENT: Noel J. Martsl (employee) 
Dated August 7, 1990 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
• DELFINO: DELFINE, LATE OF 4103 
SPARKS STREET, TERRACE, B.O. 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the said estate(s), are hereby 
required to send them duly vedfled to 
the PUBLIC TRUSTEE, No. 265-800 
Hereby Street, Vancouver, B.C,, V6Z 
2E5, before SEPTEMBER 26, 1990 
after which date the assets of the said 
estate(s) will be dletributed, having 
re0ard only to claims that have been 
received, 
MYRNA HALL 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
Invitation 
to Tender 
Descdptton: ConstrucUon of wood 
hams mekienco for B.C. Hyde at 
Belts Cools, D.C. Decumente to be 
svailaide ham this office hem 7 
August 90 upon PmNymont of 
$10.00 ides $0.60 tax for the tint 
copy & $6,00 plus $0.30 tax for 
each additional copy, (NON, 
REFUNDABLE) 
Reference: 00-7101 
Clesleg Date: 29 Aug. 90 
Details available from office el 
B,C. Hydro Purchasing Officer, 1265 
Howe St,, Suite 200, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 2G8; 663.2577 or 
663-2560, Sealed tenders clearing 
marked with reference number will 
be received in Room 226, address 
as above, until 11:00 A,M, on 
above closing dates. 
eChgdroJ 
27. Announcements 
0LSON - LARRY & MAUREEN, welcome with 
love Rebecca Sadie, born at 5:25 a,m. Aug, 2, 
1990. Weighing 7 Ibs 13 oz, A lovely fltUe 
sister for Aaron, Daniel & Thomas. Delighted 
grand parents are John & Pat Paiahlcky of 
Terrace, Special thanks to Dr. Almas & mater- 
nily staff at MMH fer the superb care. lp17 
CITY OF TERRACE 
N OT I  CE  
The City of Terrace invites PROPOSALS FOR CONCRETE 
SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION ON LAZELLE'AVENUE. 
Tender documents are available at the City of Terrace 
Public Works buliding, 5003 Graham Avenue, betwseen 7 
a.m. and 3:30 p,m., Monday to Friday. 
CLOSING: WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22, 1090 ~ : "  
For more Information please call 636'6311, local 247.i!/:~ 
• .... 
32. Legal Notices 
i i 
CITY OF TERRACE 
INVITATION 
OF TENDER 
Tenders for construction of 
public washrooms at George 
Uttle Memodal Park will be 
received by the undersigned 
to 1:30 p.m. Wednesday, 
July 18, 1990. Work In- 
cludes site preparation, sup- 
ply of materials and con- 
structlon of a concrete block 
building approximately 45 
sq. m. in size. 
Plans and tender documents 
may be picked up at Terrace 
Parks and Recreation 
Department at the Terrace 
Arena, 2320 Kalum Street, 
8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 
Monday to Friday. 
Tenders amto be submitted 
in sealed envelopes marked. 
"Tender for Public 
Washrooms --  Little Park" 
and will be opened at 1:30 
p.m. on September 5, 1990. 
The lowest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 2X8 
i 
Hlsk DalBd~a 
MIofslry of 
Crown Lands" 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSTION 
OF CROWN LAND 
of Ten'ace, ~ ~ .  occu~e(~ l~endl to 
rneke ~ Jo the Minisl~y of Crown 
regicrml office in 'Smlthem, B.C. for at "Rght-of- 
way of lend 0an~ eaumed Nine n~o Mountaln 
North or New Hazelton and more 8peSncdy deacrlb. 
ed below: 
Cemmen~g 01 • POet planted End a1 S,O, 
Hydro PowIw Llml Id ,9 .-,!Is cm,cJz to foflow for•llbry 
m~ to B,C. T~ ~,,-K~ro~lm silo •1 top of mounisln. 
The~e o~mmeec~ 01LM 1670. 
The I:,uwoeo for which the bnd Isrequlmd la ~up. 
ply newer to communication• at top of rnoun~n. 
Comman~ ~ormemlno thfa ~ may be 
raids to the Sander land Officer, Ministry of Crown' 
Leads, Bag eooo, 8mflflere. B,C. VOJ 2N9 
Telephone 847.7334. R/e NO. 8404299 
AGENT.' B~yan Edwards 
Dsted August 07. 1990 
LEASED SPACE REOUIREMENTS 
- -  PRINCE RUPERT 
The Comomtinn wishes to leue approximaisfy 
360 rrP (3,787 square feet) of store front office 
space on one (1) ~ in m eaa~ly 8coesslble 
locates ~ Pdnce Rul~rt. Oedlcmd perking for 
(e) Vehk:ise Is required. Occupancy Is 
deldmd r~ Merob 1.19Ol. 
G~m turnkey oropo~s which include the coat 
of Sll oPefWMg/makltonance services, tsxee and 
ntup are I~eferred. Alan (10) yeor le•se term 
wflh a renewal option ic desired. 
thtsmeted ~ ahould tele~x}ne ~helley 
Morn in Victorto st 087-7300 to obtain the 
.PaCifications package, 
Proposab Itho~M be submitted by September 
14, 1900 to: 
SupePdsor, Lease Neoo~ticns 
BOtlMt Columbhz BuJIding8 Corporation 
P.O. Box 1112 
3350 Douehs Street 
Victoria, Br0t~h ColumlNa 
VSW 2T4 
The C~n resenm8 me right o nego~Is 
any ~o~o~d end the lowest or any nronossl wl~ 
not necessarily be accepted, 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Trsnaportatlon and 
HlOhway8 Act, Section 49(I), sealed tenders ere Invited for the 
following: 
Project No,: 06897-0007 
Location: Usk Ferry 
Description: Clean and Paint Ferry Towers and Miscellaneous 
Steel Works at Usk Ferry. 
Sealed tenders, completed In accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation ~d Highways at No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1V4 untlf 2:30 p.m. (local time) on August 31, 
1990, when tenders will be opened In public. 
A security deposit/surety bld bond will not be required (In accor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender). 
A pre-tender meeting will be held 2:30 p.m., August 27, 1990. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifics- 
tions and condtions of tender are available from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 V4 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12',00 
p.m., nnd 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except 
holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheque or money order, made payable to the 
Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations. AJI purchases are 
non.refundable. 
For further Information contact Randy Penner, at (604) 
938-3360 or fax (604) 638-3316, 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
m m m m,=,w ,~mae 
I I i l  I I  
Pruvin~:~ of 
lhilish C,hmtbi;t 
Mi.lslly of l,u..~;l,Oztalit.t 
ulld Iligllwafs 
Honourable Hits M. Jut•stun, Minlstm 
i " " " ' 
BChydro 
;INVITATION FOR TENDERS 
• B.C. Hydro Invites tandera for :the ~ performance of the 
following work at the Falls River Generatlr~g Station located 
approximately 30 miles south of Prince Ruped: 
A) Local work contract NO.r,J604-90-3O - -  
8upply of  Labour, equipment • and material 
ifor the removal end disposal of debris from : 
T" ,:.the'reservolr. : • 
And/or  B ) ;L~iwork  coniract No..J60~90-31 , ; -  
. . . .  .,~ Supply of labour, equlpment and materlel for : 
. . . . . . .  the construction and Inetallatlonof a debris 
log boom In the reservoir. : : 
To obtain coples of the contract documents or further Infer. 
matlon and to arrange a site Inspection. Contact S.G: (STU) 
Connaoher, B,C. Hydro;:5220 Kelth Ave., Terrace, B.C, 
V8G 4RS-or  Phone (604) -638;5673 (work)or :  
(804)-624-4592 (home). , . . . . .  ~ .  : ~, 
The projects shall be open for tenders until 1200 hours on 
August 231990:A  site viewing is tentatively scheduled for 
1000 hours August 17 1990 . . . . . . .  
INTENT • TERRACE 
APPLICATION FOR CLASS "D" 
(NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB) LIQUOR LICENCE 
It is the Intention of the owner of the Bavarian Inn, located 
at 4332 Lakelse Avenue, to surrender the existing 225-seat 
combined Dining Lounge, Class "B" and Cabaret, Class "C" 
Liquor Ucence for the first floor of the Bavarian Inn in ex- 
change for a 65-SEAT NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB CLASS "D" 
UQUOR LICENCE for the same location. 
The above type of flcence permits the sale of all types of 
alcoholic beverages. Permitted hours of operation include: 
Monday - Thursday 9:00 a,m. to 11:00 p.m. 
or Monday -Thursday10:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight 
Friday & Saturday 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 e.m. 
Sunday 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 mldnl0ht. 
Any person(s):wishing tovolce their opinion regarding this 
matter may do so in writing, to Mayor and Council, and/or in 
person MONDAY, AUGUST 27, 1990, at 7:30 p.m. In the 
Municipal Council Chambers, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, 
B.C. 
MINING LEASE APPLICATION 
I, Janet M. Stdtychuk Hopkins, 2862 Banbury Avenue, Co- 
qultlam, B.C., V3B 5H2, (604) 941-6750, FMC No. 
280942, Code STRUM, Agent for Westmln Mines Limited, 
904-1055 Dunsmuir Street, Vancouver, B.C., V7X lC4, 
(604) 681.2253; FMC No. 290748, Code WESMI2; 
Canacord Resources Inc., Box 10, 808 West Hastings 
Street, Vancouver, B.C., VSC 2X6, (604) 687-7463, FMC 
No. 290723, Code CANR11 ; and Pioneer Metals Corpora- 
ties, 1100-1090 West Pender Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 
2N7, (604) 669-3383, FMC No. 290856, Code PIOMEC, 
hereby give notice that I Intend to apply, within ninety (90) 
days from the date of posting of this notice, to the Gold Com- 
missioner for a Mining Lease of the mineral claim listed below 
which ae been surveyed by F. Nssh, BCLS, whose field ~- 
~'notes and plan have been approved by the.SiJrveyor.General. :: 
Any adverse proceedings under section 44 of the Mineral 
Tenure Act must be commenced within eighty (80) days after 
the posting of this Notice. 
Mineral Titles Reference Map 104B/1 E. 
IRWIN Clalm-- Record 297. District Lot L3612. Skeena Min- 
Ing Division, Cssslar Land District. 
Dated June 5, 1990. (signed) J.M.S. Hopkins -- Agent. 
CERTIFICATE OF DATE OF POSTING 
Posted by the Gold Commissioner of the Skeena Mining 
Division at Prince Rupert, British Columbia. July 4, 1990. 
(signed) Ean Gower, Gold Commissioner. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
TheaeAds appear Inthe more than 100 Nev~papers ofthe 8.0, and Yukon Community NewspapemAooodation 
and reach more than 1,500,000 poteN~lmadem. 
$165. for 25 words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
I I I  
AUTOMOTIVE 
Active Auto Broke•, 
qord for Active 9allff .Ba~.  
RepoMasat9ne, estlde, I~lall, 
cmrm, th~k~ motortmmee, l~m,  
Od Mr. Pdce (only), (004)404- 
1010. 1:)8470, 
J m owner= fm~..~ft~ 
(:km'~. CJ7 from r~.'~,'~. CJ6, 
eki~ ~y $249,~. Fu6 
bmk tope 1399.95, Gemini 
8slee, 4736 S. Heltlnge, 
10UalXFJ~ OPPORTIJNmlB 
Ded~, Oed~, Docks, Weadher- 
dokCanad-'e teedlng m4oplklr d
wade qXod Of~t v ln~ Ikx eun- 
dedgk beloonies, roofdodgl auld 
IX~ etwroun~, Hal & Holn~d 
dttdorthIp avaiksb[e In t~  lroe. 
Invnlment can =e am ~ow 
,0o0 
~._~. ~. . .~ .~.  ~- 
enihll~ ~ mn as eliNir lull or 
pe~dm atk~o. Com~ Mr. 
START YOUR own Iml~/~l~ 
I~dneu, even mi les .  No 
m~ey or e Xl=~'le.ce. 
1046, Free urocnure: wNe 
W~d Trade, ave Cdn, 6mid Bel- 
IaL, Dept. W1, 1140 811- 
11my Rd. N. #t, S01foo~,  
Ontado, MIH IH4. 
REGIONAL FRANCHISEe i~ndl. 
able In 6,O, & ~ for new 
fl'~onld~zIL Tflefrozendoueh& 
~uoe supplied to over 300 roa- 
taumn~ puks In Cw~d~ klan/ 
eulkKIto someone wiLh REEFER 
ttoek, or eoo4me to freezer w4ulP 
houm, Area ~ ,  6outhem 
VlnOouver Island, Prln~ 
• oeqle, ~naye ,  brow M~ 
Jail Invmmr~ dmd ~00 
.$1~,OU0, C¢1(~4)~-~, 
~,~r ~.o~o~v ~,  I 
~,dtn centre, &s m B I 
~ltden, 1 more Oonlmlf~u, gnat l 
H~y, s k~,  12~0o ,4 ~, I 
¢ornm~mdal buildl~0, l J  sq. q, I 
new home, Grooofng 01A M. I 
~10,ooo ~ equtmtnt, ofms. i 
rake,s Market, Grand Fod~, 
e,o,, (0o4)4494NlO. . .  
BUSINESS OPPORTUNrrli~ 
LIVE, WORKAND PLAY on pat- 
ca- r~Ir mwi~imd ~i~- 
rriehL Rndllyexpandable. 0,22 
of oomm~zomd 
nest fe~y. Two bedroom home 
Be ml,'Kdee from mainhnd, Poe,, 
Bible Rnandr~, Yendo~moy cen. 
NOW: ROSEMARY CALL- 
AWAY, 839-2250, NRS GALI- 
ANO let.AND REALTY LTO. 
CUP NEWSPAPER ITEMS- ~.- 
I~  EACH! FJu~ axbs messy .st 
hemal Write TODAY for FREE 
FOR SAI.B MISC HELP WANTED HELP WAN110 
ConldletaMealRoeas~neEqulp- HOUeEWNES, Motharuandln- EXPERIENCED llcens~l nle- 
ment.Ooodocndlbn, Wlehtosell terealedpemormneededlmm~H- chardomquinedbyGH. De4dorin 
uoompleteunlL Wdta:Ed@milu- atelytoeelltoyeendoiltaforl~hz - 8tMhen~ Excelentwoddn0con- 
siP,, RR#2 CI15 S/9, Oliver, B.C., lionel Home Party Plan, No In- dltione, excellent waOes and 
VOH1T0,490..3166, veelment, deliveries or money benefits. Contact EdWoddd~nt 
odlocllen. Cd  (519)258-7005. O'Neill's Char-Side. 847-2214, 
Garden centre, flower =hop and 
tand=:ap~ ~ business..Z~tudos Outmm<llnOomo~u~.~,O00 ~nsoN,U.S 
4.bedrounhouas, grennnouses to $12~,000/yenr. O~ound floor 6U~l lN~a l l fo ro tw 
andproperty, L.o¢at~.lnCantle- opportunfly, f/t orp/t w~kfrom 
ger, eltoofthe newlr,4~m01len home.NewOusinessORxalun~ healthasdfinaseprognun. 11620 
putp mill modemlzatlon/ex~, n- In Cansda. 24 haul recorded p~rpemenbeaedondoubleooou- 
~ge:  261-0947. pancy for 6 nl0hts accornmod~ 
eleomxlKeenleyddeDamesoc- l ~m""r''ep°~°=av=d~e~ lbe,3meabdally~xlao:~ob~ 
! thehoe(~4dtylnduehyonayear- Slim Inn weeks Stad ~pt .  16, 
BouthemWoodPmductsasw- roundb4slslnbeautllutBANFF CalltheLs~Loubelmfo~'reur. 
milL PhoneJohnof 1-365.7312. and JASPER. 6uhekllzed 8o- rations. 1-800-66t.0337. DETNLB: Clri~lr411 (b04),#150- 1887 Walt 4fh, Vmtocuver, B,C., 
VSJIM4. HEALTH ¢ornmodQ~ms available, Con- Whecerasflyou'mevenvet0hl? 
~hds~Nul;OleooveryTays ~ tad: CHARLTON RESORTS, FAOEUFT?'Yt(SURF., ,SAFE.,, P.O, Box t478, Banff, ObtOlsodo(mJ WepeyyotJf=" 
Is~.ofor.om.. u. yo=r N~SURa_~ ~ ~Un,TOL OC0, TeleX: for~10"~k'~r"x="tro=ms,~. C=t o=-~, 
ex;Hldenoe to Ir~todu¢e du~. Inl~tVaoy. rree eclat, . : (403)762-2575 
Uorml toys In yew ema, HI0h (604)467-3Me,24hr, snsw~mg v,,,w . . . . . .  24hm.,1-978-3016, 
oommlsalon, fkixblehoum, CIIh .taaver,uneandadckeas, 8URVEYORwa~edforopenplt 
I<mn, 1-780.4709, ~ ~ mlne In Hlmo,, Alberta. unattached Clvl¢lan peopb, 
" ; " "  - " '  " "  8hou=d have ,, minimum of two ages 18.80, the d)je¢ ~ 
IOUOATION CHMEAULAKELOUISE-Re~d yoamrs~edexperfenceendbe panioneldp or n~.  Wdle: 
to the Roddesl Chateau Lake lam]gar with iofal etallon Instm- Aehgrove, P.O. Box 205, 
Inoomo Tax PmlXUlkm, Free ~ (~Oroomrasod) n~ulros I metUandoomlPu~'aRdlcetione. Chese,B,O.,VOEIM0, 
bredunL Nodd~0on. U&R Ho uukNpl~ ~e~hu~s- re-I Prefert .e~nladmj~_ qradu.m, a 
TaX 8ervfol~ 206.184~ Peml~e calve on-lheJ0bbalNng, Competl- I ~s=veymoorCw9 .l~.ngmee. nng 
HI0hwly, Wlmllpeg, MB, P.1T live woga In~n9 9ratuflk)o ~utd I Tedmob0y. r'~saslO~Vsroras- 
286,1.800-M~6144, Exdu~m medkWbene~paokage.OR~U--] ume to: Dawn McCoy.UIIdch, omnky;,homeon7,61~ve~,lsnd- 
fnu~hleeteMIorbe&vuUable, nltyfor~lvenoomenI, MealsendJ Peach,of CooodlnJlor, ~lr~. g s ~  well, p,'lle~, 01~NIn- 
ao0omnlodo0orlal anl subsidized, i Rive¢ HOanUroU, ua 0 uOrVl(~ holm, finks, ~ ~ Mi ly 
Adult I~rsoy Pro0mms: use plemepplyw0hnmu~lmdw~k I 5000.Hlnlm,AB,'ITVIV6. hems thofuded, Ra iserS . :  
oommunlty new~:mpem in your reteren¢e9 to: Human P,~mouroos I ~ Mu~ move. (BO4)783.$347, 
ckumm.R~btar f='NewaAbiefree wed=h~:~i~h°w LId~ Loube, Nbetfa, T0L 1E0 ,D I r °~or '  Chateau Lake Louise, II Cendominknn (x ,~p le .x .Tmln  to ma a0e an/~oe_~tment/lne 0o~. SERVICE8: . . . . .  
Ha f t ,  Adult ~ Cordacl ~ I moment n.cen~..o nomemuoy 
Centre, 022,410 W, Hmdlnge, Nomimana0er~qulredbyVJl- [ ce~icalionlndudeSlmeplace- dodA, Wener,|dallwyerfor22 
V l~r ,  V081~, le l ,1~ ~ofH~upocnu~end~m~ I me~i  ~'~nce.Freeb~¢hure: ~iwo. Call ~b¢:  (604)706. 
M3-139964~Au0uat17. Be~e~19OO, P~'mmcewgl I (604)681.64~6..O.t:RMT1,1120- 5500. Oo~b~y leea.nvldl. 
I[QUIPMIHT&MAOHINW~- be01vonfoepplcenlewllhRifdg-amUonOedldoad9 md IXeVlous I] VC~lH2.'~lBOW'Pender'vanonuver'B'O" able. I~oredlnB,C,,,onl~. 
Ice-middng experience. For fur- ~ : TRAVEL 
C~eYerde~Ofveu=edF.d~- th~ INon~ ~ 26~3690. I PmducllonMImaoerrequlmdior ~ ogger-1 mounted on u~d 404 R.=.. =, io i ,ro ofo.mu y..w,m PRE88memberdtlpfo¢lNg.M. 
EX~llont ocfldlion, 187,000. A t~ 24,1060, ~nd loBox  I I -n (~mrV~r=rn ,  Mm Bo~ofqx~athe, pdee, lllt 
200,N~kusoB.C,,VOGIRO. I have ~ background In the F.o , 02-.4 , - -  , ,  t a.d u=  r,,n  
.... -- '  Inemzhem. T~nlng, ex~ne~oe I Pureeing, P.O. 132( 4o, ~;1~, WAHTIm 
FOReAMtlIM¢ r~red .  B.V.H~c;do~dSodety, I B .O.V~NS.  
~9 BOX 010, Telkw& B.C., V0J I - - ~ Wanted: uood 840 Intsmntlordd 
Llghti0011xiume, W .~lgm Can. 2_)(0, .CO~.  Tom Lea~ofl, 640- i Central Fras~ VaileyToyo~ guan61nelKdtaldoformlxll~. 
mda'ekrotatdleplay,~Rm4eeofe 9110fordeWle. I otCt~mqu~ssqu~W~ta~tm~. Teny,(294)6"/'7-9600, - 
end~Hali, Fme~ue~vag.  IT~YOURTURNI toloNwol0ht I ofen~4thy~aP~, nllce.z~i~xa ~eam Meded for Mer~uloor II 
~ ,  NodsurnUGNIn~e~m1~, end feet areel " i~btOboP~- ] benel~.ana~wo~ng saw run- 61.emOdve,19~0modd(glveor 
4e0oEu~H~..~im,,~: 9~" u-,m;~ on T,V, e~. I mint. rk,u~ usa ~ to: ma~e,~0oT.~ee. Ph=o 
~"VOOSK~'~PS0~:'(e04)~I: , :~ Ino ,  l~ ' / '~ ,  i Way, Nx~m°m'g'v"v,.="%m=: (Term.). ' .  
. , • • : 
; " , = . , .  
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" !132. Legal Notices , 
:':~' :~  ~r ' " ~4~ V ~ '~ ~ i| J==W" . " TERRACE EXPERTs - - ' iN  A GLANCE . I i 
: /  
t 
INV ITAT ION TO TENDER 
i :Sealed tenders will be received by the undersigned for the 
: conetruotion of nine single family dwellings. Plane, epeoiflos- 
~tlons; and other tender documents will be available to prime 
~ontractors only, after 9:00 a.m. pacific standard time "l~hura- 
day, August 2, 1990 at the administration office. One set of 
tender documents will be Issued to each prime contractor 
ii'u~n del~os t of $100.00 per set, refundable upon return of 
-asme in complete and good condition. Each tender shall be 
accompanied by a bid bond duly executed with the name of 
::..the project and owner in the amount of at least 10% of the 
• tender price. 
Tenders will be received at the Lakalazap Administration 
Office not Inter than 2:00 p.m. Thursday, August 23, 1990. 
• The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Inquires: William Moore: Telephone: 621-3212 
Lakaiazap 
: 289 Church Street 
Greenville, B.C. 
VOJ 1XO 
Invitation to Tender  
In accordance with the Ministry of Traneporlatlon end 
Highways Act, Section 49(1 ), sealed tenders ere invited for the 
following: 
Project No,: 06897.0006 
Location: 15.8 km. south of Terrace on Hlghwoy 37 
Description: Furlong Creek Box Culvert Re-surfacing - -  Con- 
etructlon of a 150 mm concrete overlay Including oil prepare. 
ties work. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways at No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G1V4 until 2:00 p.m. (local tfme) on August 31, 
1990. when tenders will be opened in public. 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will not be required (in acoor. 
dance with the conditions of ~e tender). 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifica- 
tions and condtlons of tender are available from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at 
No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG tV4 
between the hours of 8:30 a.rn. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Monday to Fddsy, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheque or money order, made payable to the 
Minister of Rnance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are 
non-refundable. 
For further information contact Randy Penner, at (604) 
638-3360 or fax [604) 638-3315. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
P~------O~.. Province of Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of Transpodation 
and Highways 
Honourable Rite M. Johnston, Minister 
MINING LEASE APPL ICAT ION 
I, Janet M. Strltychuk Hopkins, 2862 Banbury Avenue, Co- 
qultlam, B.C., V3B 5H2, (604) 941-6750, FMC No. 
280942, Code STRUM, Agent for Westmin Mines I.Jmited, 
904-1065 Dunsmuir Street, Vancouver, B.C., V7X 1C4, 
(604) 881-2253, FMC No. 290748, Code WESMI2; 
Canacord Resources Inc., Box 10, 808 West Hastings 
Street Vancouver, B.C., V6C 2X6, (604) 687-7463, FMC 
No. 290723, Code CANR11; and Pioneer Metals Corpora- 
tion, 1100-1090 West Pender Street Vancouver, B.C., V8E 
2N7, (604) 869-3383, FMC No. 290856, Code PIOMEC,' 
hereby give notice that I Intend to apply, withlng ninety (90) 
days from the date of posting of this notice, to the Gold Com- 
missioner for a Mining Lease of the mineral claims listed 
below which have been surveyed by J: Davldson, J.F. RIt- 
chle, D.B. Morklll, and M. Kidston, BCLS, ~ whose field notes 
and plprls have been approved by the Surveyor-General. 
Any adverse proceedings under section 44 of the' Mineral 
Tenure Act must be commenced within eighty (80) days after 
the posting of this Notice. 
Mineral Titles Reference Map 104B/1E. 
TIP TOP Claim --'Record 52. Dietdct Lot L3205. Skeena 
Mining Division, Casaiar Land District. r
• CORNELIUS Claim -- Record 118. District Lot L1523. 
8keens Mining Division, Casslar Land District. 
• EMPIRE Claim -- Record :119. Distriot Lot L1524. Skeena 
' Mining DiVision, Casaiar Land District. 
MONTANA No. 1 FR. Claim --Record 125. Distdct Lot 
L4178. Skeena Mining Division, Casslar Land Dlstflct. 
MONTANA No. 2 FR; Claim --Record 126. District Lot 
L4!79. 8keens Minrlng Division, Cassiar Land Dlstdct. 
• MONTANA No. 3 Claim -- Record 127. Dlatdct Lot L5095. 
8keens Mining Division, C.,asslar Land District. 
/'OALENA No, 1 Claim - -  R~rd  ~t42. District Lot L4818. 
• skeena Mining ~Dlvislon, Casslar Land District. 
' , , r , 
GALENA FR. Claim .;, Record• 143; District Lot L4817. 
' Skeena Mining I]vislon, Casslar Land District. 
~MGM Claim Record 1839. Dlstdct Lot L7048. Skeena 
. Mining Division, Casslar, I.;and Diatrlot. . . .. 
==,~lR~rd:T7~9.~ District Lot L7048. Claim 
:;*Skeena MInlllg Division, C.,assi~Land District. , , 
e E.m(FR, C~', " .=o~ ~746. Oiat,'~ot Lot L7048, 
8keens Mining Division, Cass!ar Land District. 
: TIP TOP FR. cialm --.Record 88922. Dlstdot Lot L4180. 
i i l i S~8,Mln lng  Divlslon,;Caaaiar Land District. . .. 
!:.Skeena Mining Dtvlsl0n, C.,esslar Lend Distriot. 
i ~ June e, ~ ~9o. (=on~i~J,U;S, mp~ng, - ~gent. 
' *  Posted by the Gold c~m~ner=0f  the 8keena .Mining 
O i~at  Prince Rupert,,Brltlsh Columbia. July :4, 1990. 
~ (elOried)e~ Qower, Gokloommlaaioner,• 
I ¸ ! i  * 
- " - '1' , ,+  °.,. .' iii 
l~W~w .... . .=  =¢,LS . . . .  ) i ~; :i 
~ ~ ~ ~ - -  I (60~4i 635-2881 (604) ~ 3 5 . 5 0 5 4 ";] '; 1 ~: ~ ' " ' 
_ ,,, ~ ~ ~ | • 24Hour Alarm Monitoring . :i " :;-~ : ' 
I & l l  I~  Ir"_ l r~  I Bonded Fully L cenced & Uniformed Secur ty Personnel : :~i! 
~ I Oepa .ment  S tore  Surve i l l ance  , ~,.~ 
11= " | • Burglar & Fire Alarm Systems " !~il 
1 • Closed Circuit T.V. Systems, Residential Intercoms ~  iii! 
HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS --  BOAT REPAIR8 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING" BOARDS -- BOX UNERS -- 10 FT. SHE~R 
• " .. ,i ~ 00 TON METAL BENDING PRES'¢ 
16041635- 3478 
~'~ 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
. TERRACE. B.C. V8G 3Y8 
D  ANE 
FUN LHOME 
Box 247, So-' ith~grs~,,B.C. • 847-2441 
• 
Professional counselllr R _~ \~';' ,-~.- : l / !  
Memorial markers ~ . . . .  ~ ~ ' " ..% 
Cremation r. ' .-~.~ A.oeSallon 
/ ii 
SUMMER SPECIAL! 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
let's talk 
i 
• Portable radios 
* Marine radios 
.............................. e-Mountain- top repeaters .~: .... 
. , ,¢~, * Satel l i te  Sales & Service 
Northland ,.~oo= Po~ ^ ~, 
' Communications 638-0261 . 
i "1 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
I 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
& Service Ltd. 
ALL TYPES OF GLASS 
Store Fronts ICBC Claims 
COMPETITIVE PRICING 
Serving Bums Lake to Klttmat 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667-4464 
Hazelton, B.C. 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  | 
Auto Glass ,,, Windshields / Specialists ,,, G lass  Med ic  Repa i rs  ~, I.C.B.C. claims 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cuffing 
Family Podraits Puster~ 
5 mln Passpo~ Limited EditJon Pints 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4(R9 IJkCSe At~rw 
Tm Ill.UU 
I • 
r 
River's Edge Contracting 
#112-4619 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace 
m'-I I:easonable ra tes"  hourly or contract. specialty buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, 
6" & 8" bits, snowclearing 
(604) 635-2881 
TWIN RNER ELECTRIC 
a HEATING LTD. 
3992 C OLD IN(ELSE LAKE RD., 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 3V1 
(804) 635-5054 
FAX (604) 63~3279 
• 24Hour Harm Monitodng ;' 
• Bonded Fully Licenced & Uniformed Security Personnel 
• Department S ore Surveillance 
,.Burglar & Fire Alarm Systems 
• Closed Circuit T.V. Systems, Residential Intercoms 
J 
Terrace Electric and Heating 
lass ,A" Electrical Contractor 
• ~ )  Industrial, Commerclal, Residential 
..... ~ ' ' ~ ! = : Will cut down any treel I 
J.S. PALAHICI(Y 
: ~ Phone: d38-8406- Fax: d38-8407 "SAFELY" I i 
• I • 4908~ Lambty Avenue, Terrace. B.C, V8G 4N5 $1,000,000 liability for YOUR protection I '~-! 
, 635-7400 ! 
:1 ~: MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
I ~ : SERVICES LTD.  : ~ 
I ' T "er~crsmst°rlum 46259avtaAve.,Terrace =--SYSTEMS LTD.~ i t !, 
•. , : Directors: 
I ~ ~ dAME8 WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE Dally freight service ex Vancouver :,' 
I s ;~.~ ~ 24 HOUR ' 
| ~ • i l tO I t t l l t tqm,  i. ' . ]  Anewar lnn  : tnd  Paoor  Gorvl~ (eo4) ~s.7197 ~.~, 
~ I ! BLAK£ ': " TERRA, " ~ :: !: ::::il ' ~l'~"~i:: ' I - - -BURNST. ,  CE, B.C, ' ' " ~; ~ ' ..... 
, . . . . . .  " ' ' li iii i ii ii11111 i i iii ITI I ~ ,~ 
. . . . . . . . .  E,~,i 
*~ ~ ~ '¢ ,,--~ .,~-,---,.~ .,,,~ -,~ ..... -~-~¢~-~ ~;  ,~=g ~4a}-g<. ~,=~:~. :. ~.,,. ~%~ :~:~.a? ~,.~ ~ ~_, t '.,,~ . .~..,'~,-~ - ,", ..%," 
:~ 7::. PageBlO ,:,Terrace Standard; Wednesda/y, AuO=t15; ."i. :::i~;:i'] z.,: .....i, 
" Frorn B1 , : F la !he  we l l  .. ' .. .Ct . .... >t 
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:'" What's Up • .: By YVONNE MOEN 
~~ National Hockey League 
• " munizatlon Clinics TuesdaYs player Wade Flaherty began his August 24, 25, 26 ' :: 
" 9:30  e .m. .noon  and  1 -4  p .m.  ~ . "q; . . . . . . . . . .  " ~'  '~ ,  . . ' "" 
':' Welshing and measurlns career as a hockey goalie on a • . 
:' children, no Ufting ne¢'essary. Terrace backyard skating rink. ~ Bu lk ley  Va l le  ' 
For more into. phone the l~ow plwln8 with the 1990 yExhibit ion. ,,:'i' 
Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. ieasue champion Greensboro The Show orf the North : 
: • *****  Monarch's in the American Smithers, B.C. ANYONE INTERESTED in . " . . . . . . .  ' 
joining a support group for East Coast Hockey League, 
; step and blended families, ca l l  Flah~rty's playing venue has 
Lee at 635.905L ~changed a Httle. 
• ****  Named his team'.s most 
' TERRACE AA MEETINGS, valuable player in it's league 
: " 635-6533, Men's Sun. nits 7 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit, 4?20 playoffs; Flaherty's playoff 
Haughland. Sun. Women's goa l tend ing  "was  jus t  
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. unbelievable" according to his 
Monday nite 8:30 p.m. B lue coach. 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
day nits 8:30 p.m., Knox "He  did things that I've not 
UnRed Church, 4907 Lazelle seen a goal ie do in a long time. 
Ave. Tuesday nite 8:30 p.m. He carried the team through the 
Catholic Church. 4830 Straurne playoffs." 
Ave. Wed. nits Iksinners 7 :30  Although his season was an 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. Fri- 
day nite 8:30 p.m. Kermode up and down one, Flaherty end- 
Centre 3313 Kalum St. ed the playoffs with an amazing 
• **  **  .950 save percentage and a 2.25 
LOSSES, either through goals al lowed average. 
separation, divorce, or death 
can be a time you may need ad- Recently returned from a 
ditional support. If you wish to summer training camp in Min- 
be in a supportivesroup, please nesota, Flaherty is in the pro- 
join us the 1st. and 3rd. tess of negotiating a contract 
Wednesday of each month. 
1:15 - 3 p.m. in the conference with a proposed expansion fran. 
room at the Mental Health chise in San Jose, California. 
Centre. Call 638-3325 for more He is back in Terrace this 
• info. summer coaching at the Terrace 
• * * **  minor hockey league's ummer i bl'(l~Ub HU~KI:Y PLAYER Wade Flaherty, who plays on an NHL SOCIALIZING SINGLES 
meeting every Friday evening at camp. farm team, was his league champion team's most valuable playoff 
Women's Resource Centre, Flaherty's formal hockey player this season. Flaherty is back in town coaching the local sum- 
4542 Park Ave. at 7:30 p .m.  training began when his mother mer hockey school. 
Come out and join us. It's fun • took him to the Terrace arena to the junior team there. 
and coffee's onl For more info. 
.call Ruth at 635-9551. register for the pup league at six He then joined his first minor A , ,~  I 
• **  **  years old. At 16 he left town to pro farm team in Kalamazoo,- ~ " 
BIG BROTHERS AND BIG play goal for the Seattle Michigan then moved on to the . 
SISTERS ate now underway. Thunderbirds, and eventually Greensboro team heplayed with 
The first A.G.M. proved to be moved to Victoria to play with last season. 
a SUCCESS with enough people ~ 
present tofill nil executive, and N, UMBER I#  / directors chairs. The next few 
months will be busy trying to COME TO THE B .V .  FALL  FA IR  
get totally functionni by spring. L O D G E  J O Y  
=n',do,, . , , ,o. ,  4HD you. Anyone interested in " a y  " l 
becoming a Big Brother or TERRACE 
Sister, or if you are willing just ' ~ y, August 24 4702 Lakelse Avenue , /  to help please feel free to join Frida : 
us in. this worthwhile project. ~ Phone 635-6302 . .~.~. ,~.  
Meetings are held every third ~ Bulk ley  Va l ley  Exh ib i t ion  
Tuesday of the month. ' cjrl~r~ 
• ** ** ~ The Show of the North I.~[~.~ BaWl Name: Bamantha Jo nne Ashley Scott.' 
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP C ~/~a,~ I Blhl & 111111 ef Bhlh: July 24, 1980 at 9:35 am 
for any persons having an ~ Smi thers ,  B. . w,~h~, s b,. 2 oz. s,x: r.~al. 
ostomy or needing one in the uU( /#(~,~)~ hmm: Laveme Scott & Marvin Russell 
future. A 'chance to share pro- "" 
blems, concerns, information BIII~'I Name: James Zachan/Gerard Bailey J0rdon Scott 
and receive support f rom TERRACE STOCK ~ ' ~  " TaR others in the same situation, .=m~,,m~. Dill & 11me of Blflh: July 25. 1990 at 12.28 
Call Terrace 635-5905 or ~ Wltllltt 7 Ibs. 2 oz. 8Ix: Male 
Kitimat632-$951.***** CAR ASSOCIATION Panmtl:JImRyan&UsaTaRandBigSlsterCandace. 
CROWN COUNSEL VICTIM %-'";'~ • "~"" hlly's Name: Jordan Palge 
SERVICES NEEDS presents ~[f f -~[ i~ .~ ~ & Time of Bt~: July 27. 1990 at 7:10 pm 
VOLUNTEERS We need you W~I¢ 8 Ibs. 14 oz. ,- &Ix: Female 
to provide victim serviees in the " T H E  A N N U A L  , , . .= ,v , , , , ,  ,, 
prosecutor's office in Terrace. Dally'l Name: Bayne Russel Tjernstro~ 
Applications available at: 
Crown Counsel Victim Sew-  D E M O L I T I O N  I~ lP - - r iD  ]1 'h l~ l~ l~I J 'p  | rluURS: ~m&11. amm:July2e;w~lI.: 8 Ibs. 4 oz  1980 .t12:09 Male 
vices. 1IO-3408 Kainm Street. Panlall: R0n & Terd TJernstr0m and Sister Kyla 
Terrace, B.C. For further in- Weekdays 
formation, please call 
,,8382,. $25.00 ENTRANCE FEE s:3o a.m.- 8:30 p:m. 
• **  * * Rules available at: 
SKB AUTO SALVAGE Saturday 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY 
-~ " . Sunday 
8 :00 a.m. - 8 :00 p.m. 
i FREE BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE I GOOD FAMILY DINING AT G INGERBREAD PLAYHOUSE 
, ~ [ J -  '- ~ ' REASONABLE PRICES Skeena Mall 636-6236 
- -  ~ r i 
A nondenominational, 8 lesson course designed to glee a. general ..... 
C O R R ECT IO N ~ow,ed=e of the Bible. Subjects include: Old Testament, New Tebtamant " :~ i ,  " " " "  
:le: August Circular Vol. 23 and Christianity. 
NO. 33 • Thl| course Is absolutely FREE of cllergeo "< 
- | - • Tampax and Compak • Based entlrsly on the Bible. (no present day revelations) . ' - ' 
Packages with free lip gloss * Conducted.nttrely bym,ll. 9L ) 'Z ,~ J . .~LF~L/ '2~ ( ~  #~d. . .~ ,~,~ 
inside are not available. (ell postage paid by the Terreee Church of Christ) 
We apologize for any in- To re(~elve this FREE Bible Corre|ponden¢e Courw sena your name and ' "L  
convenience this may have address to: BRITISH [ ]  
' • COLUMBIA ' . [ ]  ROCK CORNISH ' 
Terrace Church of Christ, 4603 Perk Ave., Terrace, B.C. SALMON STEAK [ ]  DELUXE 
V8G 105 (Please Print) or call  635-9605 Marinated Is lemon and I The hen Is split than 
• seasonings, our chef's, [] broiled and served with 
- - - I secret, then chad)rolled [ ]  a rich wine gravy, long 
and served with baked [] grnin and wild doe, and 
KITSUMKALUM =o,_ ,  v . . .  
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP. CHILDREN;8 STUFFED 
MUSHROOMS 
MENU Fresh mushroom (~os, 
KALUM MOTEL Bettered Sole with baked In our oven, filled 
- -  clean rooms . - -  friendly staff potato or rice end with a delicious mixture 
-;reasonable rates v~etaUe, of crab meet and 
8522 HwylS Terrace, B.C. 635-2362 ~cheesN. 
I 
HOUSE OF SIm-O-Ghsts ! All d l shu  are prepared fresh while PARTY - Ind ian  arts & c ra f ts .  - -  convenience store 
• - -  Located In the Terrace Airport ' I you walt, Be relax and enjoy an 
Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C. (3 miles west of Terrace) evening of fine dining st Its best In our 
TERRACE INN eas.1829 • elegant new dining room.  
• " Reurvatl0ns Recommended • , ' |  
urday KITSUMKALUM ROCK QUARRY I , Summer Hours 
Sat , , -- Ballast, Crush and Rip-Rap Sunday - Thursday 6 pro- 10 pm 
September 15 . Box §44,:Terra©e, B.C. Friday & Saturday 6 pm • 11 pm 
' . 058-6177 , ~  
1 p .m, -  5 p.m. ! ~ - - ' 
• 0 
. MOUNT LAYTON - 'KITSUMKALUM RIVER TOURS & GUIDES P 
• By lnvltstlon only --twoboats : : ''weeklytoiJm HOTS RINGS ~1 
. _ / "advancedbooldng :i up to O'Pemone , 
. . . . .  ' reoommended ~ i perboat RESORT;LTn I--" 
,Phone KAREN FARRELL - -  experienced' & ~owledgeeble guides. .. 
.... 638-0707 ,. gwy. 16, Kalum River ikidge 638-3735 or 630-0100 ,w^, , ,  - - _ . .  i ' " 
-q 
. _ . . . . , , ,  , ,=  
• • : '  " ' ' i :  
